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1 INTRODUCTION
“Finally, the very basic question “What is a service, what is a good and how
do they interrelate?” has not been satisfactorily answered. I advocate a need
for genuine basic research in services. To many people this sounds scary and
pretentious. It has a ring of being academic and allegedly impractical ivory
tower mumbo-jumbo. However, I do not see a controversy between basic research and practical application; I see a bond. From academia and thinkers
two things are demanded, whether it is long term basic research or short
term operational. One is relevance, i.e. what we try to find out should matter,
it should bear a potential of changing our mindsets and our way of behaving,
it should provide better maps of reality and contribute to welfare. … The other requisite is validity: Do the concepts, categories, models, theories, statistical data and statements that we provide really capture reality?”
(Gummesson 1994, 93-94)
“This research is motivated by an increasing frustration in the service OM research community with the need to begin research articles with a litany of
service characteristics. As a result, we feel that valuable journal space is
“wasted” by the repetition. We cringe when we read service OM simply being
referred to as “non-manufacturing." We believe that service OM is unique (in
the problems studied, research methodologies, language. and overall viewpoints) but we are not sure that others agree. …There are many, it seems,
who feel comfortable with the term "non-manufacturing." This is a gap that
need to be bridged. Service-oriented academics must do a much better job in
articulating and demonstrating why service operations should be managed
differently.” (Nie & Kellogg 1999, 352)
“dissatisfaction with the IHIP paradigm has grown over the years… As a
consequence, due to a lack of suitable characteristics, the core term “services”
remains undefined. This gap in literature is incomprehensible as a whole scientific community bases its capacity and accomplishments on this term.”
(Moeller 2010, 359)

Definitions need to be viewed as foundational instruments in services research. Development
of theory is based on defining concepts or variables and identifying their relationships
(Wacker 1998). Lack of clear definitions of the focal concepts easily leads to validity problems; well-defined concepts provide the necessary boundaries for gathering evidence, drawing conclusions and making generalizations. Especially services, being intangible, complex
real-life phenomena with consequences, require thoroughly developed definitions. However,
basic assumptions of the phenomenon still vary across the research literature, and established definitions in one discipline may not be purposeful in another field.
Making the distinction and comparisons between services and physical goods has been an
important area of analysis among service scholars in various disciplines, especially in 1980’s
and earlier when services research began to self-identify as academic community (Brown,
Fisk & Bitner 1994). This discussion aimed at legitimization of services as a domain of research (Berry & Parasuraman 1993) and has resulted in the recognition of the specialized
sub-disciplines, service marketing (Grönroos 1982; Zeithaml, Parasuraman & Berry 1985;
Grönroos 1998) and service operations management (Heineke & Davis 2007; Biege, Lay &
Buschak 2012), as distinct bodies of knowledge paralleling their main disciplines. In the field
of service management and marketing this work reached a somewhat matured stage by the
end of 1990’s: a coherent system of ideas concerning the nature of services can be traced from
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this ‘classic’ service literature. Recently, after a somewhat harmonious period of focused research building on this conceptual background, counterarguments against this work have appeared. Some have indicated that making a distinction between services and physical goods is
too challenging, impossible, unnecessary or not worth the effort, and many have simply
avoided the topic. Nie and Kellogg (1999) noted how the ambiguity of the term ‘service’ pushes authors to account its possible meanings as a preface to anchor their research position (e.g.
Miles 2010). A recent paradigm in marketing, the Service-Dominant Logic (SDL), even cultivates arguments that the distinction is inappropriate because services cover or surround all
activities and therefore all business exchange can and/or should be viewed as service-based
(Vargo & Lusch 2004a; 2004b; 2008c). As interest in researching services has swelled during
the past decade, and the fashionable term of service is increasingly used to label everything
and anything, misinterpretations of important classic service-related theoretical standing
points are not difficult to find. An example of such is the debate on the service characteristics
framework also known as the ‘IHIP’ frame, shortened for its key concepts intangibility, heterogeneity, inseparability and perishability (see Lovelock & Gummesson 2004; Vargo &
Lusch 2004b; Edvardsson, Gustafsson & Roos 2005; Spring & Araujo 2009). Put briefly, the
term ‘service’ is gaining attention, yet losing its theoretical power (Stauss 2005).
This article-based doctoral dissertation sets out to contribute to the field of service operations
management (SOM) by clarifying the essence of the classic approach to define services, and
to test and consolidate this view. The following Subsection explains how the dissertation is
organized.

1.1 Structure of the dissertation
Figure 1 presents the structure of this dissertation and how different parts are organized into
chapters. (Research design is further explained in Chapter 5.) The theoretical part (in
Chapter 2) will first review existing service definitions and demonstrate that the traditional
approaches to define and describe service as “a deed, a performance, an effort” (Berry 1984,
302) provided for customers indicate that services, as offerings, are process-based. A revised
definition is then developed. Existing body of knowledge regarding the process aspects of
services is reviewed selectively. In order to build grounding for the empirical part, these theoretical framings are followed by a review of the main aspects of the literature concerning
servitization of manufacturing and knowledge-intensification of business-to-business services (‘kibsification’, for short).
Methodology part (Chapter 3) discusses the basic assumptions of the author on doing research and explains the methodical choices of the dissertation. Findings are reported in
Chapter 4. The dissertation proceeds in two analysis levels or stages.
1. The five original articles, included in the Appendix 2 of this dissertation, are considered as a primary analysis level. These articles have explored timely research
topics in the service research areas focusing industrial and knowledge-intensive
business-to-business services. Speaking of the five original articles as well as the literature more generally, these relatively young research streams have been driven
by the phenomenon and the context, not by a specific theoretical domain. Contributions of the articles are presented in Section 4.1 in a condensed manner. (Appendix
1 provides a side-by-side comparative table of these articles. The Author’s contribution in each article is stated in Appendix 3.)
2. Because these articles already capture the main aspects of the phenomena, and explain the contributions that were new at the time of their publication, the researcher aims at a new contribution with this study by building a secondary analysis
level using the original articles as the base level (see Section 4.2 for the secondary
analysis). In other words, the purpose of this study is to reinterpret the findings of
the original articles using a meta-analytic approach in order to answer new research questions that address the basic assumptions regarding the nature of services. Chapter 4 ends with Conclusions from this secondary analysis.
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Chapter 5 consists of the Discussion part. First, the contribution of the theoretical part of
the dissertation is addressed (Section 5.1). The second section discusses the results of the
confirmatory meta-analysis and six elaborative themes to the theoretical framings which
were found in the secondary analysis of the articles (Section 5.2). The research implications
(Section 5.3) and practical or managerial implications follow (Section 5.4), with validity considerations (Section 5.5) and limitations (Section 5.6), and the dissertation concludes with
future research avenues (Section 5.7). References are found in the end, before the Appendices.
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Figure1.Structureandmainelementsofthedissertation(numbersrefertodissertationchapters
andsections).1

1

Figure 7 in Chapter 3 resembles Figure 1. Figure 1 is intended to demonstrate the organization of the research
report, while Figure 7 demonstrates the research design, more specifically in a visual form.
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMING AND LITERATURE REVIEWS
2.1 Service definitions – a review of approaches
A debate about the differences between services and physical goods flourished in the 1970’s
when early service marketing scholars were compelled to justify their new position in marketing research (Berry & Parasuraman 1993; Brown et al. 1994). Their main focus was to
demonstrate that services differ from physical goods in ways that have practical implications,
and that nurturing a sub-discipline dedicated to services was necessary. In their review,
Brown et al. (1994) talk about ‘scurrying about’ and ‘walking erect’ stages in services marketing, illustrating how the excitement over new topic developed into a firmly founded research
stream. This implies that service marketing academics perceived a consensus over the special
nature of services at the time. According to Brown et al. (1994), this debate started to fade in
the 1980’s as the focus turned to specific service marketing problems. A similar pattern followed in operations management, characterized by Johnston (1999) as ‘service awakening’
before 1980, ‘breaking free from product-based roots’ in 1980-1985, ‘the service management
era’ in 1985-1995, followed by a return to the OM roots, refocusing on applied, prescriptive
research (see also Johnston 2005). A new wave of discussion followed as IBM set out to
promote the growing importance of, and demand for, multidisciplinary service knowhow in
companies (Bitner & Brown 2006; Chesbrough & Spohrer 2006; Maglio, Srinivasan, Kreulen
et al. 2006). Also the definitional issues made a strong comeback in the research discourse
both in operations management (Araujo & Spring 2006; Spring & Araujo 2009, 444) and in
marketing. Some of this discussion was fuelled by SDL, the new paradigm which started in
marketing (Vargo & Lusch 2004a; Lusch & Vargo 2006; Lusch, Vargo & O'Brien 2007;
Vargo, Maglio & Akaka 2008; Vargo, Lusch & Akaka 2010). It set out to question the basic
assumptions about services and marketing, and has gained both support (Edvardsson et al.
2005) and critique (Stauss 2005; Araujo & Spring 2006; Spring & Araujo 2009).
The popular saying you cannot drop a service on your feet2 suggests that services are not as
concrete as physical goods. Thus, services have conceptual properties, and services research
in particular depends on feasible definitions. According to Sampson:
“Does it make any difference how services are defined? Indeed it does. Various definitions will
have varying managerial implications.” (Sampson 2000, 349)

Do definitions influence managerial implications? Definitions have direct research implications, which then influence how conclusions, as well as managerial implications, are generalized from empirical data. Bowen and Ford (2002) empirically validate the assumption that
there are differences between the management of services and manufacturing companies,
and economist Gadrey (2000) writes:
“There is no consensus today among economists as to the theoretical characterization of service
activities and their outputs ("services"), and yet, as we shall see, it is generally assumed that certain differences do exist between tangible goods and services, and that these differences have an
impact on economic analysis.” (Gadrey 2000, 369)

Based on a broad search across the services literature, this study identifies the conceptually
different approaches and styles to define (or at least identify) services. Three generic types of
definitions exist: 1) definition by exclusion (also called a ‘negative’ definition), 2) definition
by listing examples, and 3) a ‘positive’ or constitutive definition that can be illustrated with
examples (Judd 1964; Bullinger, Fähnrich & Meiren 2003; Edvardsson et al. 2005). Different
service-related criteria and logics are also found in the constitutive definitions. Based on
comparing the definitions, eight different approaches are identified, listed and briefly explained below:
2

E.g. The Economist, http://www.economist.com/economics-a-to-z/s#node-21529672 (accessed March 12,
2013).
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1. Exclusion approach: what services are not (like), or are ‘all except for’.
2. Quasi-conceptual approach: describes through typical characteristics, typically
those in the IHIP approach, or lack of transfer of ownership.
3. Implicit process approach: defines services as activities or performance.
4. Explicit process approach: specifically addresses the process nature of services.
5. Outcome-based approach: conceptualizes services through the results, outputs
or outcomes achieved by the service delivery.
6. Experience-focused approach: conceptualizes service through the customer’s
experience associated with the service delivery, and may recognize the process nature but emphasizes customer experience.
7. Value-focused approach: resembles outcome-based approach in that centers
around the benefits created and realized, but focuses on the immaterial aspects of
outcome; typically also notes experiential aspects through co-creation or value in
use, and instead of clear-cut definition emphasizes a logic or perspective.
8. Institutional approach: moves away from clear-cut definitions made at the offering level, focuses on the institutional structure of service provision through analyzing mechanisms allowing tradability of services between institutions and includes resource perspectives.
Table 1 below gathers examples of different service definitions in chronological order. A single definition from literature can feature more than one of the above listed definitional approaches. The purpose of this table is to portray in a concise manner the original text samples
to allow comparisons, and in doing so to demonstrate that clarity has not been reached in defining services. The definitional approaches are further discussed after the table, as the key
aspects of each style are explained in separate subsections, and the upcoming as well as the
previously published critique that can be associated with them is discussed.

2.1.1 Exclusion approach
Definitions that are based on the exclusion approach identify services based on what services
are not, are not like, or are ‘all except for’. Perhaps most famous is the definition of Judd
(1964, 59) which defines services as all market transactions, provided by an enterprise/entrepreneur, in which the object is not a transfer of ownership of a tangible commodity. This relates to the classical approach in economics to define service sectors as those that
are not based on sourcing and further refining natural resources. According to Judd, such
service definition has the following implications: a) together with a product definition it exhausts the category of economic goods; b) it limits consideration to services that have enterprise or entrepreneur status; and c) it allows recognizing three broad but mutually exclusive
areas of services:
1.

Rented goods services based on the right to possess and use a product;

2. Owned goods services based on “the custom creation of, repair, or improvement of a product”;
3. Non-Goods Services not based on product elements, but “rather an experience or what
might be termed experiential possession” (Judd 1964, 59).

The obvious problem with the exclusion approach is that it provides very limited information
about the phenomenon it aims to define (Judd 1964; Sampson 2012), and also by defining
those cases that do not belong to the group, it may become imprecise if new variations of the
phenomena emerge. Moreover, Judd’s category of owned goods services includes custom creation of products, which contradicts the original approach that excludes ownership transfers
concerning physical products. More recently, Lovelock and Gummesson (2004) argued for a
rental/access paradigm based on the non-ownership-criteria.
Since the exclusion approach typically distinguishes services based on physical goods, Hill
(1999, 437) concentrated on that aspect:
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Table1.Selectedexamplesoftypicaldefinitionsofservicesfromthedifferentsubfieldsofservice
sciences(presentedchronologically).
Source: definition/explanation

*

AMA (1960, 21)
“Activities, benefits,or satisfactions which are offered for sale, or are providedin connec
tion with the sale of goods.” (The Definitions Committee of the American Marketing
Associationasquotedinseveralsources,e.g.Judd1964,58;Grönroos1990,26;Cook,Chon
Huat&Chung1999,319)

M Implicitprocess
R approach

Approach

M Exclusion
Judd (1964, 59)
"MarketedServicesAmarkettransactionbyanenterpriseorentrepreneurwheretheobject R approach
ofthemarkettransactionisotherthanthetransferofownership(andtitle,ifany)ofatan
giblecommodity."
M Implicitprocess
Rathmell (1966, 33)
“Oneimplicitdistinctionistoconsideragoodtobeanounandaserviceaverb—agoodisa R approach,with
augmented
thingandaserviceisanact.Theformerisanobject,anarticle,adevice,oramaterial...
dimensions
whereas the latter is a deed, a performance, or an effort. When a good is purchased, the
buyeracquiresanasset;whenaserviceispurchased,thebuyerincursanexpense.”“Anoth
er test todistinguish a good from a service isthe nature of the product's utility. Does the
utilityfortheconsumerlieinthephysicalcharacteristicsoftheproduct,orinthenatureof
theactionorperformance?““Apartfromtheseextremes,mostgoods,whetherconsumer
or industrial, require supporting services in order to be useful; most services require sup
portinggoodsinordertobeuseful.”“Economicproductsliealongagoodsservicecontinu
um,withpuregoodsatoneextremeandpureservicesattheother,butwithmostofthem
fallingbetweenthesetwoextremes.”
U Mixed(implicit
Stanton (1975, 545)
process,
“Services(are)separatelyidentifiable,intangibleactivitieswhichprovidewantsatisfaction
outcomebased,
whenmarketedtoconsumersand/orindustrialusersandwhicharenotnecessarilytiedto
exclusion)
thesaleofanotherproductoranotherservice”(asquotedinGrönroos1990,26)
E Institutional
Hill (1977, 316-318)
approach
“Anecessaryconditionforsomeitemtobeagoodoraserviceisthatitmustbecapableof
(outcomefocus,
beingthesubjectofatransactionbetweentwoormoredifferenteconomicunits.”“Aser
implicitprocess)
vice may be defined as a change in the condition of a person, or of a good belonging to
someeconomicunit,whichisbroughtaboutastheresultoftheactivityofsomeothereco
nomicunit,withtheprioragreementoftheformerpersonoreconomicunit.”
M Implicitprocess
Berry (a reprint 1984)
R approachs
“Agoodisanobject,adevice,athing;aserviceisadeed,aperformance,aneffort.”
O Explicitprocess
Shostack (1982, 49)
approach
“Thedifferencebetweenproductsandservicesismorethansemantic.Productsaretangible
objectsthatexistinbothtimeandspace;servicesconsistsolelyofactsorprocess(es),and
exist in time only. The basic distinction between "things" and "processes" is the starting
pointforafocusedinvestigationofservices.Servicesarerendered;productsarepossessed.
Servicescannotbepossessed;theycanonlybeexperienced,createdorparticipatedin.”
M Mixed
Kotler & Bloom (1984)
“A service is any activity or benefit that one party can offer to another that is essentially R (implicitprocess,
valuefocus,
intangibleanddoesnotresultintheownershipofanything.Itsproductionmayormaynot
exclusion)
betiedtoaphysicalproduct”(Kotler&Bloom1984;quotedinGrönroos1990,27)
E
Implicitprocess
Gadrey (2000, 375-376) based on work with Delaunay (1987)
approach
“aserviceactivityisanoperationintendedtobringaboutachangeofstateinarealityCthat
(outcomebased,
is owned or used by consumer B, the change being effected by service provider A at the
quasiconceptual,
requestofB,andinmanycasesincollaborationwithhimorher,butwithoutleadingtothe
exclusion)
productionofagoodthatcancirculateintheeconomyindependentlyofmediumC.”(Based
onearlierworkwithDelaunay,in1987,publishedinFrench.)
M Exclusion
Quinn, Baruch & Paquette (1987, 50)
“alleconomicactivitieswhoseoutputisnotaphysicalproductorconstruction,isgenerally R approach
(quasi
consumedatthetimeitisproduced,andprovideaddedvalueinformsthatareessentially
conceptual)
intangibleconcernsofitsfirstpurchaser.”
M Implicitprocess
Grönroos (1990)
“Aserviceisanactivityorseriesofactivitiesofmoreorlessintangiblenaturethatnormally, R approach
(institutional,
butnotnecessarily,takeplaceininteractionsbetweenthecustomerandserviceemployees
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and/or physical resources or goods and/or systems of the service provider, which are pro
videdassolutionstocustomerproblems.”
Lovelock (1991, 13)
“servicesaredeeds,processes,andperformances”(ascitedinVargo&Lusch2004a)

outcomebased)
M Explicitprocess
R approach

M Quasiconceptual
Edgett & Parkinson (1993, 22)
The debate centring on the differences between goods and services … and the resulting R approach
questionofhowtodefinetheterm…ledtotheidentificationoffourcharacteristicsthat
are now commonly cited as the factors that distinguish services from goods: intangibility.
Inseparability,heterogeneityandperishability.
M Quasiconceptual
Boyt & Harvey (1997, 293)
“Thecharacteristicsofservicesthatmakethemdifferentfromproductssuchasintangibility, R approach

heterogeneity,perishability,andthesimultaneousconsumptionandproductioncreatepo
tentialcompetitiveadvantageduetotheseindistinctaspectsofservices.”
M Explicitprocess
Grönroos (1998, 322-323, 336)
“Intheservicemarketingliterature,servicesarefrequentlydescribedbycharacteristicssuch R approach
as intangibility, heterogeneity, inseparability of consumption from production and the im
possibilitytokeepservicesinstock.Manyofthese,forexamplethefirsttwo,arenotspecif
icforservices,andothers,forexamplethelasttwo,followfromthemostimportantcharac
teristicofservices,i.e.theprocessnatureofservices…
E Institutional
Hill (1999, 441)
approach
“Servicesinvolverelationshipsbetweenproducersandconsumers.Therecannotbeapro
(implicitprocess,
ducerwithoutaconsumer.Aservicemustbeprovidedtoanothereconomicunit.Theidea
outcomebased)
ofoneunitactingforthebenefitofanotherisinherentintheconceptofaserviceasunder
stoodbothinordinaryspeechandeconomics.”“thebestgeneral,ormultipurpose,defini
tionofaserviceisthatitissomechangeintheconditionofoneeconomicunitproducedby
the activity of another unit. Many services consist of material changes in the persons or
property of consumers… which it is wholly inappropriate, and misleading, to describe as
'immaterial'justbecausenonewentityiscreated.”
M Implicitprocess
Pine & Gilmore (1999, 8)
N approach(quasi
“Servicesareintangibleactivitiescustomizedtotheindividualrequestofknownclients.”
conceptual)
M
Quasiconceptual
Bebko (2000, 10)
R
“whichultimatelydefinestheserviceproductdifference:intangibility.”
E Institutional
Gadrey (2000, 382-383)
approach
“AnypurchaseofservicesbyaneconomicagentB(whetheranindividualororganization)
(outcomebased)
would, therefore, be the purchase from organization A of the right to use, generally for a
specifiedperiod,atechnicalandhumancapacityownedorcontrolledbyAinordertopro
duce useful effects onagentB or on goodsC owned byagent B or for which he or she is
responsible.”
Lovelock (2000, 3)
M Explicitprocess
“Anactorperformanceofferedbyonepartytoanother.Althoughtheprocessmaybetied R approach
(institutional)
toaphysicalproduct,theperformanceisessentiallyintangibleanddoesnotresultinown
ershipofanyofthefactorsofproduction”
O Experience
Bowen & Ford (2002, 449)
focusedapproach
“anintangibleserviceincludesalltheelementsthatcometogethertocreateamemorable
(quasi
experienceforacustomeratapointintime.Theseelementsincludeanintangibleortangi
conceptual,
bleserviceproduct…,aservicesetting…andaservicedeliverysystem(i.e.,people,equip
institutional)
ment,organization,andothersystemsthatpermitthedeliveryoftheserviceexperienceto
thecustomer).”
M Institutional
Lovelock & Gummesson (2004, 34)
“marketingtransactionsthatdonotinvolveatransferofownershiparedistinctivelydiffer R approach
(exclusion)
entfromthosethatdo.”…“servicesinvolveaformofrentaloraccessinwhichcustomers
obtainbenefitsbygainingtherighttouseaphysicalobject,tohirethelaborandexpertise
ofpersonnel,ortoobtainaccesstofacilitiesandnetworks.”
M Explicitprocess
Vargo & Lusch (2004a, 2)
“we define services as the application of specialized competences (knowledge and skills) R approach
(institutional,valu
throughdeeds,processes,andperformancesforthebenefitofanotherentityortheentity
efocus)
itself.”
M Explicitprocess
Edvardsson (2005, 108)
Summaryofthedefinitionsfoundinliterature:“Mostscholarsconsiderservicestobeactivi R approach
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ties, deeds or processes, and interactions… The customer is most often involved as a co
producerintheproductionprocess,whileaserviceiscreatedinandduringaprocess.”
M Valuefocused
Edvardsson, Gustafsson & Roos (2005, 118)
“serviceisa perspective on value creation rather than acategory of marketofferings;the R approach(explicit
process,
focusisonvaluethroughthelensofthecustomer;andcocreationofvaluewithcustomers
experience
iskeyandtheinteractive,processual,experiential,andrelationalnatureformthebasisfor
focus)
characterizingservice.”
M Explicitprocess
Edvardsson (2005, 128)
“Servicesareproduced,deliveredandconsumedduring–intimeandspace–overlapping N approach
processesinwhichcustomershavearoleascoproducerscarryingoutactivitiesanddeeds
aswellasbeingpartofinteractions…whichwillinfluenceordecidebothprocessquality
andoutcomequality.”
O Experience
Johnston & Clark (2005, 5-9)
focusedapproach
Service is not defined, but it is explained from the customer’s point of view, consisting of
(explicitprocess,
key aspects of an outcome and an experience. “The service experience is the customer’s
outcomebased)
directexperiencefromtheserviceprocess…”“…thetermserviceoutcomedescribe[s]the
resultforthecustomerofservicedelivery.”
U Institutional
Araujo & Spring (2006, 803)
approach
“products and services should be regarded as different types of intermediaries requiring
stabilization and objectification to be transacted… The “objectification” of an entity does
notrequirethatithastobeinscribedintotangiblematerialseventhoughmanyservicesrely
on tangible resources… In summary, making services tradable requires the regulation of
access to maintained sociotechnical capacities which may involve a variety of modes of
interactionbetweenserviceprovidersandusers.”
M Quasiconceptual
Bitner & Brown (2006, 74)
“theinherentnatureofservices(forexample,theyareoftendeliveredbypeople,theyare R approach(explicit
process)
heterogeneous, they frequently involve the customer in the production process, and they
arerelativelyperishablecomparedtomanufacturedgoods)”
M Explicitprocess
Grönroos (2006, 321)
“servicescanbedefinedasprocessesthatconsistofasetofactivitieswhichtakeplacein R approach
interactionsbetweenacustomerandpeople,goodsandotherphysicalresources,systems
and/or infrastructures representing the service provider and possibly involving other cus
tomers,whichaimatsolvingcustomers’problems”
C Implicitprocess
Spohrer, Maglio, Bailey & Gruhl (2007, 72)
“Service can be defined as the application of competences for the benefit of another … S approach
(valuefocused)
meaningthatserviceisakindofaction,performance,orpromisethat’sexchangedforvalue
betweenproviderandclient.”
O Quasiconceptual
Baines, Lightfoot & Benedettini (2009c, 554)
approach
“servicesarean“economicactivitythatdoesnotresultinownershipofatangibleasset”.”
O Institutional
Spring & Araujo (2009, 449)
approach
“The central feature of the institutional basis for definition is that services are necessarily
embodiedinrelationshipsbetweeneconomicentities.”
M Implicitprocess
Moeller (2010, 361)
"Servicesasdirectserviceprovisionareofferingswhichincludeatransformationofcustom R approach
erresourcesintermsofpersons,objects,nominalgoodsand/ordata."
O Quasiconceptual
Fitzsimmons & Fitzsimmons (2011, 4)
approach
“Aserviceistimeperishable,intangibleexperienceperformedforacustomeractinginthe
roleofcoproducer.”
O Implicitprocess
Angelis, Parry & Macintyre (2012, 467)
approach
“services,definedasactivitiesorperformanceprovidedtosatisfycustomerneeds,whereas
goodsaretangibleproductsorstableintangibleassets.”
 Explicitprocess
Sampson (2012, 184, 194)
“Thedefiningconstructofservice…istheparticipationofthecustomerinaservicedelivery
process of a firm”; “definition of  “service” as direct and surrogateinteractive steps that
existbetweenprocessdomains”
*Main disciplinary discourse addressed: CS=computer science; E=economics; MN=management and
service management; MR=marketing and service marketing; O=operations and service operations
management; U=mixed or unclear
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“The essential characteristics of a good are that it is an entity over which ownership rights may
be established and from which its owner(s) derives some economic benefit. The dictionary definition of an 'entity' is: "a thing that has a real existence; a thing's existence as opposed to its
qualities or relations".” (Hill 1999, 437)

Hill maintains that goods have two basic characteristics. They exist independently of their
owner and preserve their identity over time. As their ownership rights can be established,
goods can also be transferred from one economic unit to another, implying tradability. Goods
differ from any physical object that can be owned in that their owner derives some economic
benefit from owning them, “in contrast to a 'bad' which has a negative exchange value.” (Hill
1999, 437-438) In essence, Hill makes the distinction based on the tangibility and perishability attributes. The key difference between the two approaches is that Hill, and apparently
Lovelock and Gummesson as well, consider immaterial goods as goods and Judd considers
immaterial goods as services. Thus, agreeing with Sampson (2012), it is concluded that the
noted challenges make the exclusion approach insufficient.

2.1.2 Quasi-conceptual approach
There is abundant literature that uses the common service characteristics of intangibility,
heterogeneity, inseparability of consumption and production (also known as ‘simultaneity’)
and perishability in either identifying or describing services. In the literature, this framework
of characteristics is often referred to as IHIP. Gadrey (2000) has called such approaches
'technical characterizations'. It is important to note that not all literature using the IHIP
characteristics consider them as a definition (e.g. Moeller 2010). Still, many use or consider
IHIP as a definition, either explicitly or implicitly (e.g. Vargo & Lusch 2004b; Corrêa, Ellram,
Scavarda et al. 2007).
Labeling this view as quasi-conceptual is not to indicate that a specific characteristic is or is
not valid. For instance, Moeller (2010) considers the framework as adequate when the characteristics are matched with a particular stage in service provision. Here, this definition approach is labeled as quasi-conceptual since this approach assumes the characteristics as defining attributes without considering their root cause (i.e. the process-based approach to define services, to be discussed later). Since several detailed accounts of the origins of these
concepts have been published (see Zeithaml et al. 1985; Hill 1999; Gadrey 2000; Lovelock &
Gummesson 2004), this subsection will instead focus on the use and critique of the concepts.
Zeithaml et al. (1985) studied the four general characteristics from literature, providing a
good overview, and tested these concepts through empirical research. Their research neither
focuses on the process aspect nor provides a definition. However, their repeated use of the
term ‘four unique characteristics’ of services implies the quasi-conceptual direction. They
conclude that
“While it is useful to generalize about the characteristics of services and service businesses, it
appears to be equally important to recognize that differences exist among various services and
among the firms that market them.” (Zeithaml et al. 1985)

Intangibility is probably the most frequently mentioned of the characteristics associated
with services. Some scholars have considered intangibility as the critical distinctive characteristic, causing other distinctions between goods and services, and even use it as a key component in definition of services (Bateson 1979; cited in Zeithaml et al. 1985, 33; e.g. Bebko
2000). Most authors seem to consider ‘intangible’ as simply meaning something lacking a
material form of existence, but a closer look at the literature reveals variation in the use of
both concepts, intangibility and tangibility. In addition to this conceptual ambiguity, intangibility is associated with various aspects of services: the actions, the object resources, and the
results or outcome (Moeller 2010).
Hill (1977) considers that
“the production of services affecting goods consists of processes of physical transformation
which are not intrinsically different from those used to produce goods”. (Hill 1977, 319, italics
added)
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Correspondingly, Lovelock (1983) categorizes some services as tangible actions. This approach appears to treat activities as tangible when they result a change in a material object.
Therefore, both Hill (1977) and Lovelock (1983) characterize process intangibility based on
the results.
Laroche et al. (2001) distinguish between three forms of intangibility: 1) physical intangibility, meaning the inaccessibility to the senses; 2) generality, i.e. how common or unique the
customer perceives the service; and 3) mental intangibility concerning a mental model of the
service. Clearly, there is overlap between the two latter dimensions, as experience allows the
building of a mental model of the service. Similarly focusing on the customers’ view, Lovelock
and Gummesson (2004, 27) associate intangibility with prepurchase activities where customers lack experience of the service, and mention that many services involve ‘tangible activities that users experience’. In both approaches, tangible is understood as ‘observable’, resulting in that relatively immaterial aspects are judged as tangible outcomes, e.g. a feeling of
physical well-being. Moreover, they state that such outcomes vary from ephemeral to permanent (Lovelock & Gummesson 2004, , see also perishability, below). This approach does not
differentiate between the process domain (activities) and resources domain, and further between employed resources or object resources. Also, intangible is not a synonym for observable; for instance music or speech is observable (by hearing) but is intangible (immaterial).
Shostack, in 1977, considers ‘intangibles’ as essentially different from physical goods:
“It is wrong to imply that services are just like products "except" for intangibility. By such logic,
apples are just like oranges, except for their "appleness," Intangibility is not a modifier; it is a
state. Intangibles may come with tangible trappings, but no amount of money can buy physical
ownership of such intangibles as "experience" (movies), "time" (consultants), or "process" (dry
cleaning). A service is rendered. A service is experienced. A service cannot be stored on a shelf,
touched, tasted or tried on for size.” (Shostack 1977, 73)

As Shostack (1977) puts it, intangibility is not a modifier but a state; ‘tangible’ means ‘palpable’ and ‘material’, and intangibility it its antonym, ‘impalpable’ and ‘not corporeal’. She
mentions experiences, processes and time as examples of intangibles and focuses on intangibility as the key difference between goods and services. However, Shostack’s (1977) approach
departs from others in that she views offerings as a mix of both tangible and intangible elements, and considers that their mutual dominance, and whether the ‘nucleus’ of such ‘molecular market entity’ is tangible or not, indicates whether the offering is a service or a physical
product. Shostack (1977) maintains that either of the two types must dominate.
Heterogeneity draws on the argument that services cannot be fully standardized. Lovelock
and Gummesson (2004) perceive the term variability as more appropriate, and note that also
inconsistency has been used. The argument for heterogeneity has considered two forms. First
viewpoint assumes that services are labor-intensive, claiming that services tend to differ
slightly because they are provided by people, at different time contexts. This can be criticized
nowadays as technology enables standardization of many services (Lovelock & Gummesson
2004, 28), and in many cases increased heterogeneity is not a fault but a goal. The second
viewpoint considers each service delivery as unique, because each customer is different. This
view is difficult because if heterogeneity is based solely on the customer then each physical
good should be viewed similarly heterogeneous based on who uses them. Also, since variability may exist in industrial manufacturing processes to some extent this is not useful as a distinctive characteristic between goods and services (Lovelock & Gummesson 2004). However,
departing from a focus on process Moeller (2010) links heterogeneity to customer resources,
arriving at the conclusion that services exhibit heterogeneity at the stage of resources.
Inseparability refers to the co-occurrence of production and consumption of the service.
The term simultaneity has been used as well, although it has a slightly different meaning. As
Moeller (2010) remarks, the customer does not have to be present in person, as a service can
focus on customers’ possessions or resources. Lovelock and Gummesson (2004, 29) argue
that there is a group of ‘separable services’ that do not directly involve the customer and do
not need to be simultaneously produced and consumed, such as transporting freight. The
common assumption that services can be targeted at people or their possessions allows re-
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consideration of this critique (e.g. freight is moving closer to its destination at the time it is
moved although the customer may not be able to perceive the freight or have exact information about its status): the customer can be viewed as indirectly, i.e. through the physical
object, consuming the service as it happens. Another common argument is that parts of the
service process can be prepared in advance and enacted when the customer arrives. Most definitions, however, point out that services are objects of exchange between two parties in the
market. The notion of preparatory tasks is not problematic as it can be viewed as an internal
process that supports the service, similar to development, planning or maintenance in manufacturing.
Perishability can be understood as pointing to the offering, its result, or its production capacity (Lovelock & Gummesson 2004, 30; Moeller 2010, 364-365), and attracts different
kinds of critique accordingly. This characteristic has been argued to make little difference between goods and services, for as factory capacity is time-perishable in the same sense as hotel
room availability (Lovelock & Gummesson 2004, 30), and many physical offerings are relatively quickly perishable, such as fresh salad. Both manufacturing and service production often require scheduling, and Sampson (2010) suggests that the queue of scheduled customers
should be regarded as the inventory in service context. Services may also generate irreversible results, for example a hair cut shorter. In this manner Hill (1977) maintains that to consider services as transient is erroneous for the reason that some services do produce irreversible and permanent outcomes. In addition, Hill (1977, 319) considers services to represent change, and therefore claims that the inability to stock services is a logical rather than a
physical impossibility. Following a similar line of thought Moeller (2010) considers that the
outcome is not a correct reference point, and argues that the perishability principle is accurate when it is associated with capacity.
Despite these problems, the use of IHIP as a definitional approach has blossomed in operations management until recently. Sampson (2000) concentrated on the intangibility characteristic from the supply chain management viewpoint and noted that intangibles are difficult
to account for, proposing that most intangibles are not depleted by being sold. For instance,
Spring and Araujo (2009, 444) claimed their work to be “among the first papers in OM to
break completely with IHIP as a basis for service definition”. Considering service literature
more broadly, Lovelock and Gummesson (2004) report on attempts to use the framework as
an indirect definition:
“Some authors explicitly define services based on the IHIP characteristics, some state that they
are not defining criteria but are commonly but not thoroughly and exclusively found in services,
and some use phrases that avoid liberate positioning of the characteristics as a definition such as
to “examine the validity of the current core paradigm of services marketing, namely, the assertion that four specific characteristics… make services uniquely different from goods” (Lovelock
& Gummesson 2004, 21).

Based on their empirical findings from a panel of experts, Edvardsson et al. (2005, 115) concluded that the IHIP characteristics are not considered to capture the essence of services.
Edvardsson et al. (2005, 115) note the shortage of validating research, and suggest that the
IHIP characteristics should not be used in future as generic service characteristics. Moeller
(2010) argues that the framework is valid when it is restricted to specific (but not all) stages
of service provision process. In addition, it has been argued the IHIP-framework is biased
towards the provider’s problems without supporting the understanding of services as cocreative or co-productive processes (Vargo & Lusch 2004b; Edvardsson et al. 2005).

2.1.3 Implicit process approach
The implicit process approach includes definitions that define services as activities, performances, deeds and doing something for the customer (Berry 1984). These indicate a view that
the center of the exchange is dynamic activity rather than an output, which can be interpreted
as indicating an implicit process view, but do not specifically state that services are processbased offerings. As services are understood as actions, there is likely to be a target or goal for
the action.
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Lovelock (1983) indicated that actions targeted at physical forms are more tangible than those
aimed at something intangible, and that distinguishing between those focusing on the customer
should be differentiated from those focusing on customer’s possessions. An act, as such, cannot
be said to be more or less tangible, while the object and hence the outcome can vary in its physical appearance.

While acts and performances appear in definitions typically as relatively independent episodes, in looking at services as offerings a continuous type, in addition to discrete services, is
observed. A service product may consist of several service episodes, or be a series of activities
(Grönroos 1990, 27), between which the service relationship continues. The relationship can
be formalized with a contract and during the length of the contract the service provider
agrees to be prepared to satisfy the customer’s need for a specific service performance. An
example of a typical continuous service for a consumer is a mobile telephone service in which
the account and the network are managed continuously based on a contract, and calls are
episodes. In this case, the provider’s process focuses on maintaining the telecommunications
systems, and customers’ consumption process has two modes; active consumption of using
the services, which happens sporadically, and availability consumption, which is a continuous
process.
Moeller (2010) has recently broadened the scope by using the term transformation instead of
activity and specifically means transformation in which the customers’ resources are the target of action. This phrasing also resonates with the institutional view (to be discussed later)
because of its emphasis on resource integration between the two parties. Although Moeller
(2010, 363) does not explicitly mention processes in the definition, she later approaches an
explicit process definition in writing “there still is a difference between the two transformation processes” when comparing service and goods production.

2.1.4 Explicit process approach
The definitions that specifically mention the word process are categorized as explicit process
type definitions. However, there is abundant variation in the definitions, as some authors are
rather specific about the process characteristic, such as Shostack (1982, 49) who seems to be
the first to explicitly consider service activities as processes, and some others have used the
term more superficially and in combination with other approaches.
Grönroos (1998) provides a thorough explanation of this approach:
“In the service marketing literature, services are frequently described by characteristics such as
intangibility, heterogeneity, inseparability of consumption from production and the impossibility to keep services in stock. Many of these, for example the first two, are not specific for services, and others, for example the last two, follow from the most important characteristic of services, i.e. the process nature of services. Physical goods are preproduced in a factory, whereas
services are produced in a process in which consumers interact with the production resources of
the service firm. Some part of the service may be prepared before the customers enter the process, but for service quality perception the crucial part of the service process[1] takes place in interaction with customers and in their presence. What the customer consumes in a service context is, therefore, fundamentally different from what is the focus of consumption in the context
of physical goods.”
“Because of this inseparability of the service process and the consumption of a service, the process can be characterized as an open process. Hence, regardless of how the customer perceives
the outcome of a service process, service consumption is basically process consumption.”
[1] “We use the term service process for the process that, in the service marketing and management literature, is frequently called service production process or service delivery process.”
(Grönroos 1998, 322-323, 336)

Some authors have indicated this view without offering a specific definition, such as Solomon
et al. (1985, 99) who argue that service marketing refers to the marketing of activities and
processes rather than objects, and Chase (1978, 138, italics added) who explained “creation of
the service” as “the work process that is entailed in providing the service itself.” In describing
a services paradigm as a set of basic values in management, Gummesson (1994, 78) conclud-
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ed that “Process thinking is in the core of service delivery.” Some later authors have supported Grönroos’ approach (e.g. Bitner, Ostrom & Morgan 2008).
Araujo and Spring (2006) argue that the process view is based on the duality of viewing
products as outcome and services as process and provide and review critique against it. Firstly, customers influence the making of the product by requesting customized features; secondly, for instance in professional services, customized solutions are developed based on
straight-forward repetition or recombination of pre-produced modules; thirdly, in many services the customer’s participation in the process is minimal or inconsequential (Araujo &
Spring 2006, 798). However, such critique is too simplistic in that it does not differentiate
between the core and other aspects of the offering; for instance, Grönroos (1998), as above,
pointed to the crucial part of the service offering. (This provides support for a dimensional
view which will be proposed and explained later in Section 2.2.)
Moreover, since this version of the definition emerged, technological developments have enabled many different forms of virtual customer presence. Thus, customer presence nowadays
needs not to be interpreted literally as physical presence. From the current “definitionanalytical” point of view the amount of customer’s contribution does not matter; rather, the
key point is the time-bound dependence and inseparability of the service output from its production process. Moreover, service modules are not pre-produced but can be designed and
prepared for in advance, to be enacted for (or by) the customer. The viewpoint that true services could not be designed in advance is strange, as certainly product design is relevant to
services in the same way as it is for products. Surely, in the case of goods a prototype is not
confused with the final product, and professional service companies are expected to have service prototypes readily implementable as they market their offerings to customers.
Yet, in addition to the importance of making a distinction between the opposite ideal types
and the more flexible dimensional approach, another lesson can be learned from this critique. Simply focusing on the outcome-separability criteria may be confusing. Equally important is either of the two aspects: 1) in all cases, without the co-productive process aspect
this outcome cannot be met (cf. Sampson & Froehle 2006), and 2) the exchange, in some but
not all cases, literally focuses of the activity, not the output.
Example. In a garage the repair of a car should have a permanent outcome (i.e. the root cause
for some technical problem is fixed). However, the service cannot be provided fully independent
from the customer, as the customer has to provide the vehicle to be repaired. The customer does
not have to wait around as the car is being serviced, get her hands dirty or know anything about
engines but must synchronize consumption processes with the provider – to reserve an appointment, provide the car, accept an offer after inspection including spare part costs, and pick
up the car when ready. Such service is thus greatly dependent on the customer and her car as resources and requires orchestrating both parties’ operations although in the traditional sense (i.e.
not in the SDL sense of value-in-use) it is safe to say that the customer’s role is very small in the
creation of added value through the service process. While the results should remain stable after
the service performance, delivery of this service is critically dependent on the customer. Note also that the garage is selling service activities; change of tires or oils, replacing dysfunctional
parts, conducting overhauls, painting, or application of rust protection chemicals. While many
of such tasks may have a warranty, the garage is not selling the outcome that is clearly expected
from their services, i.e. functional cars – these are sold by car dealers.

What is common to all these explicit process-based definitions, however, is that they avoid
going deeper into an analysis of the process. Nevertheless, from an operations management
point of view, it is argued here that the process-based definition is most useful, and can be
explored further to improve analysis of service offerings.
While the focus of this section is on service definitions, a brief but important remark about
the distinction between ‘service process’ and ‘service product’ or ‘service offering’ must be
made. In many academic texts these two are presented as two counterparts of services. The
logic is that like with manufactured items, a distinction between the production process
(manufacturing) and output (the product) can be made. Thus, the two domains can be separated in services, and an impact made on one without the other. Such logic is not in line with
the explicit process approach which considers that the ‘service product’, in essence, is the
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process. For instance, Miles (2010) considers that service innovation can address either the
process or the product, but on closer reading all topics of ‘product innovation’ in services feature a process aspect.

2.1.5 Outcome-based approach
The outcome-based approach conceptualizes services through results, outputs or outcomes
achieved by the service delivery and seeks to problematize the process-based view in that it
demands some kind of customer consequence to be identified. This view focuses on inputs
and outputs rather than the process but actually does not deny that services are processbased (see e.g. Hill 1977). This emphasis has to do with the economists’ perspective that productive work should lead to countable added value.
However, not all services produce countable outcomes and need to be counted based on inputs or the actual performance. Also, this is the case when a service process is provided, but
due to the customer’s neglect of the co-productive part no intended change is achieved. For
instance, if a customer participated in language training, but does not follow teaching or do
course exercises and eventually fails the final exam, the service fee needs to be paid, and
there is no question that service was provided. On the contrary, the customer may even be
charged for an additional fee to retry the exam. As another example, in entertainment services the changes in the minds of the people in the audience are uncountable, and again the
service is considered based on inputs.
Hill (1977) includes an outcome-based criterion to his service definition by claiming that
mere performance of an activity is not enough unless it affects the consumer unit somehow.
By that statement, Hill specifically separates from the process-based view and concentrates
on the outcome. Gadrey (2000) considers that such a view is difficult in the case of services
that mainly generate emotions and experiences as outcomes.
In the process-oriented approach developed in this study (see Section 2.2.), this strict outcome requirement needs to be relaxed because of the co-productive element of services. The
performance as such, without any identified end result, should be considered a legitimate
service offering if it is performed upon the customer’s request and is paid for, because due to
the open system nature of a service process the provider may not be able to fully control a
specific combination of results and effects. A service may fail to provide its intended consequence, and this can be due to external and contextual circumstances, the provider’s failure,
or customer’s failure to co-produce. While this may sound appalling – to indicate that there
are circumstances in which the customer has paid for nothing – it appears less so if contrasted with an example of a physical good:
Example. If a customer purchases bread, but does not consume it before it dries and becomes
too hard, the fault is entirely the customer’s and there is no question about the provider’s right
to the fee that was paid for the bread. In a service setting a customer may provide inaccurate information and consequently a professional service can only partly reach its goals.

In situations where the failure is due to the provider, it is the provider’s responsibility to
compensate, and for handling external and circumstantial failures the two parties should
agree prior to delivery of the service. Furthermore, a service performance may provide the
outcome that has been proposed, but for some reason the benefits for the customer may differ from those anticipated. In situations where the service provider markets the service based
on the outcome, i.e. provides a service guarantee or adopts an outcome-based pricing model,
the provider engages to carry the risks associated with the service process. This engagement
adds to the basic value proposition of such service and, while ideal for the customer, should
not be considered as a generic basic type of a service offering.
Still, the outcome-based approach presents one more problem. As Hill (1977) remarked,
there are services that can
“easily be provided simultaneously for a group of economic units by a single process of production: for example, a number of persons may be transported in the same vehicle or entertained in
the same theatre.” (Hill 1977, 338)
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According to the outcome-based criteria, the number of services provided depends on the
number of passengers onboard or the audience, whereas the production process for the provider is the same. This view confuses service system capacity with the service offering. In the
process-oriented view, in such a situation one collective service (i.e. the transportation between the departure station and the terminal point or the performing of a theatrical production) is provided to multiple clients. In other words, a single process can have multiple outcomes. Again, this is an operations or production focused view – from the viewpoint of the
experience-focused approach it would be reasonable to argue that many processes are being
performed, as the focal process would be the mental process internal to the customer.

2.1 6 Experience-focused approach
Traditionally, market offerings have been viewed as having a functional role, i.e. they solve a
particular need or problem. Modern marketing and consumption research tend to emphasize
the experience of consumption over the more traditional view (Carù & Cova 2003), and the
increasing interest in experience as a defining characteristic for services is influenced by this
trend. The term ‘experience’ appears to be linked to at least two meanings in the service literature: 1) the psycho-physical process of experiencing and 2) the outcome of an experience (cf.
Sandström, Edvardsson, Kristensson et al. 2008, 121). Carú and Cova (2003) define experience
“as a subjective episode in the construction/transformation of the individual, with, however, an
emphasis on the emotions and senses lived during the immersion of at the expense of the cognitive dimension.” (Carù & Cova 2003, 273)

The experience-focused approach departs from the traditional views which concentrate on
the provider as delivering value or the provider taking a leading role in a co-productive process. Instead, service is conceptualized through the customer’s experience associated with the
service delivery. ‘Experience-centric services’, as a term, does not signify this definitional
view; it refers to services that are orchestrated to produce a designed experience for the customer (Voss, Roth & Chase 2008), but does not indicate that all services should be defined
through the experience aspect. Definitions representing this style may recognize the process
nature but emphasize customer experience. To some extent, this approach implicitly assumes
some type of activity at the core of the service, but this is primarily the customer’s activity in
which the experience of the service evolves. In other words, this view adds a dynamic customer-centric aspect to the previous definition styles.
Again, differences are noted between authors. While Bowen and Ford (2002) mention the
provider delivering the service experience to the customer, Johnston and Clark (2005) specify that service experience is the customer’s direct experience from the service process, and
that service outcome describes the results for the customer from the service delivery. Manolis
et al. (2001) distinguish between a modern view that identifies the experience in terms of the
customer’s perception and separates production and experience as separate phenomena, and
a post-modern view that considers the experience as a single, shared phenomenon between
the customer-as-partial-employee and employee-as-partial-consumer. The information that
the postmodern model provides about the actual service process is rather limited, i.e. the
process is seen as a factor (the production/consumption experience, Manolis et al. 2001, 235)
and its internal dynamics remain unaddressed.
Carù and Cova (2003, 281) argue that in experiential marketing two main trends are present:
1) the view that experiences depend on acquiring offerings from the market; and 2) the romanticism of experiences as somewhat extraordinary peak events involving strong emotions.
Carù and Cova (2003, 280-281) contrast the demand for peak experiences as originating the
postmodern ‘fear of boredom’, fed by hedonism and individualism realized in the form of
consumption, with the ordinary experiences of well-being and the rescue of the nearly lost
contemplative time of ‘doing nothing full of things’. They suggest that the ‘more humble’ conceptualization of experience should accommodate both the ordinary and extraordinary experiences. They also distinguish between consumer experiences that are dependent on market
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offerings and consumption experiences that can be generated in others realms of life, e.g.
with family.
Based on this review it might be expected that in the B2B-services context the cognitive aspect is emphasized over the emotional, and thus the functional approach being more common than stressing the experiential side. Or slightly differently, B2B-context might be more
oriented to ordinary experiences, i.e. having things ‘running smoothly’ as expected, in contrast to extraordinary experiences, i.e. being immersed to unforgettable surprises.
In this study, the term experience refers primarily to the process of experiencing the service.
Secondarily it refers to an ‘end-state balance’ of positive and negative experiences that
emerged during the customer’s process. For functionally oriented services, this experience as
an outcome is a quality factor, and experience-centric services experiencing is the core process and the experience becomes the major value outcome of the service (e.g. in entertainment industry).

2.1.7 Value-focused approach
Because value as a term can be understood as one kind of outcome, the difference between
these two definitional styles begs clarification. The value-focused approach differs from the
outcome-based approach in that the latter based on a traditional transactional view of the
exchange. Also, the outcome-based approach looks at the customer results from the provider’s service delivery or provision, while what is labeled as the value-focused approach in this
study emphasizes co-creation of value in use.
Interestingly, although the production by Vargo and Lusch is generally viewed as representing a value-oriented paradigm, their early definition of services (Vargo & Lusch 2004a, , see
table 1), appears to be a basic process-oriented one, except that a few adjustments make it
fundamentally different:
“Although our definition is compatible with narrower, more traditional definitions, we argue
that it is more inclusive and that it captures the fundamental function of all business enterprises. Thus, the service-centered dominant logic represents a reoriented philosophy that is applicable to all marketing offerings, including those that involve tangible output (goods) in the process of service provision.” (Vargo & Lusch 2004a, 2)

Unfortunately, their definition is too broad. While earlier definitions have typically focused
on something that is traded in the markets, and identify an institutional relationship of exchange between two entities in the markets, both criteria are now omitted, which results that
the definition of service applies to all activities that involve special competences. Because this
definition does not limit service in economic exchange, i.e. it includes favors as well. Moreover it does not limit service to an activity taking place between two actors, leading to a situation in which virtually all beneficial activities can be considered service. The definition only
recognizes specialized resources that reside in people; the position taken in this study is that
services may apply any kind of resources for the benefit of the other party. In a later version
of their definition Vargo and Lusch (2008c) have removed the reference to ‘the entity itself’.
Nevertheless, this definition does not explain their position that goods can be viewed as appliances delivering services, as their definition does not recognize physical resources.
In an earlier paper (Vargo & Lusch 2004a) they used the term services (in plural), but later
they explain the distinction between ‘services’ and ‘service’:
“In S-D logic, service is defined as the application of specialized competences (operant resources—knowledge and skills), through deeds, processes, and performances for the benefit of
another entity or the entity itself. It is important to note that S-D logic uses the singular term,
“service,” which reflects the process of doing something beneficial for and in conjunction with
some entity, rather than units of output—immaterial goods—as implied by the plural “services.”
Thus, in S-D logic, goods and service are not alternative forms of products. Goods are appliances
(tools, distribution mechanisms), which serve as alternatives to direct service provision. Service,
then, represents the general case, the common denominator, of the exchange process; service is
what is always exchanged. Goods, when employed, are aids to the service-provision process.”
(Vargo & Lusch 2008c, 26)
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This approach is value-focused in that it argues that all resources to provide value-in-use, rather than value-in-exchange. This view has attracted popularity in marketing, but also received major critique. Stauss (2005) pointed that when a concept is expanded to comprehend
all types of cases it, as an instrument for conducting research, becomes useless, and thus SDL
does not provide practical advantage to further understand services as a special phenomenon.
Araujo and Spring (2006) criticize service dominant logic for submerging the role of physical
goods into service provision – a position that does not support the study of product-service
combinations. The response that in SDL “goods continue to play an important, servicedelivery role” (Vargo & Lusch 2008c, 255) itself points to goods-dominant logic. A key argument in SDL is that value is co-created with economic actors (the roles of provider as the
producer of value and customer as the consumer of value are said no longer to be valid). Yet
the term delivery points to a view of services as offerings delivered unidirectionally.
Another major problem in SDL is its confusion between the concept of service and benefit or
functional utility. Long before Vargo and Lusch launched the term SDL, such a paradigm
shift was proposed by Gummesson (whose influence is clearly present in latter publications
on SDL). Explained in a simplified manner, and assuming an offering can be a service, SDL
argues that services provide a service for the customer:
“However, customers do not buy goods or services in the traditional sense. They buy an offering
which renders services which create value for the customer. The offering and the value consist of
many components, some of them being activities (services), some being things (goods). As a
consequence, the traditional division between goods and services is long outdated. Instead, it is
a matter of redefining services and seeing them from a customer perspective: activities render
services, things render services.” (Gummesson 1994, 78)

Interpreting the previous quote, the outcome of such ‘service-provided-by-service’, or ‘service-provided-by-good’, is the value for the customer. In SDL, this is termed value-in-use
(Vargo & Lusch 2004a), in contrast to the provider specific perspective of value-in-exchange.
Nevertheless, a practical criticism is that whether the co-productive delivery activity is called
service or offering, and whether the intended outcome is labeled as benefit or service, this
exercise with terminology has no implications for what happens in the actual process.
The S-D logic argument that service is exchanged for service (Vargo & Lusch 2008c, 256)
blurs the earning logic in economic exchange; most services, still, continue to be exchanged
for money. The notion that customers co-produce some part of the service has been recognized in services research for a long time (Chase 1981; Bowen 1986; Mills & Morris 1986;
Larsson & Bowen 1989); however, despite the idea of value constellation the relationships
usually remain asymmetric, i.e. one party ends up paying the other for the surplus value it
has gained from the exchange. The switch from value-in-exchange to value-in-use is not as
straightforward as Vargo and Lusch (2008c) suggest. The perspective taken here is that all
offerings exchanged in the markets have both value dimensions. In addition to value-inexchange, physical goods have always had the value-in-use dimension; this has been discussed under concepts such as utility, benefit and functionality. Services also have both value
dimensions; in addition to value-in-use, the value-in-exchange for a service is determined if
the service is exchanged in the market. Assuming some degree of bounded rationality in customers’ behaviour, a purchase decision is based on a comparison of the two value dimensions
of competing offerings.
Thus, having recognized these challenges, this study does not follow the SDL. Moreover,
since the SDL aims its main critique towards viewing services as offerings, it is obvious that a
study focusing to study the nature of service offerings cannot assume the SDL perspective.
The perspective adopted here is that in a fruitful situation, both views are present and in balance; while a service delivery must aim at providing customer benefit and value-in-use, the
value-in-exchange is necessary for the provider in order to stay in business. Moreover, valuein-use is a broader concept than customer benefit; co-productive service business models can
also generate value-in-use for the provider. For instance, service provision yields experiential
knowledge, and rents can be based on benefits gained by the customer.
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2.1.8 Institutional approach
The institutional approach to define services focuses on the subjects between which a service
is exchanged, provided or co-produced. This approach draws heavily on the works by Hill
(1977) and Gadrey (2000). In addition to those definitions that explicitly address the economic actors the categorization of the definitions in Table 1 includes the definition of Lovelock and Gummesson (2004), which they label as representing a ‘rental/access paradigm’, as
an implicit institutional approach. This is because the definition stems from an exclusion approach based on the non-ownership criteria and also addresses the access of one (entity or
institution) to use other’s resources.
Gadrey (2000) interprets Hill’s definitions as describing “a service situation or a service relationship that revolves around a procedure leading to a ''change of condition" ”, although
Hill (1977) does not mention a situation or a relationship in the specific definition (cf. Table
1) that only addresses the service activity and emphasizes its outcome. Nevertheless, Hill’s
work is based on several assumptions that indicate the institutional view. As Hill states:
“A necessary condition for some item to be a good or a service is that it must be capable of being
the subject of a transaction between two or more different economic units.”
“A transaction consists of an inter-change, or inter-action, between two economic units which
may take a variety of different forms. A transaction may, or may not, involve the exchange of a
good or the provision of a service. It may, or may not, involve the exchange of money. It may, or
may not, involve financial assets or liabilities.” (Hill 1977, 316)

According to Araujo and Spring (2006, 797) the institutional view draws on the view of the
institutional structure of production, by Coase (1992), that separates products and services
from other objects and activities. A further criteria that distinguishes services from other activities is their tradability between economic units. Tradability is based on the possibility of
pricing the service and a level of decoupling that allows division of labor to specialized production (Hill 1977). Moreover, this view makes a clear distinction between the transferred
entity and the benefits:
“In seeking to identify the characteristic of goods and services, it is necessary to focus on transactions between producers and consumers. The objective is always to identify exactly what one
economic unit hands over to, or provides for, the other. This must be something which is observable and quantifiable in physical terms. It must, moreover, be clearly distinguished from the
benefits or utility that the consumer expects to derive from the good or service.”
“the good or service itself is not the same as the benefits derived from that good or service. Unfortunately, the two are often confused in the case of many services.” (Hill 1977, 316)

This view is clearly contradictory to the position of SDL. The institutional view is not limited
to those activities that are transacted in the market but also includes those that have potential
to be transacted (Hill 1977, 317). Therefore demand for a specific offering is not a defining
characteristic.
The institutional view also focuses on the ownership criterion. Hill (1977) argues that services
are not equivalent of immaterial goods, as no ownership is transferred in services. Immaterial goods thus would be for instance copyrights that are immaterial and can be traded to
change ownership.
Any type of labour does not fulfill the institutional criteria for service. According to Hill (1977,
326), to be considered as a service, it needs to have the tradability potential; activities that by
their nature cannot be delegated, or contracted out, to another individual or economic unit
are intrinsically non-service type activities. The view on the labour service issue adopted here
is stricter in the sense that it does not consider employed personnel as being in the labour
service market: the employees are in the resource market as part of their employer organization. In other words, when working for a company, it is assumed that employees become a
part of this organization as a resource system that can be viewed as a single economic entity.
Similarly, Gadrey (2000, 383) argued that since employees are not legitimate economic institutions (organizations or entrepreneurs), labor according to the institutional view must not
be a service.
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In considering ‘capital goods services’, the institutional view again takes an opposite position
to SDL. Hill (1977) argues:
“Even though it is misleading to describe capital goods as providing services, it may be argued
that their owners provide a service by making them available for use in the course of production
or consumption. As the owners are at least economic units it makes some sense to think of them,
as distinct from the goods they own, as providing services for the benefit of other economic
units.”
“The difficulty with this view is that it is the user of the capital good, and not the owner, who actually employs the good for purposes of production or consumption.”
“Hiring is actually a kind of temporary sale or exchange of a good in which de facto ownership
rights are transferred for a fixed duration of time from one economic unit to another.” (Hill
1977, 328)

The institutional view emphasizes the contractual arrangement between the parties involved
in the service exchange (Hill 1977). Hill (1977) separates pure public services, provided by
general government and requiring no participation from consumers, as a special group and
explains such services aim at preventing unwanted changes and maintaining functional status quo in the society, and the public consumes such services without necessarily being directly involved or aware of them.
The institutional definition by Gadrey and Delaynay (1987, cited in Gadrey 2000, 375-376)
updates Hill’s earlier work and anchors the key aspects of the institutional view: it is based on
the main elements of an operation, that produces an outcome which cannot be subjected to
ownership and circulate in further economic exchanges, and a contractual relationship between two parties. Gadrey comments that the main difference added to Hill’s definition is the
notion about circulation which excludes the productive activities of workers employed by a
manufacturer from the definition of services and argues this does not indicate a return to a
"negative" technical definition of services, since “economic circulation is not the same thing
as circulation in space, but refers rather to changes of ownership, to an economic transaction” (2000, 376). However, as such, this would mean ‘cannot be owned’ or ‘cannot be resold’ and still is a negative technical definition. Another shortcoming with the definition by
Gadrey and Delaynay is that it only addresses services that provide outcomes that affect the
customer’s possessions, not the customer herself/himself, and does not count experiencebased services. Gadrey’s (2000, 376) updated definition fixes other problems but does not
accommodate experiential service type, and also again separates from the process view in
terming the service as a purchased right to use technical or human capacity to produce effects. Yet, throughout the paper Gadrey (2000) uses the phrase ‘service activities and their
outputs’, which implies that conceptually the activity cannot be separated from the idea of
service even when the focus is on the output.
Finally, Gadrey identifies three demand rationales for services, each of which resolves Hill’s
work towards the process-based view:
1) “the temporary right to use a technical system (which is maintained for that very purpose),
combined with various direct services offering information, advice and assistance.”
2) “an aid or intervention rationale, with assistance being provided on receipt of a request for intervention”,
3) “the provision of maintained technical capacities (the adjective "maintained" is essential,
since it denotes the service provider's activity”. (Gadrey 2000, 382)

2.1.9 Service definitions in operations literature
Having laid out the diverse approaches to define services in service research disciplines more
broadly, this section takes an overview on the literature in the operations management discipline and investigates how services are defined in studies and what implicit basic assumptions can be found. Some earlier studies have approached this topic, but rather than to identify the range of definitional styles these studies have focused on validation or falsification of
IHIP. Spring and Araujo (2009, 447) contend that despite Nie and Kellogg (1999) already
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addressed the widespread use of IHIP, such views have remained in frequent use in operations, but argue that there are signs that the product-centric views and IHIP are losing support. Also, a post-modern style can be recognized in recent research referring to “hybrid
product-service transformations” (Angelis et al. 2012, 467).
In order to review the typical service views in operations management research, searches
were performed in three widely read operations management journals (see Table 2 for detailed results). For a definition of services, the search in Journal of Operations Management
(JOM) totaled 8 hits. In contrast, the search for ‘service’ in any field yielded 1006 hits in
JOM, and ‘service’ in title field 109 hits. Correspondingly, International Journal of Operations & Production Management totaled 10 hits for service definitions, 1687 hits for ‘service’
in any field and 77 in title. In the case of Decision Sciences no hits were identified for definitions, although 714 hits were found for service in any field and 133 in title. (‘Definition of service’ was also tested as a search phrase, but results were similar.) These numbers generated
by a somewhat superficial analysis illustrate the rarity of operations management research
that attempts to define services, although services are frequently both addressed and focused
on. The set of papers included one editorial (Melnyk & Handfield 1998), which did not contain a definition. In addition, three articles in Production and Operations Management
(POM) addressing service definitions were identified (Cook et al. 1999; Nie & Kellogg 1999;
Sampson & Froehle 2006). Next, a closer look is taken on these 20 articles with potential definitions, and the discussion is supplemented with a look on other service operations articles
(identified less systematically) and key operations management handbooks.
Out of the 20 articles, 11 articles clearly did not indicate a definition for service (Kellogg & Nie
1995; Nie & Young 1997; Verma & Young 2000; Safizadeh et al. 2003; Voss 2003; Beaumont
& Sohal 2004; Brito et al. 2007; Oke 2007; Stringfellow et al. 2008; Holschbach & Hofmann
2011; Capkun et al. 2012), although four papers out of them otherwise indicated a quasiconceptual approach (Kellogg & Nie 1995; Oke 2007; Stringfellow et al. 2008; Holschbach &
Hofmann 2011). In several cases, the term service definition denoted the degree to which a
service offering or package is described or documented in a firm’s internal service development or the clarity of the package in the communication to customers (Verma & Young 2000;
Beaumont & Sohal 2004; Capkun et al. 2012).
Table2.Searchforservicedefinitionsinselectedoperationsmanagementjournals.
Query

Results per journal
Journal of Operations Management

International Journal of Operations & Production Management

Decision Sciences

‘service defini
tion’+allfields

2 hits (Verma & Young 2000; Hume, 3 hits (Spring & Araujo 2009; none
SullivanMort,Lieschetal.2006)
Agarwal&Selen2011;Holschbach&
Hofmann2011)
‘defining service’ 1hit(Melnyk&Handfield1998)
1hit(Beaumont&Sohal2004)
none
+allfields
‘define service’ + 6 hits out of which 5 were new 6hits(Nie&Young1997;Voss2003; none
allfields
(Sullivan 1982; Kellogg & Nie 1995; Brito, Aguilar & Brito 2007; Oke
Soteriou & Chase 1998; Safizadeh, 2007;
Capkun,
Messner
&
Field & Ritzman 2003; Stringfellow, Rissbacher 2012; Oliveira & Roth
Teagarden&Nie2008)
2012)
‘service’ + all 1006hits
1687hits
714hits
fields
‘service’ + title 109hits
77hits
133hits
field

Out of those who offered a definition, Agarwal and Selen (2011), who studied innovative services provided in network settings, provide the only original definition. It signals the experience-focused definition approach:
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“the application of competencies (knowledge, skills and experience) of the stakeholders, whereby customers provide themselves, or provide significant inputs into the service production process and in the best case are transformed by the simultaneous consumption – the experience”
(Agarwal & Selen 2011, 1169).

Other authors borrow citations published elsewhere in literature. The article by Cook et al.
(1999) surveys different service typologies and cites the AMA Committee’s implicit processbased definition as well as Quinn et al. (1987) for a definition based on exclusion approach
with quasi-conceptual style additions (see Table 1 in Section 2.1). Sullivan (1982) builds on
Sasser et al. (1978) who define services as intangible benefits and note that offerings are typically bundles of both intangible benefits and tangible goods that facilitate service delivery.
Sullivan (1982, 212) concludes:
“Therefore, organizations can be classified on a continuum that spans pure services (no tangible
goods provided) to pure manufacturing (no intangible benefits provided). This service/goods
bundle is referred to as the service concept or the service package.”

This resonates with the approach of the current study (see Section 2.2): the main difference is
that in the above mentioned approach services are understood as intangible benefits, not
process-based offerings. Also, the linkage between the continuum associated with Sullivan’s
service package concept (i.e. the offering as the unit of analysis; second sentence in the quote
above) and the organizational level (business as unit of analysis and first sentence, respectively) continuum is not explained, which reduces its clarity as a tool for analysis.
Nie and Kellogg (1999) studied operations management academics’ views about services and
reported about the prevalence of using the IHIP as a defining criteria: the way in which the
papers used the IHIP approach varied, but none of these papers set out to question this
framework. Moreover, IHIP was used in two ways; either it was applied as definitional criteria, or to illustrate specific problems that services present to operations management. Nie
and Kellogg do not provide a definition for service, and their empirical research is based on
IHIP as the theoretical base. However, in the beginning of their paper Nie and Kellogg (1999)
cite Shostack (1982), conveying the process view:
“the difference between products and services is more than just semantic: products are tangible
objects existing in both time and space, whereas services are acts and processes existing in time
only” (Nie & Kellogg 1999, 339).

Despite this, the rest of Nie and Kellogg’s (1999) study focuses on IHIP, and the process
characteristic is fully ignored, whereas customer influence is emphasized as the most important characteristic from the operations point of view. Customer influence and inseparability of production and consumption are treated as separate characteristics in the study. The
study also demonstrates that the IHIP characteristics vary in their importance and usefulness
when compared against operations decision making. Finally, the respondents indicated research needs and “product/process development was considered an important area. (Nie &
Kellogg 1999)
Several articles adopt a similar mindset and emphasize customer involvement as the most
important aspect of services (Sullivan 1982; Kellogg & Nie 1995; Soteriou & Chase 1998; Nie
& Kellogg 1999; Sampson & Froehle 2006). Both Sullivan (1982) and Soteriou and Chase
(1998) use the term ‘service process’ frequently throughout their paper but not as a defining
factor. Soteriou and Chase (1998, 495) emphasize customer contact as the defining characteristic, arguing that services are “not only intangible processes”.
Focus on intangibility, experience and customer perceived value or outcomes provide an alternative to the IHIP and customer influence approaches. Hume et al. (2006) borrowed their
definition from Driver and Johnston (2001) stating that services are bundles of explicit and
implicit attributes that different customer segments perceive differently and that either can
or cannot be evaluated prior to the service. However, such definition provides no guidance in
distinguishing services from non-services.
Some classic service operations management texts lack both original and cited definition for
service, perhaps intentionally (cf.Johnston 1994; Johnston & Clark 2005). Davis and Heineke
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(2003) emphasize the IHIP characteristics but cite three different definitions, including also
a process view. Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons (2011) list five alternative definitions from literature, stating that all of them “contain a common theme of service intangibility and simultaneous consumption”, and lastly suggest an original one:
“A service is time-perishable, intangible experience performed for a customer acting in the role
of co-producer” (Fitzsimmons & Fitzsimmons 2011, 4).

Despite these approaches in definitions the service operations management handbooks deal
intensively with the management and development of service processes. To summarize, SOM
handbooks indicate uncertainty on whether to define services by IHIP characteristics, intangible value outcomes (or tangible where appropriate) or the process or activity dimension.
Similarly in articles, although the defining assumption may not be the process characteristic,
processes are usually associated with services, and some papers lacking a definition do concentrate on a service ‘delivery process’ (Levitt 1972; Johnston 1995). Some texts consider the
customer to ‘enter the service process’ (Johnston 1995). Most writers separate two processes
in services: 1) the production or creation process, and 2) the delivery process. Some authors
have noted that these two processes may occur simultaneously, but often they are mentioned
without further explanation. The problem with these process terms is that they are directly
adopted from goods manufacturing, where the production and the delivery to customer are
clearly two separate steps, and production always precedes delivery. Such views can even indicate that consumption is one more distinct process that follows delivery. Despite the widespread use of these terms, attempts to explain what happens in these processes, to illustrate
that the processes are separable, are scant in the literature. While the co-creative or coproductive nature of services is mostly acknowledged through managing customer involvement in the service process (with the initiatives of controlling, directing and limiting it to ensure consistent productivity levels), some authors have considered service process as orchestrating rather than delivering (Johnston 1999).
Relatively recently two discussions specifically addressing the problem of defining services
has appeared in the OM research community: Araujo and Spring’s (2006) “Services, products, and the institutional structure of production” followed by Spring and Araujo’s (2009)
”Service, services and products: Rethinking operations strategy” and Sampson and Froehle’s
(2006) ”Foundations and Implications of a Proposed Unified Services Theory”. A closer look
on these very different contributions is provided next.

2.1.9.1 Araujo and Spring’s institutional approach
Positioning themselves to the institutional view, Araujo and Spring argue that
“the quest for foundational differences between products and services is misguided. First, this is
because many firms in industrial markets are both product- and service-based, and we need to
understand better how products and services interact within firms, markets and supply networks.” (Araujo & Spring 2006, 797)

This statement above has obvious problems; at the same time these authors are implying that
differences exist, and object the current approaches to clarifying the difference, and argue
that the interaction of products [sic] and services needs to be studied both internally and externally to the firm. As a solution, they propose the institutional approach on defining services. This view is questioned in what follows. First, note that a consensus about the existence of the distinction and the importance of further understanding of the interaction of the
two types of offerings was found. This means that 1) the differences are understood to exist,
but disagreement or ambiguity concerns the essence of the differences; 2) the interaction of
the two types of entities should be investigated; 3) to investigate this interaction the two
types of entities need to be identified; 4) as the interaction needs to be studied within the
firm, the institutional approach that stays at the firm level is inadequate for this purpose.
Therefore, because the institutional approach cannot resolve the problem of interaction within the firm, it does not provide a full closure on the definition. Also, as many of the earlier
‘non-institutional’ approaches address this more detailed level, they do deserve a closer examination.
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In a later paper, Spring and Araujo (2009, 450) identify three ‘service logics’ they consider as
useful: 1) the request for intervention, 2) the right to use a capacity, and 3) performance.
They consider their view to represent an institutional approach on defining services. They do
not find relevant technical difference between performing some tasks in-house as part of a
manufacturing line, and providing the same task for a customer as a service, and therefore
question the difference between goods and services. Instead, they focus on the means by
which services are made tradable between economic entities. (Spring & Araujo 2009) However, this study argues that the fact that a specific activity or real process may be a service in
one context (external exchange) and not in another (internal activity) does not pose a challenge in defining services. Indeed, the institutional approach recognizes activities exchanged
between two economic institutions, and therefore is rather specific in that internal manufacturing operations are not a service unless one service provider operates another customer
company’s production line.

2.1.9.2 Sampson and Froehle’s unified services theory
Sampson and Froehle (2006) took the customer input as the fundamental aspect of service
and labeled their approach as Unified Services Theory (UST). Recently, UST has been extended by the concept of Process Chain Network (PCN) analysis (Sampson 2012). Although
UST is characterized by a pervasive process emphasis (the article uses the word ‘process’ 186
times), Sampson and Froehle (2006) disregard the process characteristic as the defining
characteristic. By UST they aim
“to clearly delineate service processes from non-service processes and to identify key commonalities across seemingly disparate service businesses. The UST defines a service production process as one that relies on customer inputs; customers act as suppliers for all service processes.”
(Sampson & Froehle 2006, 329)

As noted, the defining characteristic in UST is the customer input:
“The foundational core of the Unified Services Theory is as follows: “With service processes, the
customer provides significant inputs into the production process.” This statement simultaneously defines what services are and what makes them services. The presence of customer inputs is a
necessary and sufficient condition to define a production process as a service process. Any production process that is a service process must have customer inputs (they are necessary), and
the presence of customer inputs establishes a production process as a service process (their
presence is sufficient).” (Sampson & Froehle 2006, 331)

According to UST, intangibility is not a defining characteristic, because intangible products
such as computer code can be inventoried and sold later (Sampson & Froehle 2006, 330):
thus, intangibility is a typical service characteristic but not exclusive to services. Sampson
and Froehle (2006, 331) recommend, citing Boyer and Metters’ (2004) editorial, viewing
products as bundles of tangible and intangible benefits, and production systems as mixtures
of service and non-service processes. (This study follows such a ‘mixed’ view, although here
the concept of offering is broader and less focused to intangible benefits.)
UST defines customers as those individuals or entities determining whether the service provider is compensated for the service (Sampson 2000; Sampson & Froehle 2006). Inputs are
what is expended in a system’s operation to achieve outputs and may take forms of materials,
personnel, capital, utilities, and information. Inputs typically provided by customers are the
customer in person, customer’s possessions or information. While UST considers the customer input as the defining attribute for services, two types of customer involvement make an
exception; customer participation in market research (considered as general feedback, not
input to service process), and selecting and consuming the output (because this is the same
for both manufactured and service processes and thus not a defining attribute, and this input
does not influence the production process). Contradictorily, UST includes purchasing from a
vending machine as a service because instead of merely selecting and consuming the customer has to input information to the service process executed by the machine. (Sampson &
Froehle 2006, 332)
This line of thought has problems. First, pressing the buttons of a vending machine is not
necessarily very different from the selection process in which one grabs a chocolate bar from
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the shelf. In both cases the customer’s selection has no influence on the core product (the
chocolate bar), although the supporting services differ (self-aided and automated vs. assisted
by a person). Moreover, the distinction between selection and providing information is blurry, as often the information as an input merely specifies the customers’ selection. Second,
there are many services in which the customer has no influence or input to the service process (or service production process). Good examples are radio and TV broadcasting, which
provide continuous service without any input from their customers.3 Public transportation
provides another example: time schedules are assigned for each route, and the bus will fare
through the route as scheduled even though not single passenger enters the bus.4 UST is unable to cover these examples that traditionally have been regarded as services. A transportation service that fulfills the UST criteria is the taxi; a taxi service is not pre-scheduled and requires an input from the customer to take place. To summarize, the customer input criterion
is not applicable to all service situations.
The production process is the unit of analysis in UST and PCN:
“A “process” is a sequence of steps. We consider “production” to be modifying inputs in a way
that is valued by customers.” (Sampson & Froehle 2006, 333)
“A process chain is simply a sequence of process steps with an identifiable purpose…” (Sampson
2012, 186, formatting removed)

Following the categorization of Hernes and Weik (2007), this view indicates the basic view of
seeing processes as programs. According to UST, processes that are necessary for production
activities to occur, but do not directly lead to sales, are supporting processes. Processes consist of sub-processes that are sets of tightly linked action steps. In the aggregate level (company or industry level) differentiation between service and non-service processes is difficult.
In a production system, some processes are replete with and others devoid of customer inputs. (Sampson & Froehle 2006, 333-334)
UST considers that “all managerial themes unique to services” are founded in the distinction
between customer inputs (of specific customer) in the service production process (Sampson
2001, 16; cited in Sampson & Froehle 2006, 333-334): customer participation supplements
IHIP as a fifth characteristic. Each characteristic is either explainable or refutable based on
the customer input. The service product is not necessarily perishable, but capacity is. Tangibility is understood as ‘observability’ and thus intangibility is a misconception since many
services are perceived by the customer. (Sampson & Froehle 2006, 335)
Customer input is a root cause of variability and therefore explains heterogeneity (Sampson
& Froehle 2006, 335). Other known sources include the ‘human factor’ of the service personnel as the main delivery system and situational factors (e.g., Bitner, Booms & Tetreault 1990;
Chase & Stewart 1994; Bitner, Faranda, Hubbert et al. 1997). As a service-specific character3

To succeed in competition most stations today actively engage customers to participate in co-production of the
service by inviting customers to call in live shows, contribute with playlists and participate in competitions. Nevertheless, many public and classical music channels still provide an example that customer input is not a necessary
condition to provide such services. In addition, most listeners of interactive shows choose not to provide any input. Customer (listener) involvement is not a prerequisite for broadcasting radio program service. According to
Sampson and Froehle (2006), the customers of a (commercial) radio station are the advertisers, whereas listeners are only “indirect customers who advertisers desire to be satisfied with the radio broadcasts”. An alternative
view proposed here is that the radio broadcasting business model consists of two linked service offerings in which
the radio company acts as the hub (providing consumer reach service for advertisers and program services for
listeners). Indeed, this would make what Sampson (2012) calls a Process Chain Network (PCN). Thus, the radio
channel is part of a three party supply chain. Following the augmented service offering model (Storey & Easingwood, 1998), from the listener-customers’ perspective the advertisements are supporting service components that
enable the delivery of the core service, i.e. the radio show. From advertiser-customers’ perspective core service is
the broadcasting of the commercials for the audience and the associated programs are a supporting service component. Advertisers often compensate broadcasting companies based on the size of audience captured: the listeners thus “compensate” for the service provider by becoming its resources.
4
In the case of a private express bus line the passengers are the direct customers, and there is no third party to
compete for the role of the customer. Nevertheless, both services (radio broadcasting and public transportation)
are provided although no listeners or passengers appear at a specific point of time (although in the long run these
would be likely to lead to decreasing the service level).
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istic heterogeneity has been refuted as well, given that some services have standardized interfaces and fully automated processes, and because physical goods may also represent heterogeneity (Vargo & Lusch 2004b).
In considering the process as the core service offering, as is later suggested in this study, the
service indeed “perishes” but its outcome may be permanent and not perishable. The comments about perishability, interestingly, indicate the way in which the service offering and
the service process are conceptually separated in UST – in this view, the end result of the service production process is the service product or offering:
“It is not the service product itself (e.g., the dental work or the tax return) that is perishable …,
but rather the capacity (e.g., the empty dentist’s chair or the accountant’s time).” (Sampson &
Froehle 2006, 335)

In UST, perishability is explained through the capacity aspect and queues are considered as
the inventory in service production (Sampson & Froehle 2006).As noted, Manufacturing capacity is similarly perishable, since capacity is a time-bound issue. Crucial differences in services are that the co-production process of the customer needs to be synchronized with provider’s capacity, and if at the time of free provider capacity no co-productive or consumption
capacity is available, the capacity is lost. In manufacturing, production and consumption occur separately, and the main rule is that production must precede consumption. Manufactured products differ in their perishability qualities (e.g. baguettes must be sold within a day,
crackers within a year), determining manufacturer’s flexibility in optimizing the use of capacity by scheduling production. Services have similar mechanisms (e.g. appointments), but
usually there are constraints (customers cannot be forced to accept a specific time for service
coproduction, or the need must be satisfied when it emerges, e.g. ambulatory services). Thus,
associating perishability with production capacity instead of the service offering does not add
clarity to the service definition debate.
Some aspects of production need to wait for customer input, which explains the inseparability characteristic, and some aspects of consumption may begin during production process,
also leading to simultaneity (Sampson & Froehle 2006, 335). UST interprets tangilibity as
observability, and considers intangibility as a misconception because many services are perceived by the customer. It concludes that these characteristics are not common defining factors of services but, when they occur, symptoms caused by customer inputs. UST is not particularly clear to what extent it rejects or accepts intangibility, and the discussion about perishability focuses on inventory of production resources, not perishability of the service itself.
(Sampson & Froehle 2006, 335)
A concern is the rather universalistic approach built on customer inputs:
“If a customer contributes to production through the provision of any inputs (not just participation), then the production process is a service process.” (Sampson & Froehle 2006, 335)

According to this view, if a customer provides information about the specifications required
for a complex technical product, the manufacturing of this product in the factory would be
considered a service. Then, any modular mass-customized product should be considered a
service. In the light of the process based view, both complex equipment and mass-customized
products are separable from their production process and their consumption occurs after the
production. To consider the selection or ordering processes as consumption of a product introduces problems in further theorizing. While selection/ordering is clearly a customer’s process, at this stage (prior to production) the customer can hardly consume the product. Also,
the provision of selective inputs makes the distinction between services and non-services less
clear. Considering from OM point of view, a key question is: as a view focused on customer
input, what are the implications of the UST? For instance, should a car-as-a-service be produced differently from car-as-a-bulk-model? The production process of both cars is equally
buffered into a factory and the customer is not present or part of the production, receiving an
output that is fully separable from its production process.
In a later book chapter Sampson (2010) makes slight adjustments to the original positioning.
He explicitly focuses on service processes rather than on services as offerings:
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“Throughout this chapter the term “services” is used to mean “service processes” or “processes
which are each characterized as a service.” (Sampson 2010, 108)

Still, despite its centrality, the process aspect is not considered as a defining factor:
“The paradigm shift provided by the customer-supplier service paradigm (the UST) is this: Customer inputs are the defining feature of service as long as we identify the customer (relative to
the service provider) and specify the process being analyzed. The paradigm is a process perspective—all businesses, “service businesses” or otherwise, are composed of processes that transform
inputs into outputs. The customer-supplier paradigm proposes that the one core factor which
distinguishes traditional make-to-stock manufacturing processes from service processes is not
the occurrence of processes nor the nature of process outputs (which may be tangible or intangible), but the distinct nature of process inputs.” (Sampson 2010, 113-114)

Sampson (2010) compares service processes and manufacturing processes, without actually
answering the question of what is a service offering (or a “service product”). However, he
recognizes part of the problem:
“Therefore, one part of the existing confusion over terms comes from comparing service processes (acts) to manufacturing outputs (goods). The process of home construction is an act,
whether it is building large quantities of tract homes for future sales or building a one-of-a-kind
custom home for a meticulous client. The outputs of car manufacturing, car sales, car repair,
and car rental are all cars.” (Sampson 2010, 114)

Then, in a recent article, Sampson conceptualizes services through the Process Chain Network (PCN) framework and reaches a definitive characterization for services:
“there is a traditional assumption that there is some dichotomy between goods and services...
That is and always will be confusing... A service is a type of process, and a good is a type of resource. All productive systems involve both resources and processes that act on those resources,
and it would be difficult to find a service process that does not involve goods. The PCN framework clarifies this issue by depicting service as a specific type of resource/process configuration.” (Sampson 2012, 183)
“the [PCN] framework provides a concrete definition of “service” as direct- and surrogateinteractive steps that exist between process domains.” (Sampson 2012, 194)

In other words, Sampson (2012) considers services as production steps that take place between two or more entities (typically a provider and a customer) and generate some kind of
value to the entities. The steps identified in the processes are further sorted into direct and
surrogate interaction and independent processing and divided to the process domains of the
involved entities (Sampson 2012). He is correct in arguing that
“Were one to ask, “Is a restaurant a service?” the answer would be, “No, a restaurant is an organization that is engaged in both service (i.e., interactive) and nonservice (i.e., independent)
processes.” This emphasizes that the focus of analysis is the process segment, not the firm and
certainly not the industry (Sampson and Froehle 2006, p. 333-4). Firms are aggregations of resources and processes, including some service (i.e., interactive) process segments and some
segments that are independent processing.” (Sampson 2012, 188)

These developments are parallel with the logic presented in this study, but they still do not
fully establish a definition for service offerings: this is because Sampson’s (2012) approach
includes all interactive process steps between the provider and the customer. To summarize
this review, UST has several important conceptual developments that are compatible with the
explicit process based view developed in this dissertation, but it also has many ambiguities.
Also instead of directly focusing ‘service’ in the sense of ‘service offering’ it concentrates on
defining service processes distinct from goods-production processes. Recent work in this
stream (Sampson 2012), however, addresses the process aspect as a defining characteristic,
increasingly approaching the logic developed in this study.

2.1.10 Summary and identification of the research gap
This chapter reviewed service definitions broadly and, aiming at contribution in the SOM discipline, provided a more detailed overview of service definition approaches in the OM field.
The exclusion approach provides very limited information about what services are like, and
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can get outdated as new types of service offerings emerge. The IHIP set of characteristics is
widely both used and debated, and falls short in that the root cause of each characteristic is
not considered. Moreover, earlier research has noted additional challenges associated with
each of the four IHIP characteristics and indicated it lacks validation. Implicit process approaches are on the right track, but obviously because of implicitness do not encourage further focused analysis of the broad variety of process issues. The explicit process approaches
suffer from not going beyond the surface of mentioning processes (or have some but little
depth). The outcome-based approach is challenged by the fact that not all services generate
value in the form of a countable outcome. The experience-focused approach has an implicit
process view but is limited to services as experiences felt and encountered by individuals.
This approach seems unfit in B2B-service contexts and in technical or automated system-tosystem services where hedonistic service experience is replaced by functional service criteria.
In the value-focused approach, several inconsistencies were found. The institutional definitions, at closer analysis, contain a negative definition, and their later developments have
evolved towards the process view.
The overview about definitions in the area of operations management revealed that whereas
the field is abundant with service research, attempts to define services are extremely scant.
Moreover, operations scholars seem to have a tendency to avoid explicating their basic assumption about services, despite services are the focal subject of their research, and the problems with definitions are known (e.g. Nie & Kellogg 1999).
A major gap in the current services literature is the lack of a generic definition that can integrate and reconcile between the current approaches in defining services. This analysis reveals
that the confusion about defining services is far from being solved, and remains a topic that
deserves acute attention from scholars. Uncertainty about how to define the subject phenomenon of research, combined with lack of transparency in operationalization, is a matter of validity problem: at worst, research publications that report effects that are explained by the
“fact” that something is a service may not have studied pure services or service dominant offerings. Also, for the research that reports true effects explained by the “serviceness” a logical
next question is: what is specific in services so that they generate such findings? This study
sets out to conceptualize a proposition for such a definitional approach (presented in the next
chapter). The plausibility of the proposed approach is tested through the secondary analysis
of the five original articles that provide the empirical basis of this dissertation.

2.2 Resolution: development of the modular process-based
definition of services
2.2.1 Conceptual positioning
To pave way for the theoretical contribution this study aims at, this section clarifies the view
of services as process based offerings and develops the modular process-focused approach to
define services, which solves the problems noted with earlier definitional approaches. This
definitional approach is based on the following five conceptual positions:
1. all real market offerings are viewed as consisting of both physical goods and services components;
2. physical goods and services in pure form are ideal types or archetypes rather than
real market offerings;
3. conceptual difference between physical goods and services as such basic types can
be made;
4. judging whether a specific real market offering is to be considered as a physical
good or a service is based on consideration of the different roles and types of the
components constituting the offering;
5. mutual composition of the two types of components has practical implications that
concern the operations associated with such offerings.
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This chapter will explain each conceptual position in detail. (The main focus in the empirical
part of the study will be on validating and elaborating on this explained process-based view of
services.)
The preceding sections have demonstrated that a basic understanding of services as process
type offerings can be traced in service marketing, management and service operations literatures although authors vary greatly in explicitness and interpretation style, and a large number of authors have conducted research on services without having a precise definition for
this key factor in their studies. Also, despite traces of the process-based view can be identified
in association to the other approaches, previous literature explicitly addressing the process
nature of services is quite scarce and has not concentrated on working further with this definitional approach.
The preceding review demonstrates how most classical and SDL oriented marketing definitions, whether focusing on value-in-use or value-in-exchange, see service as an activity
(someone is doing something that generates value in some form) and thus convey an implicit
process view. In the current study, to literally call this ‘essence of service’ a process is an operations management minded decision. This choice is made in the current study because as a
concept, ‘process’ can accommodate a broader spectrum of activity types and is not limited to
a particular analysis level, and also accommodates both the aspects of planning and execution (Program as the intended process, Flow as the realized process; a more thorough discussion about processes will follow in Section 2.3). Furthermore, the term has been frequently
used in service marketing literature as well (e.g. Bitner & Brown 2006; Åkesson & Skålén
2011).

2.2.2 Complexity and market offerings
The purpose here is not to argue that all market offerings are particularly complex, but to
demonstrate that the level of complexity in analyzing offerings must rise above the simplistic
assumption of goods and services as internally homogeneous, solid entities that should either
be categorized as services or goods.
A modular perspective. Much debate about the differences between services and physical
goods has taken place. Some authors argue that a clear difference exists between physical
products and services both theoretically and practically (e.g., Hill 1977; Grönroos 1998;
Gadrey 2000). Some suggest that the two cannot be separated as theoretical concepts or in
practice (e.g. Haynes 1990; Sampson and Froehle 2006)(Cook et al. 1999), or that such attempts are misguided (Araujo & Spring 2006). However, many texts that focus on the offering level present the two as opposite entities of a continuum (Grönroos 1991; Johns 1999;
Oliva & Kallenberg 2003), and empirical studies rarely question ways in which services and
physical products are treated as representing separate types in the levels of the offering, the
industry, or as the identity of professionals (e.g. Nie & Kellogg 1999).
Yet, some of the early contributions already noted that offerings are typically combinations
of the tangible and the intangible components (Shostack 1977, 74; Levitt 1980). This study
adopts, as a starting point, Shostack’s (1977) ‘molecular model of market entities’ in which
Shostack took intangibility as the focal characteristic:
“If "either-or" terms (product vs. service) do not adequately describe the true nature of marketed entities, it makes sense to explore the usefulness of a new structural definition. This broader
concept postulates that market entities are, in reality, combinations of discrete elements which
are linked together in molecule-like wholes. Elements can be either tangible or intangible. The
entity may have either a tangible or intangible nucleus. But the whole can only be described as
having a certain dominance.” (Shostack 1977, 74)

This study follows the direction pointed by Shostack in that the offering is considered to consist of various components or elements, and that these can be physical goods or services. The
main difference is that in the current view the distinguishing factor is not intangibility, but
the product/process-distinction, in other words the elements are either separable-fromprocess-offerings or process-based. While Shostack used the metaphor of the molecule, the
current study rather adopts the term ‘modular’ in referring to its perspective. The intention is
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not to claim that all services are modularized offerings and based of modular design and production technologies (c.f. Starr 1965; Ulrich 1995; Baldwin & Clark 1997; Mikkola 2006;
Fixson & Park 2008; Voss & Hsuan 2009; Starr 2010), but to indicate a theoretical orientation to investigate the internal structures within the offering and not as whole, indivisible
entity, and furthermore, perceiving that the offering consists of distinct subsections that can
be understood as service components or modules.5
In the modular view, five basic types at the level of the offering are distinguished based on the
dominance of either component type (see Figure 2). The types are 1) pure physical goods; 2)
core physical goods with assisting service components; 3) hybrid offerings with both good
and service elements in the core component; 4) core services with assisting physical components; and 5) pure services. This position differs from Shostack’s view in two more aspects.
First, in judging the relative dominance of the two types the focus is secondarily on quantity,
but primarily concentrates on the generic roles the components have as part of the offering.
This is where the conceptualization of the augmented offering is crucial (to be discussed later
in this section).

Figure2.Continuumforcategorizingofferings(examplesofB2Bofferingsareshownfordifferent
positionsinthecontinuum).
Similar models have been suggested in the servitization research stream, with the additional
conceptualization that a specific type of offering mix dominates the portfolio of offerings at
the company-level, and the dimension also signifies a position in a servitization continuum,
i.e. to what extent a company has implemented servitization strategies and moved from
goods-dominance towards services-dominance (Oliva & Kallenberg 2003; Tukker 2004).
Tukker (2004) distinguishes three offering types between the ends of ‘product’ and ‘service’:
1) product-oriented service, 2) use-oriented service, and 3) result-oriented service. Tukker’s
(2004) model has been criticized for being useful for positioning purposes but not for developing organizational configurations (Baines, Lightfoot, Peppard et al. 2009b) – this critique
applies to the current approach as well; it is primarily intended as a positioning model for
definitional and categorization purposes. However, another problem with Tukker’s (2004)
model is that it locates ‘product oriented services’ such as maintenance in the product-side
5

In generic use the word modular refers to “employing or involving a module or modules as the basis of design or
construction” (http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/modular, accessed March 14, 2013). Module refers
to “each of a set of standardized parts or independent units that can be used to construct a more complex structure, such as an item of furniture or a building” (http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/module, accessed
March 14, 2013). The use of this word conveys the idea that core, supporting and augmented components of the
offering are perceived as independent units that construct the functional offering. Here, the word modular does
not imply a particular level of standardization of the components, and this somewhat imprecise approach to use
the term was chosen because all alternatives considered have dual meanings as well.
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beginning although such services are pure service offerings in the sense that no physical
product is sold.
The augmented offering concept. According to Carman and Langeard (1980), service
marketing literature has adopted a modular view that identifies the core and peripherals
based on the relative importance of the components in a service offering:
“we call the necessary outputs of an organization, which are intended to provide the intangible
benefits consumers are looking for, the ‘core’ service offering. To this basic service are added a
set of ‘peripheral’ services. Some of them are indispensable for the execution of the core service
while others are available only to improve the overall quality of the service bundle.” (Carman &
Langeard 1980, 9)

The classic perspective of the augmented service offering suggests that within a service, it is
possible to identify the core offering, supporting services (i.e. those that are required for the
provision of the core), and value enhancing services (Storey and Easingwood 1998), and that
goods and other resources may be involved in any of the three elements of an offering
(Grönroos 1990). Levitt (1980, 80) considered the augmented offering concept as a means for
product differentiation, and the generic core product as “the stakes to enter the competition”,
arguing that the expected product consists of this generic product core and peripherals that
together define customer’s minimal purchase conditions. Shostack’s (1977) view is also foundational for the augmented service offering concept – and in another paper Shostack (1982)
develops what can be considered as the augmented service offering, although she calls it molecular modeling and therefore this work often is not referenced in association with the augmented offering concept.
This study does not specifically focus on differentiation purposes, but adopts the structural
view that the core component, supporting components and value adding components are
somewhat generic types and can be used for analyzing the composition of any offering. Thus,
the augmented service offering model is an essential part of categorizing offerings correctly
(again, see Figure 2). The type of the core element should determine whether the offering is
goods-dominant or service-dominant6, and the remaining components determine whether it
is a pure type or a composite type. In other words, a core service supported with other service
components is a pure service offering, where as a core service with accompanying tangible
components is a service-dominant mixed offering. For brevity, these will be called service offering and service-dominant offering, respectively. Second, the current view sees the type of
a balanced hybrid offering as possible. It is considered that a hybrid core is possible in some
services. In such cases two components are equally important or critical core elements in the
offering. For brevity, these are called hybrid offerings. Although also being based on two ‘dimensions’, including the augmented offering as a building block for the categorization this
approach moves forward from the situation described by Solomon et al.:
“Most attempts to differentiate the two on one or more dimensions ultimately arrive at a continuum… …products are arrayed at one end, services at another, and there is considerable overlap
between the two.” (Solomon et al. 1985, 99)

Such overlap exists in the form that all offerings are viewed as including some service and
goods components. Overlap is clarified in the sense that the location of each offering in this
continuum should be easy to identify, and distinguishable offering types are identified instead of a mere sliding scale from end to end. Using a continuum figure (as in Figure X) is not
necessary for identifying the five different offering types; however, presentation in this manner seems to make the conceptual framework easy to comprehend.
The view taken here is that all offerings have varying amounts of service and physical good
components in the three basic levels of the augmented offering model, and the dominance of
one component type dimension over the other distinguishes services from physical goods;

6

The term service-dominant offering here does not refer to the theory called Service-dominant Logic of marketing. A confusion with terminology is unavoidable; however, this term was identified in sources preceding SDL over
a decade (Marting & Horne, 1992) and was also used in the original article I (Brax, 2005) which was published
shortly after the launch of the SDL theory (Vargo & Lusch, 2004).
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where both dimensions are equal the offering is a hybrid type. Comparisons of entire offerings are likely to be confusing as controversial evidence can always be found in the level of
modules (‘the meal part in the restaurant service is tangible’ or ‘these products are custom
manufactured upon orders’).
Example. The most typical example of a hybrid offering is a restaurant. Literature has used
this offering to argue both ways; the core aspect being the meal (a physical good) or the service
and the servicescape of the restaurant. Generally speaking, both elements are equally important.
A customer wants both enjoyable service (otherwise they would have prepared the meal at
home) and a meal to satisfy hunger (otherwise they would have chosen another leisure destination). However, different restaurants tend to have different offerings; in a lunch café the emphasis may be on the food and many customers grab their sandwiches to go, whereas in a gala dinner the emphasis can be on the service and entertainment and the food has a supporting role.

This study argues that in the level of components, the differences between services and physical goods are clear: service components are process type offerings, whereas physical goods
are outcomes and resources that can be separated from the process that created them. Service research has outlined ways in which services differ from physical goods. This study
claims such differences between services and physical goods are rooted in the process aspect of service and hypothesizes these principles apply to service components. Moving away
from contrasting services and physical goods as opposites, we find both aspects in all offerings, whereas their mutual dominance may vary from extreme to equally balanced. As market
offerings typically consist of service and tangible good components, i.e. are a mix of service-,
tangible good and hybrid modules, profound understanding of modularity needs to be extended to services and to processes.
This study departs from the mainstream literature attempting to define services in that instead of viewing goods and services as in an opposing manner these are considered as ideal
types that are not expected to be found in amongst real offerings. Rather, these two archetypes represent two aspects of a continuum, and each marketed (real-life) offering has both
qualities to some extent. Despite that a continuum representation is used, the service aspect
does not simply gradually evolve into goods aspect; the continuum positions are based on analyzing components of the offering. Each component can be a service component or a physical component. An offering does not “shift” in the continuum unless its component configuration is changed.

2.2.3 The difference between services and goods components
The key difference between a good and a service (as pure/ideal types) is the form in which
the offering is exchanged in the market, not for example the end benefit gained from their
consumption or a value characteristic. The form here refers to an object that embodies capability to produce this value or a method that executes capabilities to produce the value.7 Both
goods and services have production processes (Sampson 2010), but with goods the production can be separated from its result that is exchanged.
As noted earlier, in existing literature perhaps the most explicit process-based positioning is
the definition by Grönroos (1998, , see Table 1). From operations management perspective
the definition unnecessarily polarizes between goods and services offerings, but the basic
principles are agreeable and, together with Shostack’s (1982) work, serve as the foundation to
build on:
“service firms, or service organizations of manufacturing firms, do not have products (understood as preproduced bundles of resources and features); they only have processes to offer their
customers. Of course, these [open] processes lead to an outcome ...it is fruitful to view the outcome as a part of the process. Both the process and its outcome have an impact on the perception of the quality of a service and consequently on customer-perceived value. In contrast, in the
case of preproduced physical products, it is only the outcome of the process of production that
counts for the customers.” (Grönroos 1998, 327)
7

SDL views goods as doing services for their possessors, this ‘service capability’ being stored in a material object, and the object exchanged as a surrogate for the service (cf. Vargo & Lusch 2004a).
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In this study, physical goods are viewed as those offerings (components) that exist in a material form independently of their production processes and resources, i.e. a process and its
material output (a ‘product’) are separable, and the market exchange focuses solely on the
output as the offering (Haynes 1990). Immaterial goods are contract-based possessions similarly detachable from their production processes and tradable, but they do not have physical
form. According to Grönroos:
"The production process [of a physical product] can be characterized as a closed process, where
the customer takes no direct part. Thus, a product evolves as a more or less preproduced package of resources and features that is ready to be exchanged… [and] does not change during the
consumption process. Different customers may perceive the product in different ways, but the
product is the same. However, ...this type of outcome consumption is replaced by process consumption… [in] the case… [of] services." (Grönroos 1998, 323-324)

Thus, the argument that services are process-based offerings designates that the exchange
concerns an entity delivered in the process form. However, ‘delivery’ is a goods-oriented
term and awkward in the service context, because service offerings are rather effectuated
processes involving the customer than discrete units that are received by customers. Therefore, services as offerings consist of two ‘dimensions’:
“(1) Service firms do not have products in the form of preproduced solutions to customers’ problems; they have processes as solutions to such problems. (2) From a customer’s perspective the
process has two dimensions, viz. the process itself and the outcome for the customer that it leads
to.” (Grönroos 1998, 335)

As the process based view considers the process characteristic as the definitional rule and intangibility as a consequence, this view assumes that immaterial goods tend to resemble physical goods rather than service in behavior. For their owners, immaterial goods (e.g. a patent)
can be assets similar to other capital goods, i.e. given for rent for a specific period of time.
This position, again, differs from the one by Shostack (1977) who considered intangibility as
the main distinctive rule.
The process-based view emphasizes a process, performance, or activity as the core of the exchange. For experience-based services, the case is intuitively logical: service provision is the
co-creation of the service experience and no permanent physical results follow. However,
services that result an observable outcome need further analysis. Services need to be exchanged in the process-form due to two possible reasons: 1) the process performance itself is
the main source of value (essential services), or 2) the end result of the process generates the
value but cannot be achieved without the process performance, or in other words, current
technology is unable to feasibly capture and embed the service into a material product (transient services). Transient services may have an identifiable outcome but this outcome, so far,
cannot be provided disconnected from the process. Transient services might be more likely to
face competition from physical goods than essential services, based on the logic that customers accept alternative ways to reach the expected outcome. Essential services do not necessarily have clear outcome as value is generated during the process itself.
Previous literature has noted that in the case of producing goods, no customer value is generated during production but only at the use stage (Moeller 2008). Essential services differ
from this in that the customer value forms in production. Both customer value perspectives,
in production and following production, can be combined in transient services.
Despite that a service is delivered in the process form, both the marketing communication
and the customer may focus on the process outcome instead (Haynes 1990). This is likely to
depend on the nature of value creation, i.e. whether value is mainly created through the service experience or the end result. Respectively, two domains of value perceptions are distinguished for service offering: technical quality aspects concern the end result or outcome from
the service, whereas functional quality addresses the process itself, i.e. the quality aspects in
performing the service (Grönroos 1984). The customer participation influences the quality of
the service (Kelley, Donnelly & Skinner 1990).
The process-based nature presumes assimilation of the service provision process and the customer’s consumption process. They need to be at least partially synchronized, and have criti-
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cal touch points or process sections in which the provider and the customer must work coproductively. Previous literature has used varying terminology, such as customer integration
(Moeller 2008) customer involvement, customer influence, co-production (Bowen & Ford
2002, 456) and co-creation (cf. Grönroos 2011). The co-productive aspect of the process part
accommodates a varying range of role responsibilities, commitment and effort, and therefore
service processes require orchestration. Customer involvement has been considered as the
most important characteristic of services among OM scholars (Nie & Kellogg 1999; Sampson
& Froehle 2006). However, similarly to manufacturing plants in which by design and distance the production processes are buffered from the “intrusion of the customer” (Bowen &
Ford 2002, 456), the customer may not be present or aware of all activities in the service process, as many service processes allow the decoupling of some activities to back-office
(Zomerdijk & de Vries 2007).

2.2.4 Summary and the definition
This chapter has studied and clarified the ontology of services, aiming at a conceptual framework or position that is applicable in service operations management research and associated
disciplines. This study so far has argued that the process-based components of marketed offerings are different and distinguishable from physical output-based components. Instead of
opposing physical goods with services the dimensional logic is adopted, which holds that services are process-based and processes also lead to an outcome; selling physical products is
dependent on supporting processes, and the two sides (the service process dimension and
physical output dimension) of the offering interact. Thus, distinguishing between process and
output consumption is appropriate. Many market offerings are likely to exhibit both dimensions in varying degrees rather than one dimension type solely. Market offerings, complex or
not, are understood as configurations of the two aspects, and in categorizing them attention
should be paid on the relationships between the core, supporting and peripheral elements;
type of the core part dictates categorization. Whether the provider emphasizes the expected
value outcome or the performed process in its marketing does not dictate categorization.
Thus, in the current view, the process-based nature is viewed as the defining characteristic of
services, regardless of the way the service benefit is packaged for marketing purposes. This
view is a provider-focused perspective in that it denotes aspects, that the customer may not
be aware of, as part of the offering.8
Therefore, a definition for services9 that captures the key ideas of the developed framework is provided:
Services are either a) offerings in which the market exchange between a provider and a customer entirely consists of process-based components (i.e. service components; this type can
be called a pure service offering) or b) offerings that consist of configurations of both process-based and physical goods components that support a process-based core component
(i.e. core service; this latter type may be called a service-dominant offering). All marketed
offerings consist of one or more components; minimally an offering consists of a core component. Process-based components in an offering are those activities, performance or functions that are provided as a direct part of the exchange and at least partially performed in
the customer-provider interface, thus requiring cooperation and coproduction of both parties (the provider and the customer), and provide value in ways that require at least partial
customer presence in the production process and cannot be fully detached from their production systems.
This can be shortened as follows:
Services are offerings in which at least the core part of the market exchange between a provider and a customer is provided in the form of process-based components that are inseparable from their production resources and co-involve both parties.

8
9

Likewise, a physical good can consist of parts that the customer is not aware of.
See note on the use of the term service-dominant offering in the subsection 2.2.2.
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2.3 Conceptualizing processes: further theoretical perspectives
2.3.1 Process as a generic concept
Langley (2007, 271) captures process thinking as considering phenomena dynamically, i.e. in
terms of activity, movement, change, events and evolution. A striking observation of the service system models and offering models identified in the service literature is that they do not
emphasize the process aspect to the extent what one might expect considering the relatively
common view of services as process offerings. A major gap in the literature that mentions
services as being or involving processes is the superficial treatment of the process concept. In
viewing services as process-based, what is typically noted is that service processes happen
between the customer and the service provider firm or its employee, are interactive or reciprocal, simultaneous or overlapping and typically differ from pre-planned process models
(Shostack 1982; Solomon et al. 1985; Surprenant & Solomon 1987; Edvardsson & Olsson
1996; Edvardsson 1997). Johns (1999, 960) perceives that the term process acquires connotations from manufacturing industry and systems theory, and thus can represent service delivery as a mechanistic process in which the customer has a quite passive role. However, it is
crucial to note that the word process does not necessarily signify any specific paradigm as 1)
processes vary in type; 2) the term has different meanings depending on the context; 3) different, contradictory paradigms use the term with content.
A major challenge in synthesizing a structured review of existing process theory is the multiplicity of various theories, concepts and approaches; some of them seem incommensurable
due to their different ontological basic assumptions. Different disciplines tend to have different views on process. According to a techno-economic view a process can be conceptualized
as a pre-defined and intentionally created spatio-temporal arrangement of value-adding activities and an organizational micro-device to enhance the division of labor and specialization
(Lillrank 2003; Brax & Lillrank 2009). In service marketing research, a process is the interactive application of resources of one party on behalf of another party in a way that generates
value (cf. Vargo & Lusch 2004a). Service operations management perspective amalgamates
these views and is particularly focused on processes (cf. Fitzsimmons & Fitzsimmons 2011).
Furthermore, the level of generalization varies, and concepts are intended for different purposes and disciplinary contexts. This study avoids becoming strictly attached to any particular definition for ‘process’, since the analytical and empirical contexts dictate which definition
or view is appropriate in each situation. Instead of a definition a conceptual review of process
conceptualizations, followed by positioning of the current study, is provided. This Subsection
briefly discusses processes in a generic level, and the following Subsection covers four more
detailed conceptualizations about processes.
Process is used as a general term in organization and management studies to describe anything that flows or is characterized by movement as opposed to remaining static (Hernes &
Weik 2007, 255). De Cock and Sharp (2007, 234) explain the “idea of ‘process’ as opposed to
‘substance’ (things or objects)” being based on three ideas: 1) processes are materially situated, 2) distributed though time (and space), and 3) take place on the micro level. In more
practical terms, this means that processes take place in a context, endure over a period of
time, and even the higher-level processes in the end consist of small-scale activities that can
be associated with an actor. Pentland (1995, 541) defines organizational work processes as
“sequences of actions that occur in the context of enabling and constraining structures.”
Larger processes nest sub-processes and micro-processes (Pentland 1995) and therefore the
level of abstraction can vary. Consequently, processes can be mapped in various levels: in the
macro level focusing on major activities and in the micro level on detailed tasks, and in between (Johnston & Clark 2005, 199). However, typically what levels can be found in between
the two extreme ends of macro and micro remains unclear. For this reason analyzing processes from unstructured data is challenging, as the data often lacks precise information that
anchors a specific process in a hierarchical mapping of other associated process levels. Handbook tools for service process categorization (e.g. Johnston & Clark 2005, 199) are of little
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help, as they rely on the clarity of such concepts as variability and volume, which are not necessarily easy to define in the services context (see Collier & Meyer 2000). For instance, in
many industrial and B2B-services, the design and installation of a customer-specific service
system may include a lot of variability, whereas the subsequent service operations in that
specific site will vary very little from day to day over a following long period.
In addition to levels, organizational processes can be categorized as different types of business processes depending on their purpose. Armistead and Machin (1998) identify direction
setting processes, operational processes, support processes and managerial processes (see
Table 3 for descriptions). The main focus of this study is the processes that directly constitute a service offering. These are operational processes. The other three types of processes
are part of the organizational context which nests he service operations process.
Table3.FourgenerictypesofbusinessprocessesbyArmisteadandMachin(1998,325).
Process type
Direction setting proces
ses
Operationalprocesses
Supportprocesses
Managerialprocesses

Definition
”those concerned with strategy for the organization, its markets and the location of
resources,aswellasmanagingchangewithintheorganization”
”thewayinwhichworkgetsdonewithintheorganizationtoproducegoodsandser
vices”
”thoseprocesseswhichsupportorenabletheoperatingprocessesinparticular”
”containthedecisionmakingandcommunicationactivities”

2.3.2 Four basic conceptualizations: flows, programs, connectivity
and transition
Taking an organization theoretical perspective, Hernes (2005; Hernes & Weik 2007) identified four general conceptualizations of the nature of process: 1) Flows, 2) Programs, 3) Connectivity and 4) Transition (or ‘recursive representation’ in Hernes & Weik 2007)10. Both
Programs and Flows perspectives capture connected activities as ‘flows’ in an organization,
while Transition and Connectivity views describe the organization itself as a process.
Flows are the common perspective in management: organizations are seen as open systems
converting inputs to output through a process flow consisting of transformative activities. Yet
Flows are not limited to any particular metaphysical form (such as materials, ideas, power,
and work). As an organizational perspective this implies an assumption of equilibrium: Flows
are not considered as changing the organizational structures. Thus, Flows and Programs are
exogenous process views, coordinated and managed by structures external to them. (Hernes
& Weik 2007)
The Programs view takes an instrumental approach. Processes conceptualized as Programs
are structured sets of logically connected activities serving either to a) maintain formal organizations in stable states, understood as routines focused on solving standard problems, or
b) to change them and are understood as reform programs focused on solving unique problems. Yet, when executed, the consequences may differ from those expected. Programs have a
recurrent nature and are recognized when the organization functions in a steady state.
(Hernes 2005)
Connectivity and Transition are endogenous views in that they consider processes to be internally guided. The Connectivity view sees the world of organizational movement as a network of relations between actors, transcending the limits of formal organization. Even “dead”
factors, such as artifacts, are seen as active entities. As a research frame, Connectivity allows
the study to combine different levels of analysis. (Hernes & Weik 2007)

10

Types are written using Capital Letter to illustrate to the reader when the text refers to these process conceptualizations and not to flows or programs in general.
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Transition focuses on the change of the state of an entity between two points of time (Hernes
2005). The actual transition is very difficult to study and explain; for instance analyzing transition through stages focuses on states, not the transition in between the stages (Hernes
2005). In the later article this fourth process conceptualization is re-labeled as ‘recursive reproduction’ (Hernes & Weik 2007) and the change aspect is toned down and the views of
structuration theory are strengthened. This perspective sees the organization as a process of
organizing and unfolding; in the process of becoming rather than being (Hernes & Weik
2007). In other words, this view holds that an organization is in constant transition without
necessarily becoming any different as a result.
Hernes (2005) argues that the perspectives are based on different ontological assumptions.
However, looking from the perspective of evolutionary critical realism (McKelvey 1997; 1999;
Niiniluoto 1999), both perspectives can coexist; they can be considered as theories of different things. Moreover, the notion of the two sides of categorization being based on different
ontological views draws from the idea that both Flow and Program approach the organization
as a ‘steady state’ while Connectivity and Transition views perceive organization in an everevolving state. However, it is argued here that this is a matter of degree and focus: Program
view assumes the organization as less steady than Flow, while Connectivity sees the organization as more steady than Transition. The exogenous view focuses on the relatively stable and
robust structure, while endogenous view zooms to the enforcing and balancing living microprocesses that are in continuous move. These views thus do not deny the possibility of the
other views. Programs and Flows distinguish between the view of process as a coordination
instrument and the actual chain, progression or stream of activity. Transition and Connectivity conceptualize the organization as well as other entities as being in the state of constant
change: the Connectivity perspective as a network of activities and the Transition perspective
as an entity continuously becoming instead of just being.

2.3.2.1 Positioning the process conceptualization of the study
This study adopts a pluralistic view (see Section 3.1 on philosophical position) and argues
that these are different process phenomena and can simultaneously exist as part of a studied
service system in the organizational context. Yet, it seems that Flow and Program are concepts that more easily transform to the current level of analysis, as the service offering in the
chosen context typically is a transaction between the provider and customer, and, if not entirely dyadic, a limited number of other parties. Connectivity and Transition perspectives
point to either a network of ‘micro-service’ activities or the nature of the organizational entity
as ‘being through its activity’. Such views may, for example, be useful in analyzing endogenous-type service production that takes place in social media through many-to-many networks of consumers acting as service co-producers. Given the focus on industrial and B2Bservices and the operations-oriented academic viewpoint, the primary process concepts in
this study are the Flow and the Program.
The Flow conceptualization is useful when analysis aims to understand and explain the nature of the empirical phenomenon of service, i.e. for descriptive, theory-building and analytic
research. The conceptualization of Programs is purposeful for normative representations and
in problem-solving and designing services. Such descriptive, instrumental and modeloriented views are not in conflict with each other, and are compatible with the broader
schemes of service operations management and service engineering. Earlier studies that have
connoted a similar view, without using these specific concepts from Hernes and Weik (2007),
are those that see service models as prerequisites or intended services and performed or realized services as something that is likely to deviate from the intended process (Shostack 1982;
Edvardsson & Olsson 1996; Edvardsson 1997). The intended model of the process conveys
the Program conceptualization whereas the realized process conveys the Flow conceptualization. Certainly, it is reasonable to believe that Flow-processes can emerge as part of the empirical world independently of Program-processes.
To conclude, having noted the Flow and Program conceptualizations for process, in this study
the basic view of process is the one of Flow, and the term process model is used in parallel to
the view of Program. Thus:
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In designing a service offering a Program type process model is developed.
In the provision of the service offering a Flow type realized process echoes the process model.
The presence of a Flow-process does not require the presence of Program-type process.
In order to operationalize the concept of process for the secondary analysis a clarification of
key indicators or signifiers for processes is needed. To summarize, theories and concepts
concerning processes typically focus on a flow of activities or a series of events (e.g. Forbus
1984; Cook, Bowen, Chase et al. 2002). In the micro-level of analysis such activities transform inputs to outputs (not limited to any particular form of matter or transforming). It is
assumed that these activities are connected through being necessary in pursuing the same
goal or purpose: a random set of activities performed sequentially does not count as a process. Thus, a flow of activities towards their common purpose is considered as a process sign. These activities may be performed by any party involved in the service exchange
and thus include the customer’s co-productive activities.
Flows of activities are associated with flow of time (Cook et al. 2002). Processes unfold over a
period of time and thus have duration instead of permanent material form state of existence.
According to Forbus’ (1984, 115) Equality Change Law a process structure lasts over an interval of time, except when it lasts for an instant only (a change between two connected quantities from or to equality can occur in an instant). The term instant refers to a very brief process section that can be called an episode. The key point is not the length of the time passage:
it is not being still for a moment. Therefore, observations about the exchange extending
over time, whether long or short in duration, are considered as a process sign.
The activity flows and extending exchange over time are considered as the generic process
signs that apply to all kinds of processes. In addition, other perhaps less universal indicators
of processes can be anticipated as well. Activity flows with common purpose tend to have a
structure, i.e. the activities need to be performed in a specific sequence to be productive. Such
structure depends on output-input relationships between activities: the output of a specific
upstream activity is required as an input for another downstream activity (Benner &
Tushman 2003). Such processes are stochastic. Where activities do not share an output-input
relationship the order of the activities can be chosen more freely and activities can be run in
parallel if the resource systems allows. Thus, observed output-input relationships between
activities or other possible forms of stochastic structure must qualify as valid process indicators. Input-output relationships are commonly associated with a transformative or conversion activity, which together become a unit of production. It is considered here that identification of output-input relationships indicates a chain of multiple units of production. Thus,
inherent in this view is that a process is a combination of tasks rather than a single task.
However, given the distinction between Flows and Programs, not all processes have the
property of a clearly defined structure, as activities such as communication and collaboration
may have a clear sense of flow but appear as ‘intertwined’ (two or more activities running in
parallel and influencing each other) or without clear boundaries between one activity and the
next. Based on this reasoning, intertwined activities extending over time are also considered
as a process indicator.
A process flow can be viewed both as a real-life phenomenon (in a similar manner that material flows and patterns can be observed) and a conceptual construct (i.e. as an abstraction to
explain the link between a set of observed activities). In process management approaches the
mapping, orchestrating and coordinating processes becomes central, and real organizational
process flows tend alleviate to some extent from the planned process map or design (Benner
& Tushman 2003). This phenomenon has been addressed in the service operations literature
through service pre-requisites approach (Edvardsson & Olsson 1996; Edvardsson 1997)
which separates between the designed process model and the performed process in which the
customer’s activity and other contextual factors contribute to deviation. In comparison, manufactured products are expected to conform to their design, and accepted alleviations are
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predefined. Thus, deviations between the planned flow of activities, in the offering level, and
the performed activities may be of interest in researching the process-based nature of service
offerings.
As noted in the analysis of definitions in Section 2.1, the view of services as processes or involving processes is not new; rather than to ‘reinvent the wheel’ this study attempts to refocus attention to the process aspects. By profoundly considering and articulating the theoretical avenues of this previously rather superficially treated idea, the study attempts to develop
an integrated process-based view, i.e. a coherent framework of ideas to advance service research. Several concepts in the existing service theory indicate process-oriented knowledge
about services. The following section of the literature review discusses a selected portfolio of
most commonly used process-oriented concepts in the services body of knowledge. The current, integrative approach of this study is indebted to this legacy of ideas. The next section is
divided into subsections of provider and customer centered perspectives – although this is
not to imply that there is a strict divide of perspectives. The provider-oriented concepts include the service encounter, decoupling the front- and back-office tasks, service blueprinting,
product-process matrix models, the model of service prerequisites, and finally routines. The
customer-centered concepts include co-production, co-creation of value-in-use, the customer
process as resource integration and as experience.

2.3.3 Provider oriented process approaches in service literature
2.3.3.1 The service encounter
A fundamental idea in service operations management (as well as in service marketing) is the
service encounter. The encounter-focused research emphasizes the interactive, reciprocal dyadic person-to-person relationship between the service employee and the customer in service
delivery (Solomon et al. 1985; Surprenant & Solomon 1987) and generally does not make a
distinction between core services and supporting services:
“A service encounter may be defined as the interaction process between the server and the
served. We have selected three concepts dealing with customer behavior to explore in this discussion. These are the flow of the service experience (what’s happening), the flow of time (how
long it seems to take), and counterfactual reasoning in judging the encounter performance
(what you thought about it later).” (Cook et al. 2002, 160)

The quote above defines the service encounter through the interaction process. Thus, every
service encounter is based on a process. Solomon et al. (1985) have looked at service encounters as dyadic reciprocal processes between the service provider’s representative and the customer and emphasize its psychological aspects:
“At a superficial level the acts of ordering a meal, obtaining a car loan, making plane reservations, or picking up a suit at the dry cleaners appear to have little in common. At a social psychological level, however, all of these incidents are conceptually similar: Each act is a purposive
transaction whose outcome is dependent upon the coordinated actions of both participants.”
(Solomon et al. 1985, 100-101)

This psycho-social interaction can be perceived as one possible level in the analysis of processes. However, because encounter research concentrates on encounter process level communication, it does not necessarily cover a complete service offering.
In the service encounter, role performances support the purposive, task-oriented interaction
(Solomon et al. 1985, 101-102). Typically the associated short-term goals are clearly specified
and agreed upon; this repeated consensus allows ritualized behavior patterns known as
scripts to develop (Solomon et al. 1985, 101-102). In other words, scripts are pre-existing
conceptions of how the service should proceed and how the participants of the service process should act in their roles (Cook et al. 2002). The learned scripts further coordinate the
interaction in the service encounter. Pre-programmed personalization takes place through
predefined adjustments in the scripts, whereas customized personalization allows adjusting
the scripts more freely (Surprenant & Solomon 1987, 89).
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A key learning point for operations management from this research stream is the strength of
the social element in person-to-person service delivery. While OM models tend to have a
slight bias towards Program-type processes it is important to realize that operative procedures develop into scripts through which individuals coordinate their behavior in the process.
Similarity (or variation) of customer-specific scripts may indicate where the service design
would allow and benefit from standardization or whether customization strategy is more applicable (Cook et al. 2002, 165). According to Stewart and Chase (1999), a common reason for
service failure is the conflict between a service system design and the script customers tend to
choose.
Because of technological developments the service encounter view is currently being broadened towards multi-channel or multi-interface services. In designing multi-interface service
systems, the mix of service offerings and interfaces, tangible evidence, service processes,
people’s roles, and technology solutions need to be considered in a systemic manner
(Patrício, Fisk, Falcão e Cunha et al. 2011, 181).

2.3.3.2 Decoupling the frontline and back-office
The customer participation at the encounter makes such service process essentially different
from those of in-house production; the former being more difficult to coordinate than the latter. Dividing work between the front- and back-offices in a service system is known as decoupling of service tasks (Chase 1978; Chase & Tansik 1983; Metters & Vargas 2000). In decoupling the activities requiring direct customer contact, flexibility or prompt handling are most
effectively provided by multi-skilled employees in the frontline (or the ‘encounter’), and other
tasks are located in the back-office not seen by the customers, where tasks can be pooled and
employees can specialize. Typically, technical core processes operate more efficiently in the
back- office, and marketing department functions serve as their buffer (Chase 1981; Chase &
Tansik 1983). The need for customer input determines whether an activity or task can be located in the front- or the back-office (Chase 1978; Stewart 2003; Sampson & Froehle 2006,
336), although specific applications can vary according to business sector (Safizadeh et al.
2003; Zomerdijk & de Vries 2007).
The idea of decoupling can be found in different SOM contributions; for instance, the classic
production-line approach to services (Levitt 1972), which Chase and Apte (2007) counted as
one of the big ideas of SOM, is based on the idea. Also, the customer contact theory by Chase
(1978; 1981; 2010) relies on this division, and is revisited throughout the later SOM literature
(eg. Larsson & Bowen 1989; Haynes 1990; Galbraith 2002; Johnston & Clark 2005;
Fitzsimmons & Fitzsimmons 2011). Moreover, service classifications typically include the
amount of customer contact (low vs. high contact) as a key factor (e.g. Maister & Lovelock
1982; Silvestro, Fitzgerald, Johnston et al. 1992). Customers can contribute to the service
process through various roles (Bitner et al. 1997), causing that high level of customer contact
does not directly translate to customers being highly involved in service creation (Prajogo
2006, 1831). Wemmerlöv (1991) remarks that the customer interface can vary between organic and mechanistic types. In the organic or fluid interface the provider adapts whereas in
a mechanistic type the rigid interface structure requires the customer to adapt.
While in the general level this division is largely agreed upon and used, in practice
(Zomerdijk & de Vries 2007), and on a more precise conceptual level, ways in which the distinction between the ‘front’ and the ‘back’ is made can differ. For instance, the authors that
make this distinction based on interaction consider customer-provider communication that
happens on the phone as a front-office encounter and those who focus on (physical) presence
do not. Kellogg and Chase (1995) argue that considering time of contact alone is insufficient
as contact is a multidimensional construct that includes coupling, interdependence, and information richness dimensions. In addition, the direction of information flow and the reversibility of the service outcome need to be acknowledged (Kellogg & Chase 1995).
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2.3.3.3 Service blueprinting
The service blueprinting approach introduced by Shostack (1984) is a hybrid between a theory of the process and a technique to model and design a process. As such, it can serve as a design tool (program type process) and an analytical frame (investigating the flows of service
processes). Originally, blueprinting focused on the encounter level in service design and
analysis, although it has been used in broader analysis of more complex services
(Hyötyläinen & Möller 2007; Bitner et al. 2008; Brax & Lillrank 2009).
Bitner et al. (2008) note that as companies have become more customer-oriented in their
thinking, the blueprinting approach has evolved reflecting this change. The generic form of
the blueprinting ‘tool’ contains five components: customer actions, onstage and backstage
contact employee actions, physical evidence and support processes (see Figure 2). However,
several versions and additions have been suggested for the method since its introduction (for
a summary, see Fließ & Kleinaltenkamp 2004).
The physical evidence includes the tools and objects that have a role in the service process
(Hyötyläinen & Möller 2007). Customer actions are the customer’s consumption process.
Onstage contact employee’s actions are service performance that takes place in the front office, and thus between the client process and onstage employee’s process is the line of interaction. Provider’s service activities that take place in the back-office are separated from the
front-office by the line of visibility. Within the provider’s actions behind the line of visibility,
it is possible to distinguish between different sub-processes, like Bitner et al. (2008) do in
separating the backstage contact employee and the support processes. Bitner et al. (2008)
emphasize that the entire chain of activities of a service needs to be managed and coordinated as a whole; and that key subjects to detailed analysis are, in addition to the provider’s
chain of activities, the customer’s consumption process, the customer’s interactions with the
service provider, as well as the underlying support systems.
Service blueprint components

Physical evidence
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The
catered meal

Customer actions

Calls
room service

Receive
food

Onstage contact employee
actions
Backstage contact employee
actions

Support processes

Line of interaction

Deliver
food

Line of visibility
Takes
food order

Line of internal interaction

Prepare
food

Figure2.Modelofserviceblueprintcomponentswithasimplifiedexampleofhotelroomservice
(modifiedfromBitneretal.2008,76).
As a design tool, a blueprint draws attention to the interfaces between the actors in the service process. However, it has been criticized for not identifying other parties such as suppliers
making it less applicable in servitized contexts with hybrid offerings (Biege et al. 2012). However, it is argued here that using the basic principles of identifying actors, artefacts, interfaces
and process steps new ‘layers’ can be added to fulfill the needs of more complex process modeling, which of course puts further requirements for the tools supporting modeling.
The original blueprint approaches have served as a springboard for further conceptualizations. Kingman-Brundage et al. (1995) develop the blueprint layers into different management logics influencing the service tasks. Fließ and Kleinaltenkamp (2004) draw on the idea
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and propose a model of the service production process as integration of the activities of the
customer and provider. Brax and Lillrank (2009) draw attention on the locations of the decision points along the process model noting that critical steps and decision points take place
in the customer-associated process parts. Eichentopf et al. (2011) extend the blueprinting
view to mirror both the provider’s and the customer’s processes, and Patrício et al. (2011) update it with a value co-creation approach. Recently, Biege et al. (2012) updated the blueprinting approach to better fit the analysis of services provided by servitized manufacturers.

2.3.3.4 Product-process matrix models
A common approach in SOM literature is to categorize services to a matrix that is expected to
point to the most effective means of organizing the production for a specific generic service.
These are called product-process models after the models that Hayes and Wheelwright
(1979b; 1979a) originally developed for the manufacturing context. The original productprocess matrix by Hayes and Wheelwright (1979b; 1979a) suggests a relationship between
product types and production process types, and asserts that specific combinations of the
two, i.e. the diagonal positions in the matrix, represent better performance to other positions.
Schmenner (1986) published the first ‘translation’ to service context and others soon followed. Verma (2000, 9) considers the service process matrix “without exaggeration” as the
primary classification model in the service management community. To date, different versions have been published by Schmenner (1986; 2004), Silvestro, Fitzgerald, Johnston and
Voss (1992), Kellogg and Nie (1995), Tinnilä and Vepsäläinen (1995), Collier and Meyer
(1998), Silvestro (1999), and Buzacott (2000). Other classification models that do not draw
on the product-process approach have been published as well (e.g. Lovelock 1983;
Wemmerlöv 1991). Johansson and Olhager (2004) developed a ‘profiling tool’ for industrial
services which draws on the product-process matrix model. As an example, the model by
Silvestro et al. (1992) is shown in Figure 3.
High

Mass services
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Processed
clients
per day
Low

Service shop
Professional
services
High People focus

Contact time high
Customization
Discretion
Front/back office
Process focus

Service
orientation
Equipment focus Low
Contact time low
Customization
Discretion
Back office
Product focus

Figure3.Theservicetypologybasedonthematrixofvolumeandotherattributes(Silvestroetal.
1992,73).(Notethatthemodelisturnedaroundtobetteraccommodatetheattributesinthefig
ure.)
What these matrices have in common is they typically cross two axes, one describing the
‘product’ dimension of service, and the other describing the ‘process’ dimension. The ways in
which the two axes have been transformed to service context have different implications and
challenges. Silvestro et al. (1992) translate the axis of product volume to customers processed
per day, which in many cases may differ from the way in which a value proposition is packaged into a service offering. Their other axis is represented by a group of variables (one of
them distinguish between ‘product’ and ‘process’), the groups ranging in aggregated value
from low to high. The three process types derived are professional services, service shops and
mass services.
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Kellogg and Nie (1995) developed another version in which the vertical axis is service process
structure and distinguishes three types; expert service, service shop and service factory. The
horizontal axis is the service package, which is modified based on the amount of customer
influence and distinguishes four types; unique, selective, restricted and generic. Located in
the diagonal of the matrix are consulting, higher education and package delivery. (Kellogg &
Nie 1995) This version has been criticized for including customer influence as part of the definitions of both axes (Collier & Meyer 2000). In addition, the diagonal suggests three examples of service offerings in different industrial subsectors instead of addressing the characteristics of the ideal configuration in each position, and basically has the diagonal types of the
Silvestro et al. (1992) model in the vertical axis. Therefore, this model does not have normative value for managerial decision-making in service design.
Tinnilä and Vepsäläinen (1995) cross ‘type of channel’ (internal hierarchy; agent/alliance;
service personnel; or market network) and ‘type of services’ (contingent relationship; customized delivery; standard contract; mass transaction). Based on this, they propose the types
of adaptive process, focused process, flexible integrated process and fast routine process in
the diagonal of the matrix (Tinnilä & Vepsalainen 1995). This approach obviously differs from
the previous one in that the process types are found as the results in the diagonal.
Collier and Meyer (1998) focus on the flexibility of customer pathways through the service
system. Their vertical axis addresses management designed service system characteristics
through the number of alternative pathways and the management’s control over these, coming up with many pathways with low control, moderate pathways and control, and limited
pathways with high control. The horizontal axis considers the fulfillment of customer needs
and wants through the customer freedom to select service activity sequences and the repeatability of the sequences, and separate between high freedom and low repeatability, moderate
freedom and repeatability, and low freedom and high repeatability. The diagonal of the model presents three groupings: customer routed, co-routed, and provider routed services.
(Collier & Meyer 1998) The use of terms pathway, routing, repeatability and activity sequence
indicate an implicit process-based view because they represent some sort of activity flow.
What is typical for these matrix models is that they are classification oriented and tell little
about the service process itself, i.e. the Flow or Program of activity and performance (cf.
Hernes 2005) related to a specific service type. Verma (2000) criticizes that the models fail to
recognize differences between service businesses within a specific category. On the other
hand, the models are based on the assumption that a specific configuration in the diagonal is
the best match, and introducing variation within the groups would indicate that all examples
are not equally effective. Indeed, the model is production oriented rather than value oriented:
off-position from the diagonal is worthwhile when it provides some added value for which a
customer group is willing to compensate.
The Schmenner (1986) typology has gained popularity and been used in further research, although the amount of its empirical testing is limited. Verma (2000) considered the typology
useful but admitted that the typology was not questioned (its dimensions were not measured
to validate the typology). Prajogo (2006) tested it in a sample of 190 service companies resulting findings that did not support the typology. The quality of a product-process matrix
can be derived from the following: 1) relevance of the factors chosen for the dimensions; 2)
validity of the descriptions of the combinatory categories formed by crossing the dimensions,
and 3) usability of the dimensions and categorizations further research and/or for service design purposes. An advantage of the matrix typology approaches is that they can be somewhat
easily tested with quantitative data, if the crossed attributes are measurable.
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2.3.3.5 Prerequisites model: potential and realized service process
Edvardsson distinguished the model from the performed or ‘realized’ service by calling the
process model and other assets as service prerequisites, arguing that in service design, only
the prerequisites can be developed (Edvardsson & Olsson 1996; Edvardsson 1997). Earlier,
Shostack (1982, 55) presented initial ideas, considering that
“A service also exists in two states. In its potential state, a service may be "stored" in ways that
are analogous to batteries. For example, the potential service of haircutting is stored in the form
of a trained barber. A potential service such as tax computation may be stored in the form of a
program inside a computer. In its potential state, a service can only be described in hypothetical
terms, or as what will be called a "blueprint". “Whatever the blueprint for the potential service,
the actual rendering, or kinetic state, of the service will almost always deviate in some way.”

Edvardsson (1997) developed the idea further, and extended the notion of blueprint into a
model of the service: the prerequisites include a service concept and the service system. In
this ‘prerequisites model’, service process is the chain of activities that has to function for the
service to be produced. The process includes a paradox regarding its control; the provider
cannot control all aspects of the process directly, but it still needs to be able to control the
process as a whole:
“The service company does not provide the service but the prerequisites for various services. The
service company does not sell services but opportunities for services which are generated in partially unique customer processes with partly differentiated customer outcomes. Prerequisites for
the service have to do with technical resources, administrative routines and with procedures
which customers must understand and apply.” (Edvardsson 1997, 35)

A service therefore consists of three aspects: the prerequisites for the service, the customer
process and the customer outcome (Edvardsson 1997). The service process and the customer
process, being the ‘realized’ process in this terminology, are separate concepts:
“Service process refers to the prototype or model for various customer processes. It must be able
to handle a number of customer-specific processes. The service process consists of a precise description of various standardised and (alternative) activities in the customer process. These activities do not take place until the customer activates the service process. The activities to be performed are indicated by the service process, i.e. the prerequisites for the customer process.”
(Edvardsson 1997, 39)

The service process can be viewed as consisting of several micro-processes that in combination realize the service. The nature of the service system is static while the process has a dynamic nature. (Edvardsson 1997, 39) Reflected against the Flow and Program conceptualizations the service process can be understood as a Program. The customer process is the actual
Flow of activities, which may follow the process model or deviate from it.
The customer centricity of the prerequisites model intuitively applies to one-on-one service
encounter situations, but in broader full-service offerings where back-office processes dominate, responsibilities are clearly indicated, and a customer can enact services without much
more participation than by signing a contract, the idea that the company provides ‘mere’ prerequisites may sound dismissive. Nevertheless, even in back-office intensive services the live
service production is enacted by the customer, although the remark already presented in the
discussion considering UST, which noted that in some services such as the radio broadcasting
the process is enacted without customer input, also applies here (see Subsection 2.2.2).

2.3.3.6 Routines
In the research stream that specializes in services, the narrower concept of scripts has been
more popular than the more generic concept of organizational routines; scripts are social
mini-routines that take place in the service encounter and may facilitate interaction between
service personnel and customers. The literature focusing on routines is limited to providers’
processes and tends not to be service-specific. Still, in the current study the concept of organizational routines is considered to be particularly useful in gaining understanding of the nature of the service process because routines can be understood as stabilized processes
(Feldman & Pentland 2003). Eichentopf et al. (2011, 653) perceive a direct link between the
two concepts:
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“A script is a cognitive concept. By its very nature, it is an implicit thought in the minds of customers. Scripts organize knowledge about activities that customers perform in the value creation
process. The applications of learned action sequences can turn scripts into routines.”

Feldman and Pentland (2003, 96), representing the more generic organization theoretical
domain, define organizational routines as
“a repetitive, recognizable pattern of interdependent actions, involving multiple actors”.

They (Feldman & Pentland 2003) argue that organizational routines have two aspects although organizational literature has mainly focused on the first one. The ostensive aspect refers to the ideal and schematic form of routine. It is formal and abstract – a generalized principle of the routine. The performative aspect is the specific actions taken in performing a
routine. Both aspects are necessary for the conception of routines to make sense. The ostensive aspect encompasses the stabilizing effect of routine, whereas the performative aspect encompasses agency and therefore has the potential for change within the routine itself. These
two aspects cannot be the same as no description rule can be precise enough to cover the
whole, actual performance in real-life: the performance is an improvisation of the ostensive
routine. Still, the ostensive routine is not a monolithic thing, as each individual’s subjective
interpretation of it is different. (Feldman & Pentland 2003, 101) Because of this ‘dualistic
structure’, routines need to be exercised regularly in order to keep them viable (Lillrank
2003). The distinction between the two aspects, again, echoes the earlier discussed ideas of
the Program and Flow conceptualizations of process (Hernes & Weik 2007) and the prerequisites model (Edvardsson & Olsson 1996; Edvardsson 1997), and the notion of blueprint versus the kinetic state (Shostack 1982). All these views indicate that developed service offerings
have both a more or less formal, pre-designed process structure and an instantaneous implementation flow that follows the formal structure.
Lillrank (2003), representing a production-centered mindset, uses the routine concept to
categorize processes to three types based on the strength of routinization and level of process
specialization, and identifies the standard process, the routine process, and the non-routine
process:
1. A standard process follows a binary logic: it can perform only one process variety,
or ‘to not perform’, and is repeatable. The target for such process is predetermined
and of single variety, and the acceptable range of variation has been decided.
2. A routine process produces a bounded set of variety, meaning that there can be different kinds of outcomes, but these are known in advance. An assessment step classifies the input to pre-defined categories. Conversion step relies on algorithms,
‘grammar’ of action, and habits. There can be as many, or more, process algorithms
for conversions as there are varieties of input. Similar but not identical processes
may be conducted through repetition, and the logic behind routine processes is
fuzzy.
3. A nonroutine process cannot be described exhaustively ex ante; it has an open set
of inputs, therefore requiring interpretation in the assessment step. Input that does
not fit to the existing algorithms must be given meaning. Based on the meaning,
new algorithms are developed, which often requires iteration and double-loop
learning. Nonroutine processes employ heuristics as conversion rules, and they are
not repetitive in their nature; a nonroutine process that is repeated soon becomes a
routine process. Also, non-routine processes are not limited to the varieties of one
basic product. Nonroutine processes occur, for example, in production situations
where experts need to develop a cure for a problem not observed before. (Lillrank
2003)
Lillrank (2003) notes that the boundary between routines and nonroutines is not precise: in
the relatively open context of service processes it is best applied in the level of process sequences rather than analyzing the service offering as one unit. That is, the categorization in
its strict form may or may not apply to a whole service product, or a service process may have
smaller sequences that represent different of the categories above. This, again, points towards the modular conceptualization of offerings and the micro-level basis of processes as
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discussed earlier (see Section 2.3.1). However, particularly if considered not literally but as a
robust conceptual model, this conceptualization is quite handy for classifying different types
of services. For instance Frei (2006) mentions ‘single offering business models’ in which the
organization specializes in providing one service offering, limiting the choices to none, but
this service is provided with such an excellent quality that it attracts customers and gains a
competitive advantage. Such services could be classified as standard process services.

2.3.4 Customer side: co-production, co-creation and experience
2.3.4.1 The traditional view of co-production
As Chase (2010, 13) put it; “the customer’s presence affects virtually every operating decision
of the service firm”. Approaches to consider customer’s role and flow of activity differ between research streams and have evolved over time. The perspectives that dominated prior to
2000’s are considered as a traditional view on customer participation. First customer input
was considered a technical or functional quality problem; then as a perceived quality problem; and further on not a problem but as a resource in co-production. Being a produceroriented perspective to customer influence on process, these views have not gone out of fashion in service operations management, but have been supplemented by the experiential view
that emphasizes the customer in the center of the service process. In marketing the views
have been replaced by the emphasis on value co-creation and resource integration during the
past decade. In these views, the issue is no longer about customer inputs but, in reverse,
about provider’s input to customer’s process. The following Subsections will discuss each
view in turn.
While the terms co-production and co-creation have been often used interchangeably, in
some research streams these concepts have different meanings. Eichentopf et al. (2011) consider value co-creation as a broader term, and that co-production as a term is a more accurate
definition:
“co-production is the sequence of customer activities in the context of value creation”
(Eichentopf & Kleinaltenkamp 2011, 652).

Co-creation as a term is linked to the views of customer experience as the fundamental aspect
of value (Prahalad & Ramaswamy 2004; Vargo & Lusch 2004a). In this sense it is allencompassing – all activities or experiences associated with customers are essentially cocreation. Co-production is more often used in the operations context, whereas marketers
have recently favored co-creation. The current study follows the more traditional view of coproduction: the customer and provider are considered to either work jointly or share the productive tasks associated with the service.
Customers have several roles through which they are part of the value-creating conversion
activities of services: they initiate or alter the service process (Sampson & Froehle 2006), define the quality and success of the service (Grönroos 1984; Parasuraman, Zeithaml & Berry
1985; 1988), and can contribute as resources, co-producers, buyers, users and outcomes
(Lengnick-Hall 1996). The degree of co-production can vary but most services a co-producing
customer is involved (Bowen & Ford 2002, 456). As noted earlier, a typical positioning in
SOM is that customer input and involvement are sources of variability that need to be managed (Fließ & Kleinaltenkamp 2004). In the traditional approach, customer presence is often
taken as a service specific operations management challenge:
“The requirement of co-production changes the production process in substantial ways and intrusion of the customer into the service delivery system creates unique challenges for a service
firm, not common to manufacturing organizations. Both the service production processes and
the production setting must be designed to accommodate customer co-production.” (Bowen &
Ford 2002, 456, emphasis added)

At the same time, managing this challenge successfully allows assigning customers active
roles of co-producers. The literature therefore considers different approaches to engage and
manage customers as co-productive resources. Both services workers and customers have
been regarded as constituting the service provider’s human resources (Bowen 1986). Since
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service climate influences service productivity, Bowen (1986) suggests that the provider facilitates good “customer climate” by managing all visible (perceivable) evidence, treating employees with the same courtesy as customers, and ensuring contact employees have good customer skills – these three aspects become increasingly important when the intangibility of
the offering is high.
Customers engage in the service process cognitively, behaviorally and emotionally (Brodie,
Hollebeek, Juri et al. 2011). According to Bowen (1986), customers need place orientation to
understand their position and role in the process, and functional orientation to understand
how the service system works. The strength of customer’s organizational socialization with
the provider influences their contribution to technical and functional components of service
quality, and the expectations of customers with higher socialization level are more likely to
meet what is offered (Kelley et al. 1990). Mills and Morris (1986) recommend definition and
enactment of role behaviors, because service co-production is a social situation that at least
involves the exchange of information They note that
“[service] transactions can be viewed as contractual in nature, even if only implicitly so. Implicit
or explicit in the contract is a set of mutual expectations which involves a pattern of rights, privileges, and obligations between the client and the organization.” (Mills & Morris 1986, 727)

They further argue that the resource inputs that customers provide need to be understood as
costs and therefore the overall costs for the service is the provider’s and customer’s inputs
combined (Mills & Morris 1986). Thus, customers’ participation can be coordinated through
performance-contingent rewards (Bowen 1986). The provider is considered as being in a supervisory role, and is responsible for ensuring clarity of roles and goals for the co-producing
client-employee team involved in a transformation process (Mills, Chase & Margulies
1983).Yet, customers’ participation typically cannot be fully controlled, and co-production
does involve the producer despite the customer emphasis in the literature. Also, although
terminology choices often imply the consumer view, the role behaviors concept can be extended to B2B level exchange as well.

2.3.4.2 Co-creation of value-in-use
New ways to consider the customers’ role began to develop as Prahalad and Ramaswamy
(2000) brought up the shift between the mental models from customers as a ‘consuming audience’ to customers as active co-creators of value, demanding personalized experiences.
More recent developments in marketing draw attention to the consumption as a process in
which the customer generates ‘value in use’ in conjunction with a product or service provided
by someone else (e.g. Grönroos 2008). Within the service marketing discipline, two rather
similar lines of thinking have evolved. Vargo and Lusch (2004a; 2008a; 2008b) have labeled
their version as the Service Dominant Logic (SDL) whereas Grönroos (2006; 2008; 2011)
represents the Service Logic. SDL emphasizes value-in-use as the primary form of co-creation
(Vargo & Lusch 2004a). Both approaches prefer the term co-creation over co-production and
associate the latter with a goods-dominant thinking. The value-in-use view argues that the
planning, designing and production processes of suppliers and service providers do not create value, as only customers can create or realize it (Grönroos 2007, 323).
According to Grönroos,
"the essence of the service logic for the customer and the provider, respectively, can be derived
and summarised in the following way: (1) When using resources provided by a firm together
with other resources and applying skills held by them, customers create value for themselves in
their everyday practices (customer service logic). (2) When creating interactive contacts with
customers during their use of goods and services, the firm develops opportunities to co-create
value with them and for them (provider service logic)." (Grönroos 2008, 299)

In the value facilitation model, which he argues to be based on goods logic, Grönroos (2008,
306) defines suppliers' role as
"Value facilitator by providing customers with a foundation for their value creation in the form
of resources (goods, services, information or other resources)"

and customers' role as
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"Value creator during value-generating processes (consumption) where other (necessary) resources available to customers and skills held by them (customer’s value foundation) are added
and where value fulfillment takes place".

In the model based on services logic, the supplier adopts an additional role of
“Value co-creator during direct engagement in interactions with customers during their valuegenerating processes (consumption)”

and the customer role extends by
“value-supporting interactions with suppliers as service providers during the value-generating
processes, where value fulfillment takes place” (Grönroos 2008, 308).

Both ‘service logics’ perceive service and goods consumption as essentially the same, because
goods can be perceived as appliances with which the customers generate the service for
themselves. This view has practical appeal as it draws attention on the customer as the main
actor in the co-productive or co-creative process. However, it has implications that make further theorizing a challenge. If goods and services consumption is essentially the same, what
reason is there to believe that it is ‘service consumption’? If all consumption has the same generic nature, why is a specific service perspective or logic needed? If no value can be generated in providers’ activities, what is the provider needed for? Who has the responsibility of the
value promised if all value is created by the customer? If all offerings are the same in the end,
why manage them differently? How can products be manufactured based on service logic?
Why is goods logic any worse that service logic, if they end up with the same end result – the
customer generating value-in-use?
Plé and Cáceres (2010) point out that the view of co-creation through value-in-use is rather
optimistic and provide a consideration of value co-destruction:
“value co-destruction can be defined as an interactional process between service systems that
results in a decline in at least one of the systems’ well-being (which, given the nature of a service
system, can be individual or organizational). During this process, these service systems interact
either directly (person-to-person) or indirectly (via appliances such as goods) through the integration and application of resources. …the level of value co-destruction that results from the interactional process might not be the same for all of the service systems involved.” (Plé & Cáceres
2010, 431-432)

From an operations point of view, it is reasonable to consider the customers’ contribution to
value as something that can range from positive to negative. Clearly this view has a conceptual bias on value as something at least partially objective, as from a customer point of view a
“negative contribution” may increase subjective perceived value. Also, from a practical perspective, the difference between the roles of a facilitator (goods logic) and a co-producer (service logic) is very small. In both cases, customer acts as value generator, but in the model
based on service logic, customer interacts with the provider. If the decision to interact is
made by the provider and is part of the offering, then they are providing a process-based offering, making it unnecessary to adopt a ‘logic’ framework. If the decision to interact is made
by the customer and is peripheral to the offering, then the logic possessed by the provider is
irrelevant. For these reasons the service logic and the service dominant logic are considered
as mental models about consumption but their implications in the pragmatic level of offering
or provision process could be further clarified. This study thus distinguishes between the type
of the offering (services, goods, and hybrids) and the logic of provision (service/good logic;
service/goods dominant logic) as two separate issues.

2.3.4.3 Customer process as resource integration
Moeller (2008) proposes a theoretical framework for understanding customer integration,
broadening the original propositions of SDL. She defines customer integration
“as combining customer resources (persons, possessions, nominal goods, and/or personal data)
with the company resources, in order to transform customer resources.” (Moeller 2008, 202)

Moeller’s (2008) framework is labeled FTU based on its three key stages: facilities, transformation, and usage. Within each stage, Moeller considers integration based on resources
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(who is the prime resource integrator), decision-making (interdependency of companies and
customers in decisions) and value perspectives (when customers co-produce or co-create
value). The first stage of facilities is a prerequisite-type stage that represents a value potential
for customers, and is characterized by provider autonomous decision-making. The following
transformation stage has two alternatives, a company-induced transformation, again characterized by company autonomous decision making and exhibiting value potential to customers. Company-induced transformation aims to end with a marketable good and uses company
resources without customer integration – in essence, this represents manufacturing. Conversely, in customer induced transformation the company acts as the prime integrator, induced by the customer’s resources. Decision-making adopts an integrative mode, and customer-induced transformation may exhibit value to customers. Basically, this happens in the
service context. Both alternative stages lead to usage stage, in which customers act as prime
integrators and operant resources that produce effects as well as make decisions autonomously. Value can take two forms, in the case of company-induced transformation it is based
on a distribution mechanism (the good), and in customer-induced transformation it is direct.
Note in provider-induced integration, no value forms, until the usage stage is reached; also
provider’s and customer’s resource integration take place separately. (Moeller 2008)
To summarize, FTU opens the process of value-co-creation and points distinct stages in
which services and goods processes differ. Also, it manages not to overdo the customer emphasis, as even in customer-induced transformation the provider is the primary resource integrator, whereas in the usage stage the provider’s control ends and the customer is the primary resource integrator.

2.3.4.4 Customer process as service experience
Angelis et al. (2012) conceptualize service experience as determined by the end user, or customer, as a reaction to all the three experience segments of pre-purchase, purchase and postpurchase. Helkkula et al. (2012) add that value in customer experience is not a singledimensional thing: it is both individually intrasubjective and socially intersubjective, and has
both a lived and imaginary side (imaginary value refers to the value associated with a particular service that a customer, i.e. person, considers as being potentially valuable). Patrício et
al. (2011) distinguish three different levels in customer experience: 1) the value constellation
experience which links to the provider’s value proposition in the service concept, 2) the service experience that links to the service system design, and 3) the service encounter experience that links to the service encounter script.
The approaches different publications take on experience vary greatly. Pine and Gilmore
(1998) promote experience as a new paradigm indicating a shift from the services economy to
an experience economy, whereas most service researchers discussed here consider experience
as something relating to the service process (i.e. within the existing paradigm of a ‘services
economy’). Helkkula (2011) analyzed a large number of studies and discovered three basic
approaches to service experience. 1) A phenomenological characterization of service experience follows the SDL view of considering customer as the main value creator in the service
process. 2) A process-based characterization looks as experience as a lived service process. 3)
An outcome-based characterization includes service experience as an element in a model that
can be tested quantitatively. (Helkkula 2011) However, it seems that the process-based characterization is not entirely conflicting with the other two characterizations: the phenomenological view has a process element and the outcome-based approach summarizes a balance ex
post facto the service process. The phenomenological view has been discussed already in considering the value-in-use views. The outcome-based approach is common in studies focusing
on customer satisfaction (e.g. Danaher & Mattsson 1994).
Representing the process-based characterization, Voss et al. (2008) use the metaphoric term
of ‘choreographing’ experience-centric services, and consider their view as conservative, as
they distinguish, based on the core component of the service, between transactional services
and experience-centric services instead of considering all services as primarily experiences.
Experience-centric services differ from other services in that their ‘order qualifier’ is the
whole execution of the service (rather than a single element in the offering package); the ‘or-
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der winner’ is how authentically customer engagement and their intended emotional responses are evoked (Voss et al. 2008). Therefore, the view of Voss et al. considers experiences
(i.e. the organized pursue of a certain kind of customer experience) as service offerings.
In contrast, Payne et al. (2008, 85) adopt a relationship oriented process view on experience,
and describe
“the relationship between the provider and the customer as a longitudinal, dynamic, interactive
set of experiences and activities performed by the provider and the customer, within a context,
using tools and practices that are partly overt and deliberate, and partly based on routine and
unconscious behavior.”

Thus, to sum up, two approaches can be identified: one in which some services (service processes) are considered to generate value through enabling a designed customer experience,
and another in which all interaction between the parties are considered as a chain of experiences that on the aggregate level characterizes a provider-customer relationship.

2.4 Research context: ‘servitization’ and ‘kibsification’
Services research during the first decade of 2000’s has been characterized by several trends.
The articles based on which the current dissertation is built address two of these major
trends: ‘servitization’, i.e. the increase of services in the manufacturing industries, and
‘kibsification’, i.e. the increasing knowledge-intensity of services provided for private and
public sector organizations. (While not all are comfortable with these terms, they are becoming increasingly established and are pragmatic in their brevity and thus used in the dissertation.)
Earlier services theory has been dominated by the focus on consumer services, although research on both professional services and industrial services has rather long traditions as minor fields of study. Johnston (2005, 1302) remarked that the majority of students work in the
B2B service (further discussed in Section 2.4.2) jobs, which demands a shift of research focus from business-to-consumer perspective to B2B. Recently, Lewis and Brown (2012) studied professional services operations and found them to differ from generic service operations
models. Also, as the conceptual and theoretical work in services sciences transcends the
boundaries of different service subsectors, empirical research across sectors rather that within one particular service sector has been recommended (Zeithaml et al. 1985). Given this
need, the material used in this study concerns the two subtypes of the more generic group of
B2B services: industrial services and knowledge intensive business services (KIBS).
A challenge in reviewing the literature concerning these is that the two subtypes are not exclusive categories – industrial services may include knowledge-intensive services, and many
KIBS offerings can be offered to clients in both manufacturing and non-manufacturing sectors. Moreover, some services provided by manufacturers to their clients might fulfill the
KIBS definitional criteria, and KIBS-type offerings can be commissioned by manufacturing
client companies. A further challenge is that the two research streams have developed as separate streams and therefore have evolved through different academic discourses and in different sub-disciplines. The servitization stream of research has put emphasis on a) understanding the transition strategies and the change processes of manufacturing companies towards b) the servitized total offering such as integrated solutions. The main stream of research has been contributed by researchers in the marketing and operations sub-disciplines.
This research is most often done at the level of the company (as a unit of analysis). In contrast, the KIBS studies have a background in sector level and cluster based research approaches in disciplines such as economics and geographic economics (e.g. Hales 2001). This
stream often compares populations of companies within and between several sectors and
makes comparisons between countries as well. The perspective focuses on innovation capabilities and KIBS companies’ role as part of the economy and their impact on gross productivity. Whereas the KIBS tradition focuses on types of firms and sectors producing types of innovations the servitization literature focuses on types of servitized offerings and strategies. At
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the micro-level analysis of KIBS, the professional services research tradition dominates, also
drawing attention on professions, capabilities and the role of knowledge (cf. Alvesson 2001).
This section briefly orients the reader to these two types of services as well as the two streams
of research. First the industrial services and KIBS are defined. Then, a brief look is taken at
the servitization literature, separating the analysis of the servitized offering from the transition aspects into two subsections. This is followed by an overview of the kibsification trend.
The discussion is kept brief, as the theoretical contributions of the study are not limited to the
level of the original empirical context, and the purpose of the Chapter is mainly to introduce
the empirical settings and the specific discourses in which the primary level contributions
were made.

2.4.1 Definitions: Industrial services
Studies that investigate industrial services do not always clarify what is meant by the term. As
a result, the reader cannot conclude what types of services have been included in the sample
or, in conceptual papers, what is the subject to which the thought can be applied and what
might be the boundaries for the generalization of findings. In studies that do describe their
data precisely one can find varying kinds of business services representing industrial services.
The term ‘industrial services’ has been used to denote:
1. services that are offered for organizations engaged in industrial production in the
‘secondary’ industries (e.g. McDowell Mudambi, Doyle & Wong 1997; Oliva &
Kallenberg 2003; Brax 2005; Gudergan 2010);
2. services that are offered for businesses and that are more often called business-tobusiness services (e.g. de Brentani 1989; 1995; Wilson & Smith 1996; Boyt &
Harvey 1997);
3. services that are mass-produced, and
4. services provided by manufacturers (e.g. Laine, Paranko & Suomala ; Homburg &
Garbe 1999; Johansson & Olhager 2004; Kowalkowski & Brehmer 2008; Grönroos
& Helle 2010; Kowalkowski, Kindström & Brehmer 2011; Ulaga & Reinartz 2011;
Biege et al. 2012; Kowalkowski, Kindström, Alejandro et al. 2012).
Wilson and Smith (1996) distinguish user definitions, which in this case would be the first
and second of the above list, and producer definitions, which would be the remaining two. In
this study the term ‘industrial services’ represents the first approach, i.e. services that directly
support industrial production. This approach is chosen as it is in line with other similar concepts, consumer services and business services, which are both user definitions.
As noted earlier, this study looks at service offerings at the analysis level of the ‘product’. A
useful definition for industrial product that covers both services and physical goods has been
proposed:
“Industrial products are defined here as products used in manufacturing that are not marketed
to the general consuming public. Industrial products can be process inputs, defined as products
consumed in the manufacturing process …or product inputs, products remaining as ingredients
of the final product” …”Both goods and services are covered by the definition, as are capital
goods and consumable items.” (McDowell Mudambi et al. 1997, 435)

The definition focuses on inputs; it covers the products (or offerings) that are offered for
manufacturing processes and not marketed to consumers. It mentions manufacturing process but possibly excludes other refining industries than manufacturing. The definition approaches industrial products in general, but does not detail physical goods and services. Johansson and Olhager (2004) provide a somewhat narrow definition for industrial services:
“The supply of after-sale services, including tangibles such as spare parts and consumables, related to the maintenance of industrial goods.” (Johansson & Olhager 2004, 310)

Based on this background, a definition for industrial services is proposed here:
Industrial services are services or service dominant offerings directed at or closely related
to industrial production processes with the nature of either extracting or refining material
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resources and with a more or less tangible input and/or output; industrial services are not
offered for consumers or institutions without such an industrial production process.11
Morris and Fuller (1989) summarize the key similarities of industrial products and -service
being their 1) often-technical nature, 2) requirement to fill user specifications, 3) customers
orientation to place premium on quality, 4) direct effect on user’s operation and 5) their demand typically being frequent and fairly price inelastic. They continue that industrial services
have many characteristics that separate them from services in general and consumer services: industrial services tend to be non-convenience type services; are ‘transportable’ in the
sense that they are often brought to the customer; cannot be mass-produced and massmarketed; are directed at things rather than at people; often involve expensive equipment
and require special professional skills; involve precise expectations communicated by the
customer along with a relatively formal purchasing process that focuses on evidence of providers’ ability to provide the service; often involve long business relationships; and, finally,
demonstrate more stable and predictable demand patterns (Morris & Fuller 1989). Jackson
et al. (1995) have further divided industrial services into 1) maintenance, repair and operation (MRO; cleaning of premises for example) and 2) production services that are a part of
the direct costs.

2.4.2 Definitions: Knowledge intensive business services
During the past decade, the acronym KIBS has become commonly used for knowledge intensive business services, a growing area of research and policy interest. Other related or overlapping terms that have been used are knowledge intensive service activities (KISA),
knowledge intensive services (Alvesson 2001) and information intensive services. In defining
KIBS, one needs to acknowledge that it is a combination of two more fundamental concepts,
‘knowledge-intensity’ and ‘business service’ (Muller & Doloreux 2009).
There are at least two different connotations for the term business services. It has been used
as a shortened version for business-to-business services, but is frequently used to refer to
clerical and administrative services, and other non-core business support functions that can
be purchased externally, e.g. payroll management, legal services, and call centers. Clearly, the
first use distinguishes a generic category based on the type of client (organizations and firms
vs. consumers and households), and the latter use points to a set of sub-sectors within the
services sector. In this study, the interest in on knowledge-intensive type of business services,
which is a sub-category of B2B services. ‘Business services’ in this study refers to those services that are related to the intangible or the tangible production processes that are offered to
other organizations as a part of the formal economy. Clerical and administrative services are
included in this service category. Some of these can be knowledge intensive and others are
not.
Knowledge intensity has been adopted in the services literature to refine the earlier concept
of professional services, which has lost some of its explanatory power due to the changing
structures of today’s economies pervaded by knowledge work. Professional services are not
about just possessing and implementing advanced level know-how. According to Gummesson
(1978), the provision of professional services is based on specialist knowledge resources possessed by professionals, and it proceeds through the generic steps of diagnosing the problem,
formulating a goal and operating on an assignment in order to produce the service’s end
products which, then, are the solution to the problem, its implementation and the gained results:
“The [professional] service should be provided by qualified personnel, be advisory, and focus on
problem solving. The professional should have an identity, i.e., be known in the market for his
specialities and under a specific name such as “architect” or “management consultant”. The ser11

The term service-dominant offering here does not refer to the theory called Service-dominant Logic of marketing; it refers to the discussion and definition in Subsection 2.2.2, and Figure 2, and denotes a mixed offering
that does not fully consist of service elements, but in which the core part is a service. Although confusion with
SDL terminology may be unavoidable with the term, this term was identified in sources preceding SDL (Martin &
Horne 1992) and used in the original Article I (Brax, 2005).
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vice should be an assignment given from the buyer to the seller. The professional should be independent of suppliers of other services or goods.” (Gummesson 1978, 90)

Today, the world is characterized by accessibility, and therefore the ability to continuously
create new knowledge becomes paramount. Competition is no longer based on the traditional
professional services model of who can acquire knowledge more than others and implement
it on behalf of their less well-informed customers, but about how to continuously generate
more ‘momentarily unique’ knowledge. To be able to correspond to this requirement, companies need to take advantage of any possibility they can find. According to the KIBS perspective, the service provider does not necessarily have a publicly granted identity as a professional, although KIBS can be produced by such professionals. An obvious way of producing unique knowledge is to approach it as a joint process with the client. This way the service
provider and its client both create new knowledge and learn from each other. This is in line
with for example Toivonen (2004), who provides the following definition for a KIBS provider:
“KIBS [providers] are business service companies, i.e. private sector companies which sell their
services on markets and direct their service activities to other companies or to the public sector.
They are specialised in knowledge-intensive services, and which means that the core of their
service is contribution to the knowledge processes of their clients, and which is reflected in the
exceptionally high proportion of experts from different scientific branches of their personnel.”
(Toivonen 2004, 39)

This definition is institutional in the sense that it defines the category of firms that produce
the services. The KIBS research tradition originates from the sector level innovation studies
in which the unit of analysis has typically been the firm. The institutional tradition is common in the KIBS and related service innovation literature, but can be problematic in other
discourses, where service as a term is typically associated with the offering level or a supporting activity (in ‘customer service’), not the firm. For this reason, this study uses the terms
KIBS firm, KIBS company or KIBS provider to denote the organization that provides
knowledge intensive service, and KIBS or KIBS offering to denote the services provided by
the organizations. This approach departs from the way in which many KIBS scholars in economics, innovation research and economic geography have used the term, but should be less
confusing for service operations, marketing and management scholars.
The key difference to the commonly used term professional services is that professional services, as a category, also includes services in which expert know-how is applied to a customer
problem (without necessarily generating new knowledge). In such services the customer’s key
benefit is the solution provided to their problem, whereas in KIBS offerings the shared generation process of knowledge is part of the value proposition12 and both parties should learn.
Therefore, the KIBS view can be contrasted to the process typology by Lillrank (2003): the
KIBS definition addresses services that are non-routine, i.e. the solution is not known in advance, and the problem situation needs to be analyzed in order to develop the solution, yielding new knowledge and a KIBS delivery. However, following economies of repetition (Davies
& Brady 2000), the company can search for similar customer problems and repeat the solution as a routine process, which makes the offering not a KIBS in the strict sense. It is argued
here that KIBS should be regarded (and, as offerings, perhaps defined) as follows:
KIBS are services in which a shared process of context-specific knowledge creation, between
the provider, the client, and possibly other stakeholders, is designed in the core of the offering; whether the service process succeeds to generate new knowledge depends on situational factors, but new knowledge at least in the context-specific level is likely occur. KIBS offerings are likely to have a lifecycle: new KIBS offerings can effectively produce new
knowledge and become or lead to innovations; as the “amount” of information generated by
12

Alvesson (2001) represents a critical view towards knowledge-intensity, arguing that the term
knowledge is ambiguous and pointing the challenge of evaluating the knowledge-intensity of a particular task or job. He considers that most value is in the self-identification of a firm as knowledgeintensive. However, Alvesson’s definition of KIS is based on an elitistic concept of knowledge rather
than on the idea of continuously generating new knowledge.
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such offering increases, and the offering spreads in its markets, its impact on knowledge
creation will decrease, yet it will still be characterized by a shared mutually stimulating
and analytic process between the provider and the client.
It is also worthwhile to distinguish between the concepts of knowledge-intensity and information-intensity. In their article about information-intensive services Karmarkar and Apte
(2007, 439) define data as everything that can be sensed by humans and converted into a
symbolic representation, and information as a subset of data with the additional characteristics of being relevant, accurate, concise and timely, usually being generated by processing data by machines and/or humans, and being dependent both on the sender and receiver of information. For information products and information services they provide the following definitions:
Information products are “packaged pure information – a category that includes books, data,
music, software, news and content of any kind, that can be manufactured as a well-defined unit
(in whatever form), priced on a unit-basis and delivered as such using physical or electronic
means.”
Information services are “the delivery of information in a continuous or just-in-time manner, as
needed on demand or scheduled, to the point of consumption. …information services may not
be packaged or inventoried.” (Karmarkar & Apte 2007, 443)

From these definitions it is summarized that knowledge-intensity means that these services
usually but not necessarily are information-intensive – given the presumption that
knowledge is a superior category based on information but having the additional characteristics of being the property of an individual or a collective of individuals (Muller & Doloreux
2009) – and they have the additional characteristics that value is added through creation of
new knowledge usually jointly with clients. Most, but not all, knowledge-intensive services
also may be considered as professional services in the traditional sense, whereas the creation
of new knowledge, as such, does not require professional legitimation.

2.4.3 Servitization as advanced hybrid offering strategies
To generally describe the phenomenon of service infusion in manufacturing, Vandermerwe
and Rada (1988) coined the term ‘servitization’. While a number of studies about industrial
services already existed, this paper turned the focus on the increase of services activities in
manufacturing firms both in number or volume and in strategic importance. As noted, not all
researchers prefer to use this term but increasingly many do; it is used here because the advantage of its brevity. Moreover, the alternative term of ‘service infusion’ may underscore the
manufacturing companies’ proactive role in developing new service business and offerings
and the fact that mechanical field services and installation services are an established business for manufacturers, not something that has recently begun to ‘infuse’ manufacturing.
Adding more emphasis on service strategies presents new challenges for manufacturing companies. The following two sections address the two main aspects of the servitization research
streams: the new, mixed offerings servitizing manufacturers aim to provide to their clients,
and the organizational transformation processes of providers pursuing a servitization strategy. This section, first, provides a brief overview of the common product strategies implemented in servitization.
The servitization research stream focuses on complex and mixed offerings associated with
industrial services and OEM services. Lay et al. (2010) confirm the observed relationship in
case studies that the level of servitization depends on the type of products; companies producing small batches of customizable or innovative physical goods13 have servitized further in
comparison to mass producers. Often such products are viewed as an installed base for which
supporting services are designed.
Oliva and Kallenberg (2003, 163) define installed base services as follows:

13

The study originally used the term ‘products’.
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“A product’s installed base (IB) is the total number of products currently under use; IB services
is the range of product- or process-related services required by an end-user over the useful life
of a product in order to run it effectively in the context of its operating process.”

According to Oliva and Kallenberg (2003, 164), IB services do not need to be bundled with a
physical product, and the service supplier is not necessarily the product manufacturer and
end-users do not need to be industrial firms. This means that IB services are not only industrial services and can be provided by third parties specialized in servicing a specific type of IB.
For instance, cruise ships could be considered as an installed base served by a company specializing in vessel engine room maintenance. Installed base services as a term does not specify a particular type of services-goods mix; it addresses the market units (physical products as
consumers of service) for specific services and the lifespan for their service needs rather than
the configuration of the service offering provided.
Studies using the term integrated solution tend to have a stronger emphasis on the service
aspects, i.e. they perceive the product element as a platform for services (Davies 2004;
Windahl, Andersson, Berggren et al. 2004; Brady, Davies & Gann 2005; Windahl &
Lakemond 2006; Ceci & Prencipe 2008; Brax & Jonsson 2009; Nordin & Kowalkowski 2010;
Windahl & Lakemond 2010; Visintin 2012), whereas those using the term product-service
systems (PSS) emphasize the services as a supporting element to the core tangible product
(Tukker 2004; Mont & Tukker 2006; Baines, Lightfoot, Evans et al. 2007; Baines, Lightfoot
& Kay 2009a; Pawar, Beltagui & Riedel 2009; Aurich, Mannweiler & Schweitzer 2010;
Bandinelli & Gamberi 2011). However, at many times the two perspectives converge (e.g.
Baines et al. 2009b). In addition, some studies have used the term complex products and
systems (CoPS) and focus on complex project-based product deliveries which require integrative service support (Davies & Brady 2000; Brady et al. 2005; cf. Kujala, Artto, Aaltonen
et al. 2010). (For a detailed analysis of the different terminology see Lay, Schroeter & Biege
2009)
Before continuing with the discussion, it must be noted that the term solution services is
used in the marketing all kinds of offerings. In the research jargon, solution offerings or ‘integrated solutions’ (a term used especially in the industrial services context), are advanced
B2B services, characterized as complex and collaborative services in which the service provider executes a function critical to the customer’s core business process. In the industrial
services context these offerings tend to be rather often integrated solutions that combine
goods and services elements, whereas in the knowledge-intensive business services context
pure services dominate. Brax and Jonsson (2009, 541) define
“an integrated solution offering as a bundle of physical products, services and information,
seamlessly combined to provide more value than the parts alone, that addresses customer’s
needs in relation to a specific function or task in their business system; it is long-term oriented,
integrates the provider as part of the customer’s business system, and aims at optimizing the total cost for the customer.”

Such offerings typically need to be highly integrated both internally and with customer’s processes and systems (Brax & Jonsson 2009). The next section provides a brief overview of the
existing research concerning such services.
This literature addresses the extended offerings provided by the servitizing manufacturers
but may also include solution offerings of other types of companies. The term is used in various forms and has varying meanings as well (cf. Nordin & Kowalkowski 2010). Davies (2003)
argues that providing solutions is not a synonym for basic bundling in which some extra services are added to a product and sold as package at a single price; integrated solutions create
value for the customer by offering tailored combinations of products and services to fulfill a
business need of the customer. Integrated solutions go beyond traditional installed base services in that they intend to optimize customer operations (Windahl et al. 2004; Brax &
Jonsson 2009). As the solutions provider must to understand the customer’s needs and priorities to embed the right combination in the solution, Davies (2003) suggests designing solution offerings should start from the customer end of the value chain.
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In the integrated solutions business model, operational services sustain the providercustomer relationship facilitating future orders of products, parts and upgrades. Shifting
risks and responsibility to the provider motivates it to improve the reliability of systems and
services. Operations services also encourage providers to design maintenance services embedded in the products, i.e. ‘embedded services’. This allows the creation of new feedback
loops between organizational units, and strengthens the provider’s understanding of inservice problems and opportunities. (Davies 2003, 330) Boyt and Harvey (1997) consider
that the need for different organizational groups (customer service, sales and technical staff,
management) to be involved increases as the offering becomes more complex. Development
of commercially successful solutions services requires the provider to conduct proper R&D
and careful documentation (Edvardsson, Haglund & J. 1995; Bullinger et al. 2003) as attempts to copy such services from competitors are seldom successful; pioneering service ventures have been found to be twice as successful as service clones (de Brentani 1995). By offering repeatable solutions, in which they recycle experience from earlier projects, firms can
achieve economics of repetition besides economies of scale (Davies & Brady 2000): a solution
for a specific customer is created based on customer needs, and then the company looks for
customers with a similar profile to multiply the new solutions innovation (Shepherd &
Ahmed 2000).
Servitized business models differ from traditional service and manufacturing contexts in that
because of the characteristic hybrid offerings they require both physical and service supply
chain support (Johnson & Mena 2008). Servitized offerings have a long time-span due to the
life-cycle of a capital good (Johnson & Mena 2008; Leiringer, Green & Raja 2009), although
different providers may specialize in a particular stage of the life-cycle. A key aspect of
servitization is the manufacturers’ increasing control of their down-stream supply chain and
end users – the access to which is often taken for granted (Schmenner 2009). Indeed, in Article III of this dissertation Holmström et al. argue that forming servitized value constellations
in the asset management supply chain requires increased visibility to customers’ operations
and business planning.
Integrated solutions often include third parties. Raddats and Easingwood (2010) categorized
service strategies into four types based on a two-by-two matrix that distinguished between
product or customer orientation and multi-vendor orientation, arriving at the four strategies
of 1) product-attached services to vendor’s own products, 2) product-attached services on
their own and third parties’ products, 3) operations services for vendor’s own products, 4)
vendor-agnostic services. They consider that servitizing companies move from type 1 strategy
to either type 2 or 3, and can move forwards from 3 to 4.
Because of the duration and brevity of the solution offerings, trust between the two (or more)
parties plays an important role. In the B2B context, trust has been conceptualized as “the
confidence of the exchange actors in the goodwill of each other” and commitment as “the desire for continuity manifested by the willingness to invest resources into a relationship”
(Gounaris 2003, 2). More trust increases commitment and decreases calculation; higher trust
is based on higher quality of offers and an integrated bonding strategy (Gounaris 2003, 2).
Also, business customers’ perceptions of high process related quality has been found to have
a stronger impact on trust, satisfaction and commitment than perceptions of outcome quality
(Homburg & Garbe 1999).

2.4.4 Servitization as transformation
The assumed starting point in the servitization literature is the transaction-based, productcentric business model in which the functionality delivered to customers is tied to the manufacturer’s product (Biege et al. 2012, 934). Services are bundled or integrated to this physical
component (Bastl, Johnson, Lightfoot et al. 2012) or the product offering may be replaced by
a full service offering. Yet, simply adding services to manufactured goods does not ensure the
increase of value (Biege et al. 2012). It requires extended vertical integration backwards to
suppliers ‘up-stream’ and forward to customers ‘down-stream’ (Baines, Lightfoot & Smart
2011). Also, internal changes within the organization tend to be intensive, as the definition
for servitization by Baines et al. (2009c, 555) indicates:
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“Servitization is the innovation of an organisations capabilities and processes to better create
mutual value through a shift from selling product to selling PSS.”

Mathieu (2001a) contributed to the early discussion with servitization by two central ideas.
She distinguished between two service offering strategies: product services as services supporting the supplier’s product (SSP) and services supporting the client’s action in relation to
product (SSC). SSP represents a traditional approach to product services in which the focus is
on supporting either the proper functioning of the product supplied by the supplier or the
customer’s access to the product. SSC is a newer approach in which services support the client’s action as
“suppliers explore how services support particular client initiatives and advance the mission of
the customer organization” (Mathieu 2001a, 40).

The study distinguished three types of moderators affecting the suppliers’ ability to support a
customer. 1) Supplier-related moderators consist of strategic and organizational factors,
marketing factors, technical factors and knowledge about customers. 2) Client-related moderators include purchasing volume, willingness to collaborate, and strategic importance. 3)
Moderators related to supplier-client-interaction are their cultural and cognitive proximity.
The willingness of the supplier to assist a customer can be strategic or cultural. Innovations
for SSC offerings can concern the core service, its specific attributes, or its delivery. (Mathieu
2001a)
In the typology of service ‘maneuvers’ of manufacturing firms Mathieu (2001b) advances the
idea of strategic and cultural drivers and the level of service ‘productization’ (i.e. the extent to
which a service element has been developed into an offering independent of other offerings of
the firm). This empirically based typology identifies two dimensions along which the service
maneuvers are categorized: service specificity dimension evaluates the importance of the
service addition in the firm’s total offering, and the organizational intensity dimension assesses its organizational impact. Three levels are identified in both dimensions, creating a
map of nine different strategic combinations (see Figure 6). (Mathieu 2001b)

Figure6.Mathieu’s(2001b)typologyofservitizationmodesinthemanufacturingsectorcompa
nies(redrawn;orientationofthemodelhasbeenmodified).
According to Dobni et al. (2000), the value system of an organization can be described
through three dimensions; direction (the content of the values), pervasiveness (the degree of
consensus over the values), and intensity (the extent of domination over the organization’s
control mechanisms). In Mathieu’s framework, the dimension of organizational intensity
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captures the strength and scope of the service addition to the manufacturing firm, as a value
system, though three levels:
1. Tactic service additions are “limited to specific actions within the marketing mix of
the firm, specifically, on its product mix” and their “impact on the organization is
limited.”
2. A strategic addition “aims to add some key competency to a firm’s portfolio, without changing its mission or its basic values”.
3. A cultural type service addition “reshapes the mission of the firm and has the potential to modify some fundamental characteristics of the organization, including
the underlying belief system” – in other words, such additions reshape the organization’s culture. (Mathieu 2001b, 454)
The arrows in the model (Figure 6) illustrate the relationships between the maneuvers and
different types of benefits and costs as identified by Mathieu (2001b): as specificity and intensity increase, opportunities, benefits yet also difficulties are expected to increase. The
model does not suggest any specific path along which a company should proceed in
servitization. A firm may shift vertically, horizontally or diagonally, as well as move back and
forth, through the various positions of the grid. In line with Mathieu’s initial approach,
servitization studies typically address upward changes in service specificity, such as the increased proportion of services in a manufacturer’s total offering, and emphasize the economic potential of ‘productized’ services. The organizational intensity aspect is commonly discussed in the form of organizing problems and challenges and the servitization barriers
(Martin & Horne 1992) identified in typical manufacturing organizations. The view of organizational intensity as a systemic part of the offering strategy, as suggested in Mathieu’s
framework, is rarely acknowledged. However, the requirement of organizational changes in
order to shift from traditional business to services and solutions is commonly addressed
(Martin & Horne 1992; Davies & Brady 2000; Oliva & Kallenberg 2003; Brax 2005).
Mathieu’s organizational intensity dimension relates to service orientation. This concept describes the organization internally through organizational arrangement parameters in terms
of structure, culture and climate (Martin & Horne 1992; Homburg, Hoyer & Fassnacht 2002).
Lytle et al. (1998, 459) define organizational service orientation as
“an organization-wide embracement of a basic set of relatively enduring organizational policies,
practices and procedures intended to support and reward service-giving behaviours that create
and deliver ‘service excellence’.” (Italics removed.)

Recently, Lay et al. (2010, 717) used the European Manufacturing Survey dataset to test the
hypothesis of “Service infusion in a manufacturing firm depends on the firm’s level of strategic service orientation” and concluded that their positive findings provide support for the
models discussed above. Besides the strategic orientation aspect, implementing the solutions
strategy requires practical organizational adjustments: alignment of the key organizational
processes, redevelopment of compensation models, development of effective ways of communication to keep all participants up to date, and establishing of measures to evaluate the
solutions’ business performance (Shepherd & Ahmed 2000). Correspondingly, Galbraith
(2002) emphasizes the organizational structure, rewards and processes as key design aspects
to enable a solutions strategy. The largest change is reorganization to a horizontal competence based organizational structure, in which core competencies are organization-wide functions, and specific industry-focused competences are arranged vertically to sales units
(Shepherd & Ahmed 2000; Galbraith 2002).
The literature is abundant in listing necessary qualities for a manufacturer aiming at successful industrial services provision. Matthyssens and Vandenbempt (1998) identify assets,
unique skills and the organization as the main drivers in creating customer value based competitive advantage in industrial services. Shepherd and Ahmed (2000) suggest three areas in
which a manufacturer needs to increase its competences to provide extended services: business consultancy, application development, and systems integration, while the existing technological competences need to be sustained. In industrial services superior customer value is
said to be composed of three elements: 1) explicit service quality, 2) proactive total solutions
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and 3) a customer-oriented approach in designing new services (Matthyssens &
Vandenbempt 1998).
In the servitization research, the basic assumption is to add service elements to a physical
offering. First manufacturers can follow a differentiation strategy (Levitt 1980) and add freeof-charge service to close deals; later after further development these become optional service
modules that can be purchased separately but not independently from the physical goods
(Samli, Jacobs & Wills 1992; Mathieu 2001b). Anderson and Narus (1995) propose the ‘flexible offering’ approach in which basic packages address the segments’ common needs and
supplementary, optional add-on services customize and broaden the packages. Eventually,
service elements may develop into service offerings on their own. In this line, Oliva and
Kallenberg’s (2003) continuum view spans the servitization shift from ‘services as add-ons’ to
‘goods as add-ons’.
Baines et al. (2009b) identify three different organizational approaches to servitizing at the
small business unit (SBU) level – all in a single case corporation: 1) product-focused operations, 2) product-centric servitized operations, 3) and services focused operations. While
product-focused SBUs operated in a transaction and technology-oriented manner, productcentric servitized SBUs focused on availability and product performance and service focused
on end result and customer satisfaction (Baines et al. 2009b). Anderson and Narus (2003)
recommend starting from a capability area in which the provider has distinctive competence,
and broadening the offering once a good relationship is established.
Different studies report challenges for manufacturing firms aiming to extend beyond traditional technical field services with servitization, indicating that ‘becoming service oriented’ or
a service provider is a major organizational challenge (Martin & Horne 1992; Brax 2005;
Brax & Jonsson 2009). Because radical change is required in becoming a successful solutions
provider, the solutions strategy should be regarded as high-risk (Shepherd & Ahmed 2000;
Brax 2005).
In addition to the different servitization offering strategies, the literature on servitization has
focused on the transition paths or trajectories of companies going through a change from
goods-focused to services-focused. Oliva and Kallenberg’s (2003) multi-case study reported a
transition path through four steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

consolidating product related services;
entering the installed base service market;
expanding to relationship-based or process centered services; and
taking over installed base operations of the end user.

This study was followed by many other studies documenting more detailed cases from a pathanalytic, structural or problem-focused point of view (e.g. Davies, Brady & Hobday 2006;
Martinez, Bastl, Kingston et al. 2010; Baines et al. 2011; Salonen 2011; Bastl et al. 2012). Departing from this basic assumption Davies et al. (Davies 2003; Davies, Brady & Hobday
2007) revealed another direction of the development pattern demonstrating that while manufacturers typically servitize downstream the industry supply chain, service companies move
upstream and can evolve into systems integration businesses. Lay et al. (2010) report that the
company position in the industry supply chain does not influence the extent of servitization.
However, Löfberg et al. (2010) find that supply chain position influences the service strategy
chosen. Based on a multi-case study, they report that original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) typically servitized through adding after-sales services, whereas suppliers pursued a
development partner or customer service based strategy (Löfberg et al. 2010). The current
study aims to contribute on the understanding of the different types of offerings, and thus the
transition perspective is not discussed in further detail.
Bastl et al. (2012) note that servitization influences the relationships of firms engaged in the
exchange and use Cannon and Perreault’s (1999) framework of relationship connectors to
study relationships in servitized contexts. The main connectors identified are 1) expectation
of open information exchange; 2) the degree to which the systems, procedures and routines
of both parties are operationally linked; 3) contractual agreements specifying obligations and
roles with legal bonds; 4) expectations of cooperative norms for working together; and 5)
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relation-specific adaptations in the level of process or product (Cannon & Perreault 1999,
442). The case study of Bastl et al. (2012) noted that, contrary to what was expected, information sharing did not improve despite increasing needs were recognized, operational linkages were developed selectively, and formalized cooperative norms remained rare. Some
findings pointed towards moving away from a transactional approach, as focus shifted from
legal bonds to trust-based governance, and cooperative norms and relationship adaptation
were emerging (Bastl et al. 2012).

2.4.4 Kibsification
KIBS firms provide knowledge inputs to other organizations’ problems (Miles 2005). This
centrality of knowledge in the core operations of these companies has raised interest in their
innovation capabilities. The research stream on KIBS emerged in the mid 1990’s (Tuominen
& Toivonen 2011) and draws heavily on the European Community Innovation Surveys’ (CIS)
findings (Miles 2010). KIBS-industries were found to be more productive in general than
more traditional service industries, and KIBS firms and offerings were increasing in volume
in the B2B markets. KIBS firms were found to be innovating and contributing to their customers’ innovation. Technology-based knowledge-intensive business services (‘TKIBS’) have
been found to be especially innovative (Miles 2010). Thus, the literature on kibsification
clearly departs from the literature on professional services in that the former is particularly
focused on the innovation aspects.
Muller and Doloreux (2009) recognize three main approaches to the study of innovation in
services: 1) in the assimilation approach service activities are considered as fundamentally
similar to manufacturing activities; 2) in the demarcation approach service firms and their
innovation activities are presented as rather different from those of manufacturers; and 3) in
the synthesis approach that identifies specific procedures for each. Early literature on KIBS is
characterized by a ‘demarcation’ mindset: these companies were perceived as doing something new. The services literature, more broadly, has identified innovation approaches associated with services. Van der Aa and Elfring (2002) distinguish multi-unit organizations as
such; the simultaneity characteristic often requires customer presence, and to grow the service a firm needs to reproduce the service management system in different locations. Other
approaches to generating ‘service innovation’ are combination of different subservices, developing technical aspects and designing the customers’ co-productive responsibilities (Van der
Aa & Elfring 2002). Martin et al. (1999) consider understanding and adjusting to the changing role of customers as the key in service innovation. However, none of these are specific to
KIBS but more generic domains in which services can be developed. In addition, following an
assimilation approach, some authors have published modified New Service Development
(NSD) process models using goods development models as the starting point (e.g. Alam &
Perry 2002). The research stream on KIBS began to question the dominant manufacturing
based view of innovation (which considers innovation as a selective process taking place in
specialized units and exploited by mass production) as not purposeful in the services context
where service innovation typically combines technical and soft skills (Muller & Doloreux
2009).
According to Miles (2005) the key drivers for growth in KIBS are the increasing trend to outsource and also the changing needs of knowledge inputs, especially knowledge related to
technological development, regulation and social change. Thus the term kibsification refers
to these developments in the B2B-services market; increasing numbers of firms providing
increasingly dynamic and cross-disciplinary skilled services to fulfill the organizational customers’ needs in order to successfully operate and innovate in the changing business environment. The phenomenon of kibsification was recognized in certain professional service
sectors, in which services were no longer mere implementation of existing knowledge to typical customer problems but addressing new types of problems by producing new knowledge
based on a broader base of capabilities (Toivonen 2004). Kibsification, as a term, was first
used by Hales (2001) who did not provide a definition for it, but referred to privatization of
formerly government funded knowledge work institutions and consequent innovative service
practices in business clusters leading to changes in the roles of traditional research and tech-
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nology organizations and KIBS companies. However, later Toivonen (2004) analyzed the dynamics of KIBS organizations and further refined the definition of KIBS companies, as presented in Section 2.4.2. Following these additions to the concept, the term kibsification since
has evolved to refer to the more general trend as well as the within-company transformation
in which service offerings are developed into knowledge-intensive ones, where the development of new knowledge is central in contrast to the more traditional value proposition in
which expert knowledge is routinely implemented. Put briefly, the main interest is in the
ways in which these firms co-create new knowledge with their clients, and consequently,
come up with innovative new services or even service innovations. Because of this
knowledge-intensity, continuous change is an integral part of KIBS firms’ basic activities and
makes them particularly interesting for researchers (Tuominen & Toivonen 2011). This characteristic has been conceptualized as the process of self-reinforcing variety (Consoli & ElcheHortelano 2010).
Kibsification is not limited to professional services firms (Starbuck 1992), although many
KIBS firms represent the professional services category. Traditionally, professional services
have been considered as advisory services aiming at problem solving, provided by qualified
personnel with a distinguishable occupational identity who are independent of suppliers
(Gummesson 1978; Alvesson 2001). In professional services, the inputs are the provider’s
specialist resources and know-how, operation is the assignment, and output is the solution to
a problem or its implementation (Gummesson 1978, 91). Professional services firms create
value for their clients both directly through delivering their service offering but also indirectly
by enhancing the knowledge-base of the customer organization (Lowendahl, Revang &
Fosstenlokken 2001). The key distinctions between the two concepts is that professional services usually require a formal membership of a profession and include the application of expertise, whereas KIBS capabilities stem from various types of experience and intellect, aiming
at co-creation of knowledge as part of the service process (Toivonen 2004). Mayère (1991)
considers intellectual services as those in which information is co-produced through a joint
definition of the customer problem and the required methods to the tackle problem; and the
provider employs its knowledge interactively with the client. The provider faces a contradiction of quality requirements in this context; there is an increasing demand for accurate estimates regarding the results of non-standardized services, and at the same time the complexity and unpredictability of the performed service tasks increase (Mayère 1991). As the main
differences in the operations management of the professional services firm (using the acronym PSO, professional service operations), Lewis and Brown (2012) consider three issues:
firstly, the management customers’ quality perceptions as the offering is intangible and tailored; secondly, the repetitive learning opportunities are relatively small due to the complicated nature of tasks, and thirdly, managing the expert work force can be tricky and requires
subtle approaches.
The term knowledge-intensive imitates the labeling of capital-intensive in economics and
implies that for such firms knowledge is the most important input. Besides being obviously
possessed by people, knowledge can be embedded in the organizational processed, routines
and cultures. Knowledge intensity also does not imply information-intensiveness. (Starbuck
1992) Information is a flow of messages, and knowledge is organized by this flow into ''tacit
knowledge'' and explicit knowledge (Nonaka 1994). However, the view of knowledge in the
literature stream is broad:
“At the collective level, we view knowledge as the combination of skills, routines, norms and values developed and shared by at least two employees working together, each employee's individual knowledge, and the information available to them.” (Lowendahl et al. 2001, 917)

In professional services and KIBS literature, the view of knowledge creation is providerfocused (e.g. Alvesson 2001). While other services literature streams emphasize customers’
co-productive roles, here the focus is on the provider firms’ expertise. The customer is not
viewed as co-producer of the knowledge in the services collaboration but as a buyer and the
one who gives the assignment, a beneficiary. Knowledge creation is understood to emerge
within the expert firm, not in provider-customer interface. For instance, Bettencourt et al.
(2002) conceptualized a management process model for customer co-production in KIBS,
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and as the clients’ role responsibilities identified open communication, shared problem solving, tolerance, accommodation, advocacy, involvement in project governance, and personal
dedication. The service provider can influence client performance through project leadership,
training and socialization of the client, and selection strategies. The beneficial outcomes
sought for are the client’s role clarity, motivation, as well as knowledge, skills and abilities,
which should lead to effective co-production, and consequently to client satisfaction and sustainable competitive advantage. Such an approach is appropriate in a dynamic environment
when the service is complex, customized, and the client has a multidimensional role and
works closely with the provider, creating specialized knowledge. The source of value is the
created knowledge. Such partnerships are typically divided into projects that together form a
long-lasting partnership. (Bettencourt et al. 2002, 103-104)
The discussion about the nature of knowledge is always a relevant philosophical question but
certainly beyond the scope of this work. For instance, technology is not something that exists
naturally in the world but is based on cumulative knowledge, and thus technology can be
viewed as knowledge-intensive (Bettis & Hitt 1995). Agreeing with this point of view, it is difficult to argue that industrial services and knowledge intensive business services are fundamentally different. Also, KIBS firms specialize in knowledge-intensive services but other type
of organizations may offer similar services (Alvesson 2001; Tuominen & Toivonen 2011). Instead of considering industrial services and KIBS as two completely different service types
the view is suggested here that both types are meant to separate and highlight these more
specific services from and in comparison with the more generic or basic services in the specific contexts and research discourses explained in this section – servitization and
kibsification.
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3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Basic assumptions of doing research
All studies have three interrelated dimensions: the empirical phenomenon, the theoretical
framework and the method applied (Aaboen, Dubois & Lind 2012). The paradigm a researcher adheres to influences the choices made in these three dimensions. Paradigms have been
explained as worldviews; general perspectives that provide a way of breaking down complexity (Patton 1980) as well as sets of basic beliefs that are the first principles in making sense of
the world (Guba & Lincoln 1994). Qualitative research and case research are areas that as
methodologies have evolved through several historical and current paradigms and styles
(Denzin & Lincoln 2005). These accommodate a wide range of philosophical and methodological beliefs and range from positivism and postpositivism to naturalistic approaches and
postmodern relativism (Denzin & Lincoln 2005). Which position the researcher chooses for
conducting research has major implications on goal setting, designing, conducting and reporting of the study. The use of qualitative methodologies needs to be consistent with other
theoretical or paradigmatic views adopted and the problems studied to be capable of producing data and analyses that advance the theory in use and the research goals of the related
paradigm (Gephardt 2004, 457-458). This section briefly discusses philosophical assumptions behind the methodological choices of this dissertation.
Majority of the method books and texts are based on a dualistic representation of the paradigmatic options; the researcher can either choose a form of positivism or subjectivism (e.g.
Sale, Lohfeld & Brazil 2002; Gephardt 2004). The former is often considered as reductionist
and quantitative, the latter as holistic and qualitative (Patton 1980). Yet, since the limitations
and criticisms of both extremes are well known (see e.g. Guba & Lincoln 1994) the critical
realist14 position that ‘sits in the middle’ is surprisingly poorly known, or, when presented by
interpretive/critical/constructivist researchers, it is barely separable from positivism and is
labeled as post-positivism (again, see Guba & Lincoln 1994). The research at hand is based on
a critical realist view (McKelvey 1997; 1999; Niiniluoto 1999; Raatikainen 2004; Bhaskar
2008). As a methodological paradigm, critical realism departs from the naïve realism of positivism, but also from emancipatory subjectivism and relativism at the other end, or as Denzin
and Lincoln (2005) put it, from postempiricist, antifoundational, critical approaches:
“critical in this context refers to a transcendental realism that rejects methodological individualism and universal claims to truth. Critical realists oppose logical positivist, relativist, and
antifoundational epistemologies. - - Critical realists reject a correspondence theory of truth.
They believe that reality is arranged in levels and that scientific work must go beyond statements of regularity to analysis of the mechanisms, processes, and structures that account for the
patterns that are observed.” (Denzin & Lincoln 2005, 13)

Ontology refers to what types of entities are considered to have existence (Mingers 2003).
Critical realists’ aims were
“(i) to re-establish a realist view of being in the ontological domain whilst accepting the relativism of knowledge as socially and historically conditioned in the epistemological domain; and (ii)
to argue for a critical naturalism in social science.” (Mingers 2000, 1260)

Bhaskar’s (2008) basic argument for critical realism is that the domains of real, actual and
empirical are separate. The domain of empirical consists of experiences [or observations]
which are limited to a particular context, representing a closed system view. Positivists focus
on this domain. Experiences are based on events and experiences unfolding in the domain of
actual. These are caused by generative mechanisms of the domain of real. Because phenomena take place in open systems world where no constant conjunctions prevail, actual events do
not necessarily represent a specific mechanism:

14

Also the terms scientific realism and critical scientific realism have been used – depending on the author, these
may have slight differences in their emphasis.
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“real structures exist independently of and are often out of phase with the actual patterns of
events.” (Bhaskar 2008, 2)

Identifying a mechanism in open system thus requires reasoning and trained research skill;
ideas of mechanisms can be validated through research. In other words, the mechanism and
the event are ontologically separate; mechanisms exist independently from events and experiences, and therefore the experience is not a prerequisite for the mechanism. (Bhaskar
2008)
Reality is not restricted to things that can be observed empirically through the senses, but it
includes phenomena that cannot be observed, and therefore theories can concern the unobservable (McKelvey 1999; Raatikainen 2004, 71-73). Critical realism argues that in addition
to the real objects or entities of the natural world, there are theoretical ‘beings’ (e.g. phenomena, constructs, concepts, measures) of science that exist beyond the realms of languages, frameworks or theories (Raatikainen 2004, 71). This is the major difference that
separates critical realism from the constructivist approaches. Such entities can exist independently from humans and humans can obtain knowledge about them (Mingers 2000). This
leads to the epistemic conclusion that
“knowledge is a social product, produced by means of antecedent social products; but that the
objects of which, in the social activity of science, knowledge comes to be produced, exist and act
quite independently of men. …[This justifies the argument of] two dimensions and two kinds of
‘object’ of knowledge: a transitive dimension, in which the object is the material cause or antecedently established knowledge which is used to generate the new knowledge; and an intransitive dimension, in which the object is the real structure or mechanism that exists and acts quite
independently of men and the conditions which allow men access to it.” (Bhaskar 2008, 5-6)

Epistemology captures the forms of knowledge, how knowledge is created; whether a research finding comes from ‘the world’ or someone’s beliefs, and in what form it is represented
(Mingers 2003). What the quote above means is, as is interpreted here, that knowledge of
transitive dimension can be based on the domains of empirical and actual, as well as on previous knowledge, whereas knowledge of intransitive dimension concerns the real structure
which can be considered as somewhat independent. Concepts such as process can be considered as real theoretical beings, meaning that although they are theoretical constructs, their
meaning is intransitive and independent of men. To clarify, process is a label given to certain
mechanisms of the domain of real, i.e. a sequence of steps (Sampson & Froehle 2006, 333,
representing Program) or the progression of transformative activity (representing Flow).
Likewise, a service can be argued to be a real phenomenon despite its intangibility characteristic.
It has been suggested that operations management is traditionally based on a “rationalist”
position but it is increasingly seen that it can also benefit from the theory-building intensity
of interpretive approaches, such as case study (Meredith 1998, 447; Voss, Tsikriktsis &
Frohlich 2002). It is assumed here that this view (i.e., rationalist) points towards critical realism although this term specifically is not used.
Critical realism differs from positivism in that objectivism is rather a cherished goal than a
characteristic of methods and that it does not exclude metaphysical concepts or operationalize them away (McKelvey 1999). Thus critical realism takes science for real; research attempts to describe reality, and theories communicate the reality independent from the researcher. Critical realism views scientific theories, including those concerning the unobservable, as meaningful and honest attempts to describe and explain the reality beyond the human
mind. It therefore takes an optimistic view on science in that although science may err, it can
correct itself and in favorable conditions learn from mistakes, and in the long run it approaches a truthful description of reality. (McKelvey 1999; Raatikainen 2004, 71-73)
Niiniluoto (1999) uses the concept of truthlikeness; theories cannot reach truth but a good
theory can become truthlike. Theories that resemble the truth about reality have better
chances of surviving in the evolutionary, selectionist dynamics of the competition of theories
in the long run (McKelvey 1999). This approach explains the emphasis on publishing and exposition to critique in the academic community; the truthfulness of the emerging theories is
tested this way. Because theoretical constructs are examined through the public discourse,
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critical realism finds it appropriate to assume that established theories within the matured
sciences are approximately true (Raatikainen 2004, 74). Furthermore, theories can be considered valid when their applications produce successful practice, for example correct predictions and technologies (Raatikainen 2004, 77).
Methodology. Some texts building on critical realism have promoted the use of more quantitative ‘quasi-natural’ methods (e.g. McKelvey 1997), while some others have emphasized the
way it legitimizes qualitative and/or inductive methods (McKelvey 1999). Also there is much
literature that implicitly uses the principles to argue for the latter methodologies (e.g. Glaser
& Strauss 1967; Eisenhardt 1989b). Critical realism makes both methods available as its view
is essentially pluralistic (Mingers 2000).
The critical realist paradigm is compatible with some approaches of qualitative research (e.g.
grounded theory, content analysis, and qualitative case studies). Correspondingly, the original streams of grounded theory are compatible with critical realism, as Glaser and Strauss
(1967) noted that instead of making distinctions based on the qualitative/quantitative aspect
the focus should be on the inductive/deductive aspect of methods, allowing combinations of
different kinds of data. Eisenhardt (1989b, 538) points that qualitative research and case research are often misunderstood as synonyms although case research does not have to be
wholly qualitative. Similarly, it seems that in operations management, qualitative research is
often misunderstood as a case-based design. The qualitative research approach accommodates a broad range of paradigms, methods and techniques, and what can be said about one
does not necessarily hold true for the other. For this reason, this section outlines the key aspects of qualitative research as they appear relevant for the present study. While the quantitative methods have been what Guba and Lincoln (1994) consider the ‘received view’, qualitative researchers have felt the need to justify their approach. A key reason to choose qualitative methods is its strong capability to build new theory:
“the objectivity provided by quantification in the rationalist methods can be a hindrance in the
attempt to build theory because a qualitative understanding of the quantified factors is still required for theories” (Meredith 1998, 442)

Also, qualitative research can address different research topics than quantitative methods.
For instance, qualitative research is seen as having an emphasis on process and meaning
(Sale et al. 2002). A qualitative approach can be justified in studying services for many reasons; services involve social experiences, service concept is viewed as a collectively created
representation, and services are considered as having intangible aspects.
Qualitative research is based on words and concepts and theories are communicated with
words. It is highly descriptive, concentrates on actors and their relationships and activities,
and considers the studied phenomena as situational, unfolding processes (Gephardt 2004,
455). Qualitative research is geared towards theory building, but can well be used for testing
and refinement purposes as well (Voss et al. 2002). Typically, qualitative researchers seek to
explain field observations through well-substantiated insights that reveal how broad concepts
and theories operate in particular cases (Gephardt 2004, 455). A basic requirement in all
qualitative research is some form of interpretive transformation of the data to findings
(Sandelowski & Barroso 2003): merely organizing data into a journalistic representation is
not qualitative research. Critics of qualitative/case approaches consider the subjectivity of
interpretation as a weakness. Instead of emphasizing subjectivity, Patton (1980) suggests
that empathic neutrality and insight is required from the qualitative researcher.
Rationalist methods focus on representational inference, i.e. whether the findings from a
sample represent the whole population (Meredith 1998). Beach et al. (2001a) note the basic
but false assumption of rationality in decision-making in operations management research;
they argue that, because of the complex nature of the decision-making processes, to implement qualitative research designs in operations management research is appropriate. In case
studies the emphasis is on relational inference, i.e. identifying relationships between factors.
In contrast to quantitative approaches, relationships are often readily observed in the case
context (Meredith 1998). Because of context intensity, qualitative designs cannot be fully
specified before beginning fieldwork (Patton 1980; Miles & Huberman 1994) – in other
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words qualitative methods both allow and require flexibility because the phenomenon is
studied in an uncontrolled life context. Critical realism perceives the role of the context to be
fundamental in any observation – quantitative or qualitative, as is pointed by the framework
of three domains in Bhaskar’s (2008, 2) basic argument, again indicating that case methods
are appropriate as methodological choices.

3.2 Overview of methods and designs in original articles
Each of the papers was a timely contribution to the fast-developing services science during
the first decade of 2000’s. Since this development was rapid, and all papers have left their
mark in the discussion regarding their primary focus (servitization, solution type offerings,
innovation in services), it is difficult to come up with a fresh perspective in this summary section by simply drawing the papers’ contributions together, although Section 4.1 does this type
of summary. Therefore, in this report, instead of merely outlining the contributions the papers made at their time of publication and staying at the level of these discourses (i.e. the
‘servitization’ and the ‘kibsification’ discourses) a more generic second level analysis approach is chosen for this compilation part of the dissertation. This means, that a new research question is set, and the findings of the papers, as a set of contributions, are reinterpreted against this research question:

Introduction:theneed tounderstand services
Background:definitions forservices
Gap:inconsistent definitions

Definition:process based view

Theory:processes inservices literature
RQ1:Howdoestheprocessbased natureofserviceoffering
manifestitselfintheindustrialandknowledgeintensive businessto
businessservices contexts?
Context: industrial services &KIBS

Method
Primary analysis: presentation ofpapers
Article I

Article II

Article III

Article IV

Article V

Secondary analysis and findings
RQ2 Whatsupport dothese findingsprovide
fortheprocessbased viewofservices?

Conclusions anddiscussion
Figure7.Thetwoleveleddesignofthisstudy.15
15

Figure 1 in Chapter 1 resembles Figure 7. Figure 1 is intended to demonstrate the organization of the research
report, while Figure 7 demonstrates the research design, more specifically, in a visual form.
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RQ1: How does the process-based nature of service offering manifest itself in the industrial
and knowledge-intensive business-to-business services contexts?
RQ2: What support do these findings provide for the process based view of services?
These research questions were not the direct focus of any of the original articles and are not
explicitly addressed in them. The articles were conducted as a stream of connected research
(findings from one article pointed the direction for the next) and a brief summary for the dissertation was developed (Section 4.1 and Appendix 1). During the period of conducting the
research published as the articles included here, the author’s basic assumptions concerning
services as well as her awareness of the services literature became more explicit, and therefore the positioning of this dissertation moves towards the generic theory of services research. The research question revisits the ‘classic’ service theory and links the inquiry to the
context of the evidence. Figure 7 visualizes the research design of the dissertation.
Next, this Chapter provides an overview of the research methods used in the dissertation. Table 4 lists the methods and which sub-studies (reported in the original articles) include the
methods. Then, each method is discussed in further detail. The discussion on how each
method is implemented in the specific articles of the primary studies is kept brief, as this information is available in the articles.
Table4.Overviewoftheusedmethods,datagatheringandanalysisapproachesusedindifferent
partsofthedissertation.
Primary analysis
Method

Metaanalysis

Article
I

Article
II

Article
III

Article
IV

Article
V

Qualitativeapproach

X

X



X

X

X

Theoretical/conceptual analysis (as main
method);conceptcentricliteraturereview





X





X

Caseresearchstrategy

X

X



X

X



Withincasecomparison

X

X



X

X



Crosscasecomparison,numberoffocalcases



2



4/11

4



Indepththematicinterviewing,totalnumberof
interviews

35

57



X

1)97
2)82



Useofcompanyoriginaldocuments

X

X





X



Qualitative analysis (constant comparative
analysis),qualitativecontentanalysis

X

X



X

X

X

Use of computerassisted qualitative data
analysissoftware











X

3.3 Case research
The case research approach can be used for different types of research purposes: exploration
and description, and building, testing, extending and refining theory (Eisenhardt 1989b, 534535; Johnston, Leach & Liu 1999; Voss et al. 2002, 197). Case research as a methodology is
flexible and can be implemented based on a broad range of basic assumptions of doing research and also using multiple methods in a single study (Hartley 1994). For this reason, different authors have argued for even conflicting views about implementing case study, the
quality of theory and way of theorizing, validity and so on. Stake (1994) is known to represent
the naturalistic approach that emphasizes the intrinsic value of cases and stresses an extreme
interpretive position without a need to theorize. The naturalistic view has some popularity in
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marketing and management research but is not generally followed in the OM discipline as the
latter generally has a preference for rationalist and instrumental approaches. In operations
management research, supporters of case methods generally emphasize the theory building
and flexibility aspects (e.g. Meredith 1998; Voss et al. 2002).
As case studies can combine multiple methods they cannot be defined through method
choice; Hartley (1994) suggests distinguishing case studies in terms of the theoretical orientation. The focus is on understanding processes in their relation to their contexts (Hartley
1994). Theory testing studies investigate whether the theories generated survive the test of
empirical data and produce results that are anticipated by the theory (Voss et al. 2002, 198).
Case study is also useful in the later stages of research, as the observational richness of case
studies provides a means of refutation of, or extensions to, existing concepts (Stuart,
McCutcheon, Handfield et al. 2002, 422).
Yet, case research has been considered as an important method in operations management
researchers’ repertoire because it enables interpretation not accessible with other type of
methods (Voss et al. 2002) and allows observation of insightful relationships at the source
(Wacker 1998). Stuart et al. (2002) explain that because OM deals with complex phenomena,
meaning that for an observed outcome several alternative explanations often exist, some key
factors may be difficult to observe in contrast to other more obvious but less important findings. Beach et al. (2001b, 202) observe that case studies and analyses of published materials
predominate in research that is concerned with intangible issues. Services are such, as has
been discussed in the theoretical framework of this dissertation. Furthermore, case research
is a good choice for studying how and why –questions (Yin 1994; Voss et al. 2002). According to Stuart et al. (2002, 421)
”There would also be serious questions about presumed causal relationships without direct observation and the “evidentiary chain” that case research can provide.”
“All of these factors—paucity of theory, complexity and lack of well-supported definitions and
metrics—favor the use of case studies.” (Stuart et al. 2002, 421)

The results can be concepts, frameworks, proposals or middle range theories (Eisenhardt
1989b, 534-535). Case research strategy was chosen in the original articles I and II because of
the complexity and newness of the studied phenomenon at the time. In articles IV and V, a
qualitative multi-case approach was chosen because research so far did not contain clear
frameworks for analyzing the KIBS aspects being studied. Thus, from now on this subsection
focuses on the qualitative and theory-building type of case research.
While the terms case study and case research are often used interchangeably, Voss et al.
(2002, 197) consider that case studies are units of analysis in case research. Slightly differently, in the current study the term case denotes the unit of analysis; case research designates the research strategy based on single or multi-case design, and case study denotes a
specific study project in which case research is implemented. A case study may contain different levels of analysis in one study, and often several ways of inquiry are combined
(Eisenhardt 1989b, 545). In the above terminology, a single-case study corresponds to
Eisenhardt’s within-case level of analysis, and the multi-case study setting incorporates a second level to compare between the cases.
Case research is usually characterized as context-bound. According to Miles and Huberman
(1994, 25)
“we can define a case as a phenomenon of some sort occurring in a bounded context. The case
is, in effect, your unit of analysis.”

The object of the study is not isolated from its contexts but rather it is chosen because of the
relation to context (Hartley 1994). Case-based research is also a critical means of examining
time-dependent relationships (Stuart et al. 2002). From the inside it is holistic (Patton 1980)
in that it attempts to cover a phenomenon holistically, gathering data from different angles
and generating a ‘thick’ and dynamic description. Indeed, a possible disadvantage with single
case studies is that if they become too context specific broader generalizations are not permitted and the boundary between a phenomenon and its context blurs (Aaboen et al. 2012). Mul-
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tiple case studies allow a better understanding of the interfaces between phenomenon and
contexts as well as identification of different patterns between them because of variety between the phenomenon and its contexts (Aaboen et al. 2012).
A major design issue is the choice between single (Article I) and multi-case design (articles II,
IV and V). A single case research focuses on what the case is about – the key question that
needs to be considered reflectively throughout the analysis, and allows the study to develop
in the direction indicated by the case. Aaboen et al. (2012) argue that single case studies and
multi-case studies are essentially different as the researcher can iteratively reflect and redirect the direction of the study based on findings, whereas multi-case studies must decide up
front what the cases ‘are about’ and follow a preset structure to be comparable. Thus, in a way
these authors are saying that multi-case studies are less inductive than single case studies.
Their claim conflicts with the idea of constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss 1967;
Eisenhardt 1989b) that a researcher can make preliminary conclusions, compare these to
subsequent perceptions, go back and forth to and from cases, and revise and cross-check until all cases fit the emerging theory. Such theory, of course, is more elaborated than a ‘deductively generated’ theory and has descriptive qualities as well. Furthermore, case and qualitative studies do not have to go to extremes with induction, since coherent planning, focusing
and the use of existing bodies of knowledge or even frameworks makes research projects
manageable (Miles & Huberman 1994). Hartley (1994) notes that in a single case setting it
may be hard to tell what is different from other organizations whereas with more cases contrast can be developed.
Sampling is typically theoretical or otherwise purposeful instead of aiming at randomization
(Eisenhardt 1989b, 536-537). The researcher should look for the most representative cases;
however the tradeoff often is that the case must be accessible (Stuart et al. 2002). Selections
of the company cases were done for the purposes of the primary analyses, and were determined by two issues: 1) the case was accessible (i.e. the study was not limited to only published information and the organization was willing to invest time in providing data); 2) in
in-depth cases, the primary knowledge of the case, as provided by the research subjects, indicated that the issues experienced by them matched the researcher’s and the on-going research projects’ thematic interests, i.e. a focus on service development in industrial or
knowledge-intensive services; and 3) there was a sense of newness in the case so that it could
be considered as having potential for developing new knowledge. As is typically the situation
with in-depth case studies, the full nature of the case is learned after the study is completed,
not during the sampling phase. Article III is conceptual, and the companies mentioned are
mere illustrative examples, and were chosen based on their ability to connect the frameworks
to company practices. In Article V, the multi-case comparison is preceded by a qualitative
survey, with respondents covering its population entirely. Finally, the secondary analysis
round has the articles as its sample, following the basic requirement of compilation dissertations, that is to integrate the author’s repertoire of articles published on the subject matter. In
Article II the cases were chosen based on literal replication (predicting similar results), and
articles IV and V combine literal and theoretical replication (see Voss et al. 2002).
Case studies can be retrospective or longitudinal (Voss et al. 2002), although oftentimes researchers do not have the possibility to choose: when an interesting problem-type case is
spotted, its roots have to be studies in retrospect, as is the case in current studies. Beach et al.
(2001b) also point out that a multisite research design with one-shot interviews can be preferred by the subjects because longitudinal designs require more resources from them. However, situations in studied case companies do not freeze at the point of beginning the research, and therefore the researcher can also follow the case life for some time. Very long cases are problematic, as organizations begin to expect feedback from findings, and in order to
continue an action research approach would be required. (Voss et al. 2002) Thus, the cases of
the primary studies are retrospective with extended data gathering and follow-up of up to 2.5
years.
Building a theory from a case study requires several procedures. Defining the research question is important because it prevents being overwhelmed by the mass of data. Also, preliminary definition of concepts is helpful, but these definitions will evolve during the theory
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building process. If the aim is to build a theory based on the data there should not be a hypothesis or line of consideration at the beginning. (Eisenhardt 1989b, 536-537) The analysis
process is not only about coding and retrieving data, as the process must allow the dynamic
involvement of the researcher in interpretation and abstraction (Beach et al. 2001a; Stuart et
al. 2002). During the usually overlapping data collection, analysis and theory building phases
the researcher should ask the two key questions: “What was learned from the data?” and;
“How is this case or piece of data different from the previous?” (Eisenhardt 1989b, 538-539).
In designs where the data is collected intermittently with the analysis, there is a saturation
point which allows the researcher to stop data gathering and the iterative process of analysis:
this happens when new data does not reveal new insights or the redefinition of the construct
does not add significantly to the existing construct (Eisenhardt 1989b, 545).
In the analysis, the data should be treated systematically, for example using categorization
and comparing the data to categories (Hartley 1994). Miles and Huberman (1994) divide
qualitative analysis into three parallel stages: 1) data reduction, 2) data display and 3) conclusion drawing/verification. Data reduction is necessary due to the data-intensive nature of
case research and serves as a step towards further abstraction. There are different ways of
doing the reduction, for instance preparing condensed write-ups (Eisenhardt 1989b, used in
primary Articles) or coding (Glaser & Strauss 1967, used in secondary analysis). If coding is
used to support theory building based on a large and complex body of data, it is essential that
the researcher develops clear but broad-enough definitions for the ‘nodes’ and categorizations, to improve the reliability and manageability of the analysis (Beach et al. 2001a). Yet,
coding is not necessary; a within-case analysis can proceed through producing free-form
write-ups for each site to summarize the data (Eisenhardt 1989b). The researcher should first
be familiar with each case alone before moving on to cross-case comparisons in order to
search for patterns and make more general conclusions (Eisenhardt 1989b).
During the analysis the early constructs are sharpened in an iterative process: first the construct is redefined, and second the evidence is tracked down in the data to validate the construct. The developed theory should fit tightly with the data. (Eisenhardt 1989b) Literature
should also be utilized to strengthen the validity of the developing construct, because the
amount of cases is limited. (Eisenhardt 1989b; Hartley 1994).
The difference between quantitative research and case study research is the technique of generalization: in quantitative study, generalization is based on sampling techniques (Hartley
1994). In case research the theoretical proposition differentiates the unique aspects from the
general ones, and generalization is related to the theoretical proposition, not the population
(Hartley 1994). Case studies rely on logical extrapolation of where analytical or theoretical
generalizations might be applicable (Stuart et al. 2002).
Strength of case research is based on the aim to understanding processes and conditions in
their relation to their contexts, and the researcher can find out more about processes than
with other techniques (Hartley 1994). Another benefit of case research is its likelihood to
produce novel theories that are testable because of the empirical background, and the weakness is that the rigorous data might produce an overly complex or too narrow theory
(Eisenhardt 1989b). Hartley (1994) argues that there is nothing in a research method per se
that would make it weak or strong but it is a matter of the relation between theory and method, and how the researcher applies the method. Also, Eisenhardt (1989b) remarks that the
common notion of the effect of researcher’s preconceptions to end theory might very well be
mistaken, as in the case research the researcher is involved in a challenging iterative process
of making sense of the inconsistencies and paradoxes in the data, and such a process would
be most likely to break down a preset line of thinking.

3.4 Theory building and conceptual analysis
Themes and issues pertaining to theory building, generalization and conceptual analysis
overlap to the extent that these are best discussed together. As can be observed from the previous section, theory building is often discussed in the context of case study because it is one
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of the strengths of the case research method (Eisenhardt 1989b; Meredith 1998; Voss et al.
2002), but it is not limited to case-based designs (Glaser & Strauss 1967). Theoretical or conceptual research strategy was chosen for Article III because the motivation was to develop
and elaborate new theory by ‘transplanting’ an existing concept into a new context (i.e. a theoretical concept from goods supply chain context was modified based on the understanding
of the characteristics of the industrial asset management services context). In addition, the
other articles feature the theory-building case study method.
In the social sciences, theory building is associated with inductive research approaches, often
associated with the use of rich and descriptive data types. The purpose of theory-building research is to build an integrated body of knowledge to be applied to many instances in order to
explain them:
“theory-building research carefully defines concepts, states the domain, explains how and why
relationships exist, and then predicts the occurrence of specific phenomena.” “After the prediction, it typically gathers evidence to see if the phenomena occurs.” (Wacker 1998, 371)

The process starts with data, and works inductively towards a more or less generalizable explanation to the problem observed in the research context and described in the data. Kvale
(1996) distinguishes between three types of generalization: statistical, naturalistic and analytical. The emphasis of the current study is on analytical generalization:
“Analytical generalization involves a reasoned judgment about the extent to which the findings
from one study can be used as a guide to what might occur in another situation. It is based on an
analysis of the similarities and differences of the two situations. In contrast to spontaneous naturalistic generalization, the researcher here bases the generalization claims on an assertational
logic… By specifying the supporting evidence and making the arguments explicit, the researcher
can allow readers to judge the soundness of the generalization claim” (Kvale 1996, 233)

Glaser and Strauss (1967) argue that the generated theory can be expressed in two optional
forms: in propositions form or in discussion form. They have chosen the latter option,
whereas the propositions form is also common in OM.
Choi and Wacker (2011) provide guidelines for theory building in the OM field: 1) a clear
boundary is delineated around the OM/SCM issue which is considered theoretically; 2) theorizing builds on the existing body of literature and propose broadly appealing new constructs;
3) to explain an issue, multiple theoretical perspectives are integrated, even attempting integration of theoretically opposing or orthogonal concepts; 4) the underlying theoretical conception of a dominant paradigm is challenged (Choi & Wacker 2011, 10). According to
Wacker (1998) theory is composed of definitions of terms or variables, the domain in which
the theory applies, a set of relationships of variables, and specific predictions. As such, theoretical definitions are conceptual and not observable; their existence and properties are asserted in order to observe the subject. Theory can be defined as an ordered set of claims
about generic behavior or structure which is assumed to conform throughout a range of specific instances (Wacker 1998).

3.5 In-depth thematic interviewing
Interviews are respondents’ descriptions of a theme that is part of their life-world (Kvale
1996). All case study designs were based on identifying key informants that had relevant
knowledge about the issue under study, and multiple respondents were interviewed each on
their own. The interviews focused on the life-world of the respondents’ work organization,
and in principle more than one person was selected per organization, except in the survey
design of Study 1 in Article V, to identify considerations linked to different work roles from
those more general in the organization. The researcher aimed at interviewing three informants per a sub-topic as a minimum; if the second interviewee has different perceptions than
the first one, the third person allows the researcher to compare and explain the differences.
Moreover, as key informants representing different positions and roles or individual backgrounds were expected to have different views on the studied issue, this was used purposefully as a selection criterion, which allowed covering a broader area of the topic and constructing
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a more coherent view. Rather than producing objective information in the traditional (positivist) sense of reliability the emphasis was on producing information that was adequate to
the object investigated (see Kvale 1996), in other words how the respondent as a working
person and a representative of his/her organization knew things. While it is noted that different views can be due to subjective bias (Voss et al. 2002, 205), in this case the different
roles were expected to lead to differences in responses and narratives. For instance, customers can describe use and purchasing experiences, whereas provider experts know the technical limitations of a solution. A mismatch between the perceptions of these two agents indicates the existence of an operationally relevant problem worth investigating further. The picture of a case becomes more coherent as the perceptions of one party can be connected with
those of another role group of respondents. Table 1 in Article II (Brax & Jonsson 2009, 549)
provides an illustration of these principles in practice. Because of this approach, the withincase analysis typically progressed through levels; making comparisons based on work roles,
sites, linkage to a specific service offering, and so on.
Patton (1980) makes a distinction between an interview guide approach, in which issues to be
covered are outlined in advance but the wording of questions is spontaneous, and a standardized open-ended interview, in which questions are phrased exactly as designed. In the interviews performed for these research projects, the interview guide16 was written as open-ended
questions, but phrased freely. In the middle of an interview, it is more convenient and less
intrusive to replace a question about the use of resources at a particular context simply by
asking “And resources?” allowing the interviewee to continue in the desired direction without
interrupting the thought, and to enter topics as they came up naturally (i.e. associations between issues made by interviewee; the interviewer kept note on the interview guide that all
themes were discussed and later returned to themes that were not fully discussed). In this
manner the atmosphere of the interview was relaxed yet methodologically it was systematic.
Before beginning the interview, the researcher(s) explained to the respondent the principles
through which confidentiality was ensured in the study (respondents kept anonymous in the
reports to the company; company people only knew about who was interviewed if they provided contact information; publishing was subject to confidentiality and company anonymity,
and respondents were asked to make note for the interviewer when they provided confidential information). They were also informed about recording. The interviewer(s) followed the
principle of deliberate naïvete (Kvale 1996) by withdrawing their presuppositions in the interview situation and approached issues through open questions, letting the interviewee
choose the direction and also think and consider questions while speaking. Interview questions were designed as open not hypothesis-like, meaning that a yes/no answer could not be
given, but a descriptive one (what, why, how, who, where, when, etc.). Each response to a
theme was followed by a question about any other possible views the respondent could consider regarding the theme and the interviewer pose a new question only after the respondent
felt everything relevant has been said. When respondents moved on to a theme included in
the interview structure, that theme was discussed thoroughly and the interviewer later
checked the preceding theme for additional insights. While the researcher mostly commented
briefly like “okay” or “aha” or nodding, the researcher also asked more focused questions to
fill in gaps or details, and sometimes summarized an interpretation to check it with the respondent. Building of trust is required to get the respondents to speak openly, yet becoming
trusted is likely to pressure the researcher into a consultative role (Stuart et al. 2002). These
brief signals that the researcher was listening for helped trust-building without intruding. In
closing the interview the respondents were asked if they wished to add something, if they
thought the questions were relevant, and lastly, if they wanted to ask something. At this point
the researcher closed the interview and shared possible views and feedback regarding the
discussed themes (if respondents asked during the interview, the researcher explained that
she’d rather discuss them after the interview in order not to ‘mess up’ the method). The researcher considered interviews successful especially when the respondent told that the ques-

16

The original articles do not include lists of questions due to journals’ restrictions in article length, and the questions or themes relevant for each study are explicated as part of article body text.
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tions made them consider things from a new angle and they felt that the reflection (their
own) was useful.
While interviews were the main method in the empirical articles, the case studies used materials and documents provided by the participating companies or available publicly (e.g. annual reports). These materials were original in the sense that they were produced by the organizations to their own purposes, not generated for and because of the research project.
These materials were used as providing supplementary details, validating the content of the
interviews, and familiarizing with the company before entering the field.

3.6 Qualitative content analysis
3.6.1 The method of constant comparison
Qualitative content analysis is a generic label for methods that study texts, either inductively
or deductively. The method or principle of constant comparison is at the heart of Grounded
Theory method (Glaser & Strauss 1967), but it is also the dominant principle in other traditions of qualitative research (Boeije 2002). The basic idea of the constant comparative method is that theory is both generated and verified, in parallel or cyclically, based on working
closely with the data (Glaser & Strauss 1967). Boeije (2002) considers it as the main intellectual tool, since comparing and contrasting is used for all analysis tasks, such as the identification of the founding categories and their boundaries, assigning text segments to codes and
categories, summarizing, or finding negative evidence. Indeed, constant comparison can be
viewed as the micro-process in making inferences and analysis decisions, or more formally as
a method.
When working in the inductive mode, many procedures and issues of these approaches, i.e.
the qualitative content analysis and the method of constant comparison, are shared. For this
reason, this subsection considers analyzing text contents based on an inductive approach.
The following subsection then considers the main differences when working in a deductive or
theory testing mode. Before continuing it is noted that earlier the constant comparative
method and the interpretive qualitative analysis have been very closely associated with the
grounded theory methodology. However, grounded theory has become a challenging method
because of the academic speculation of its split into two schools, the Glaserian and the
Straussian. While the observation that the method has evolved in two directions since its creation is accurate, more caution should be used in comparing the two directions, as this discussion may have a somewhat systematic bias favoring the Straussian side (see e.g. Denk,
Kaufmann & Carter 2012), and comparisons are not reflected against the philosophical positions (i.e. instructions for specific steps in the analysis are compared as core differences of
the two approaches instead of considering them as the operationalization of the differing
philosophical positions of the two authors). The current study does not specifically follow either of these approaches, but rather utilizes the generic and practically relevant aspects of
grounded theory that are useful in all qualitative and case study – a similar ‘neutral’ approach
can be recognized in the works of Eisenhardt (1989a) and Yin (1981; 1994) and can be traced
to the original descriptions of grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss 1967).
Thus, in the context of grounded theory, the key principles of constant comparison as a
method have been outlined as follows. Sampling is based on theoretical grounds, the data collection and analysis processes are interrelated, and analysis starts readily when some data is
collected (Corbin & Strauss 1990). Constant comparison is present already in theoretical
sampling, as the researcher makes decisions when to introduce new data (Boeije 2002). Concepts are the basic units of analysis; the theorist builds conceptualizations of the “raw data”
by analyzing incidents as potential indicators of phenomena and giving them conceptual labels which allow identifying and comparison of similar incidents (Corbin & Strauss 1990).
The abstraction level of concepts increases as the research continues: concepts concerning
the same phenomenon can be grouped to form categories of related concepts, although not
all concepts become categories. The more abstract conceptualizations develop based on the
properties and the dimensions of the phenomenon, related conditions, expressions, and con-
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sequences. Analysis utilizes constant comparison and searches for patterns and variations,
develops relationships among categories and attempts to verify them. (Corbin & Strauss
1990) The number of ‘steps of comparison’ is not as important as to consider meaningful
comparisons within a given data set or research design: within groups, between groups, contrasting pairs, and so on (Boeije 2002). Saturation is reached when new cases or incidents
can be easily assigned to existing categories (Boeije 2002).
Conceptualization allows the use of researchers’ creativity and other information or theory,
but any elements fed to the analysis must be subjected to comparison with the data (Glaser &
Strauss 1967, 6). While the later works of Strauss have become more dogmatic, originally
Glaser and Strauss (1967, 8) encouraged researchers to publish their own methods for generating theory: they clearly indicate that while the codification and analysis needs to be systematic, it is neither given nor fixed.
Coding represents an attempt to systematize and document the constant comparison decisions made during analysis. Explicit procedures enable the evaluation of qualitative studies
(Corbin & Strauss 1990, 4). In open coding, the data are analytically broken into segments
that are given conceptual meaning and associated with a code label reflecting this meaning.
After identification, the code-segment association becomes the basis of further comparisons.
Associations between codes may develop into categories. Breaking the data into such segments forces preconceived notions and ideas to be examined against the data. In axial coding, the analyst examines the relationships between the categories and subcategories. To consider a ‘working hypothesis’ plausible it needs to be found repeatedly. In selective coding categories are associated with a core category and their descriptive details are explicated.
(Corbin & Strauss 1990, 12-14)

3.6.2 Directed qualitative content analysis method and metaanalysis
Content analysis can be applied to various types of textual data, including printed articles
(Hsieh & Shannon 2005, 1278) as is the case in the current dissertation. Hsieh and Shannon
(2005, 1278) define qualitative content analysis
“as a research method for the subjective interpretation of the content of text data through the
systematic classification process of coding and identifying themes or patterns.”

Hsieh and Shannon (2005) distinguish between three main approaches in contemporary
content analysis methodology: 1) conventional, in which categories are derived directly from
the data; 2) directed, in which analysis begins with a theory or relevant findings as guidance
for initial codes; or 3) summative, which involves measuring and comparisons followed by
interpretation of the underlying context. The secondary analysis of the original articles utilizes the directed content analysis method.
The goal of the directed approach is to validate or extend a theoretical framework or theory
(Hsieh & Shannon 2005, 1281). Therefore, this method is considered appropriate for the
purpose of this study, i.e. to further study the plausibility of the process based conceptualization of service offerings. The main difference between grounded theory and content analysis
methods, which are rather similar in many aspects of the methodology, is that (typically) research using grounded theory is designed to aim at theory formulation, whereas content
analysis may be used to pursue a broader set of goals, including organizing, clarifying and
elaborating theory (Hsieh & Shannon 2005).
Also, content analysis can be limited to a given set of data, such as the five articles summarized in the current dissertation, whilst in grounded theory the theorizing may demand complementary data to reach a saturation point. Content analysis of published research has been
discussed under the methodological label of qualitative metasynthesis although literature on
the method is still scarce (McCormick, Rodney & Varcoe 2003, 935):
“We define qualitative metasynthesis as the theories, grand narratives, generalizations, or interpretive translations produced from the integration or comparison of findings from qualitative
studies.” (Sandelowski, Docherty & Emden 1997, 365-366)
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Sandelovski et al. (1997, 367) identify types of metasyntheses that have been conducted: the
synthesis can 1) integrate findings from the analytical paths taken by the same researcher(s)
within a research program; 2) qualitatively analyze findings across studies, and 3) quantify
findings across studies. The current analysis represents the first type of metasynthesis.
McCormick et al. (2003) have used a similar design in the area of health research; the reinterpretative meta-analysis of their prior publications yielded new interpretations on central
concepts through the cross-comparison of the studies.
Eto and Kyngäs (2008) compare inductive and deductive content analysis and consider the
latter as suitable for theory testing; they suggest that deductive analysis always begins with
developing a structured analysis matrix whereas the inductive approach starts generating
openly from the text, writing notes, then gathering and sorting them. However, their view is
based on the idea that analysis is conducted by hand. The use of software for qualitative
analysis enables flexibly creating variations of the approaches: codes are documented adhoc and can be revised endlessly, and initial analysis structures can be elaborated as the analysis progresses. For this reason, the term directed content analysis (Hsieh & Shannon 2005)
better captures the style of analysis applied in the secondary analysis of this study: the researcher has an initial assumption to test, a robust plan how to identify supporting or evidence from the data, whereas the categories and structures are elaborated and supplemented
by closer observations of the data. Considering the richness of text-based information to follow a basic deductive procedure, when working with textual data, is inefficient in discovering
what the studied texts can offer. Also, considering the amount of discussion about inductive
and deductive approach quite little is written about the level in which this particular type of
inference takes place: these terms are used both to point to the whole research design and at
the detailed level of analyzing data. For instance, a deductive research design can combine
deductive and inductive reasoning at the micro level when working with non-standardized
data like text. Also, an inductive study typically has some focus direction and uses deductive
strategies in the micro level; when an inductive finding “arises” from a piece of data, the researcher uses it as a micro-hypothesis and verifies it by comparison with the remaining data.
Existing theory may provide predictions about the variables of interest, and their relationships, thus facilitating the development of the initial coding scheme and code relationships
(Hsieh & Shannon 2005, 1281). The analysis procedure begins with identifying initial coding
categories based on theory, continues by developing operational definitions for the coding
categories or alternatively moves directly to the coding of data. Sometimes the operational
definitions are helpful whereas in other cases they might distract the researcher from identifying relevant issues in data. As findings, directed content analysis generates supporting
and/or nonsupporting evidence for a theory. A typical approach to present findings is to
show codes with exemplars and descriptive evidence. (Hsieh & Shannon 2005, 1281)
Meta-analyses have been problematized because different authors disagree on whether the
studies combined should represent the same methodological-philosophical position or represent only one method (McCormick et al. 2003). In the current study the former is not a problem as it can be considered that the author’s position has remained relatively similar and she
has ensured collaborated papers are compatible with her position. The method issue could be
viewed as problematic from a relativist view, whereas this study builds on Critical Realism
which maintains a pluralistic view that different methodologies can be combined. Focusing
on one’s own work allows access to raw data and preservation of context – issues which are
among the main criticisms of qualitative analysis – but has the limitation that it cannot not
be as comprehensive as an analysis of a whole substantive area (McCormick et al. 2003).

3.6.3 Using qualitative analysis software
Use of software for coding qualitative data has been considered helpful when working with
recorded and transcribed interviews (Voss et al. 2002, 212). It is equally useful in conducting
metasynthesis. A challenge noted in preparing this chapter is that the published articles on
the use of computer assisted qualitative analysis software (CAQDAS) have been left behind by
the development of new features available in these programs today. However, the basic principles of coding and analysis stay similar; the development is seen as increased flexibility and
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improved user interface, and additional features that the analyst can benefit from in analyzing, summarizing and managing data. Still, CAQDAS cannot analyze the data, it only supports the researchers’ analytical process (Leech & Onwuegbuzie 2007, 578).
CAQDAS is not a method or a specific analysis technique; it provides tools that can be flexibly
used for a broad variety of qualitative analysis. Atlas.ti, which was used in the secondary
analysis round in this study, is among the most complete software packages available. In coding with any software, the researcher chooses the text segment to which a code is applied,
linking the two together. Later, text segments associated with a code can be easily retrieved
and combined for further analysis. This code-and-retrieve function is the basic principle in all
CAQDAS packages but a wealth of other functions to link, search, journal and form patterns
also exist. The software does not interpret the data, but helps the researcher to manage the
data and conduct analysis systematically. It also saves documentation of the analysis. (Lewins
& Silver 2007)
In coding, the analyst disaggregates data into segments and gives labels to meaning in the
segments (Leech & Onwuegbuzie 2007, 578). The Atlas.ti 6 program used in the current
study does this, but the analyst sees the segments highlighted as part of the data, allowing the
segments to be connected with the surrounding narrative. Coding and analysis can proceed in
levels or rounds, as noted earlier (Corbin & Strauss 1990). Peters and Wester (2007, 641)
note that the function of codes changes in the course of analysis, and identify three types: 1)
descriptive codes to indicate what has been found in the data, and is considered as relevant
for the research questions and developing conceptualizations, 2) analytic codes to indicate
underlying concepts and identify dimensions, and 3) pattern codes to refer to found patterns
such as co-occurrence of concepts and dimensions. Because CAQDAS programs record all
major moves made during the analysis, an audit trail is left (Leech & Onwuegbuzie 2007,
578).
In a traditional Grounded Theory type of analysis the coding begins with open coding and
proceeds to axial coding and selective coding. However, in the current study it was noted that
in a focused content analysis coding can start from the selective coding level in which instances that represent certain themes are coded. As is explained in the description of the
analysis, the researcher first looked for broad main codes and then moved to a closer level of
axial coding to see what more specific themes the general codes “contain”. This corresponds
with Miles and Huberman’s (1994) descriptive and interpretive codes; they also have the
third stage of pattern codes – given the brevity and nature of the studied material (published
papers) the coding was not taken to this level, but such patterning was directly worked on
with the tables and the text in the manuscript. Like inductive coding, such deductive approach can be iterative and cyclical (Lewins & Silver 2007). During the coding and interpreting, ideas and interpretations were written in comment boxes of the quoted segments and the
codes.

3.7 Reliability and validity
Reliability in interview research concerns the consistency of findings and depends on the
ways in which questions are asked in interviews, the transcription process, and text passages
are assigned to categories (Kvale 1996, 235-236). The more traditionalist view of reliability as
replicability “with the same results” (Yin 1994) is unrealistic for qualitative case research.17
Unreliability decreases the chances of validity, but reliability as such does not ensure validity
(Krippendorff 2004).In the current studies reliability was endorsed by the following practices: the researcher(s) avoided leading questions or implicative wordings in questions. As several interviews were typically conducted in a single organization, the truthfulness of the insights provided by respondents could be detected based on comparison. The transcription
17

First, these studies take place in an open system context. The researcher’s part of the method implementation
can be controlled but not the respondents. Second, even if the exactly same case is studied repeatedly, as Yin
(1994) suggests, the time context changes generating experiences, learning, changes in activities and focus, etc.,
and results can be different but reliable and valid.
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process was done based on voice-recorded material and carried out word-by-word. In primary studies, assigning text passages to themes was either discussed in the group of authors to
reach agreement, or, in Article I which was a solo project, was documented. In the secondary
analysis the exemplary passages are shown and the material studied is public. According to
Hsieh and Shannon (2005) the success and trustworthiness of a content analysis depends on
the coding process, which should be systematically applied (also Stuart et al. 2002).
Validity is a more complex issue for that there are several types and differing views about validity. Kvale (1996, 328-240) identifies three classical validity criteria: correspondence, coherence and pragmatic validity; and the more postmodern criteria of quality of craftsmanship
and communicative validity. The correspondence criterion is emphasized in objectivist approaches and focuses on the similarity of findings to the conditions in ‘objective reality’. The
coherence criterion serves the purposes of qualitative research better as it focuses on the internal consistency and logic of the findings. Pragmatic validity refers to a “test” of the produced knowledge by implementing it in a relevant practice context. Validity based on craftsmanship points to the practices of conducting research in a manner that emphasizes crosschecking, asking questions, being critical and theorizing further. Communicative validity refers to testing knowledge through dialogue. (Kvale 1996)
Stuart et al. (also Yin 1994; 2002, 425) consider construct and internal validity as the primary concern for case studies:
Construct validity: “basically, whether the measurements reflect the phenomena they are supposed to”;
Internal validity: “basically, the validity of the relationships B whether the conjectured relationships actually exist, as opposed to outcomes resulting from spurious relationships”

Thus, construct validity is based on the correspondence criterion, and internal validity is
based on the coherence criterion although it has elements of correspondence as well (i.e.
whether the cause in relationship is actually included in the design). Internal validity is a focal issue in explanatory but less so in descriptive-explorative approaches (Yin 1994; Dubois &
Gibbert 2010). Yin (1994) adds external validity which refers to designating the boundaries of
generalizability of the findings. Other criteria that have been added are credibility, usefulness, consistency, plausibility and potential for further elaboration (Strauss & Corbin 1994;
Dougherty 2004). Thus, validity in qualitative and/or case research concerns the confidence
of theory building and produced constructs as well as the level at which these can be generalized (Beach et al. 2001a). This view can be seen as shifting from the correspondence criterion
towards the craftsmanship and communicative criteria. Many authors agree that the key matter in evaluating theory building case research is the quality of the produced theory: a good
theory is concise, testable and coherent, and brings something new to the body of knowledge
(Eisenhardt 1989b).
Validity can be increased by using triangulation approaches (Hartley 1994). These can be implemented at the level of the analysts, data sources and types, and methods (Beach et al.
2001a; Stuart et al. 2002). Also, validity is created by visibility of decisions and procedures
for the reader: if the quality of the construct is good the process of producing it should also
be, explaining the process and providing evidence of the data/theory fit increase the process
validity (Eisenhardt 1989b). Yin (1981, 63) calls this principle preserving a chain of evidence
in conducting each analytic step. It means that through transparency of procedures implemented, based on detailed reporting, final validity judgments are left for readers to make rather than being made for them (Seale 1999).
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4 FINDINGS
4.1 Primary studies: contributions to industrial and
knowledge intensive services research
This chapter presents the primary findings of the five articles contributing to this dissertation, each in turn. Appendix 2 presents the five papers side by side in a table format, abstracted in a structured manner. The table addresses the background of each study, the research question(s) or the purpose or the objective(s), the theoretical discourse(s) addressed
including conceptual framings, research design, data, analysis methods, main findings, main
conclusions, discussion and evaluation, research implications, and managerial or practical
implications. Methodological issues have been covered in the previous chapter of this dissertation, and this section concentrates on the findings, conclusions and implications that the
five papers offer into the research stream of industrial and knowledge intensive services.
Where appropriate (papers I, II, IV and V) the context of the study is also explained.

4.1.1 Article I: A manufacturer becoming service provider – challenges and a paradox
4.1.1.1 Background, objectives and areas of contribution
The study was initiated as part of a research project focusing on new types of service based
offerings in the manufacturing sectors. In 2001 the case company studied in this single case
design was contacted in a search for emerging research topics and subjects in the industrial
service business. The company representatives pointed out a new managerial problem that
they had recognized. This problem context was evaluated by the research team and was chosen as the subject of the study because its novelty indicated possibilities for research contributions in the emerging servitization area at the time.
Due to the newness of the topic and its research area, and the guaranteed access to in-depth
case context which enabled the researcher to do explorative research aiming at theorybuilding, the research objectives were stated loosely. In essence, the study set out 1) to diagnose challenges, and their root causes, associated with a maintenance management software
system offering, and 2) investigate whether the servitization strategy of extending the software-based offering as an integrated solution offering would facilitate in resolving the problems. Personnel in positions associated with the focal software offering were interviewed.
These were maintenance management system developers who engineered and installed the
system for customers, personnel from other internal departments that were involved by
providing information or support for the system, personnel in the global service network using the software and providing support for customers, representatives of the sales department, and internal customers (business units providing full operations services that used the
system). Also, external customers using the software system were interviewed.
The study makes a contribution in the research stream of industrial services. Despite its earlier introduction (Vandermerwe & Rada 1988), using the term ‘servitization’ to denote this
phenomenon has become acceptable only recently. The main issues addressed in Paper I are
1) the changing nature of manufacturing companies’ total offering; 2) shifts in the value chain
positions taken by manufacturers; and 3) the nature of the transformation process from a
manufacturer into a service driven business.

4.1.1.2 Main findings and conclusions
The complex problem situation was broken down by sorting observed challenges and details
into six analytical categories (see Appendix 1 for the analytical procedures). In Article I the
findings are presented in a descriptive style. Here the presentation of the six challenges is developed further from the original article text, because in the published descriptions of each
challenge, a logic including a root cause and resulting problem can be discovered. The inten-
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tion is simply to articulate the findings in a more sophisticated manner. The challenges and
the root causes and problems are presented in Table 5.
Table5.ChallengesassociatedwiththesoftwaresystemidentifiedinArticleI.
Challenge type
1)Marketingchallenge

Root cause
Provider’s existing practices of selling Æ
theproductasasystem(i.e.aphysical
product) instead of as a service
dominantsolutionoffering

Resulting problem
Lack of systematic provider support for
thecustomer’scoproductiverole

2)Productionchallenge

Provider treating the offering as an Æ
addonofferingtothecapitalgoods

Lack of internal crossfunctional support
withintheproviderorganization

3)Deliverychallenge

Provider ignoring timing and cultural Æ
aspectsinthedesignoftheofferingat
ahigherlevel
Æ
Unsophisticateddesignofthesystem

Operational challenges in installation
projects

Provider’s lack of processes to man Æ
age communication, feedback and
informationflows
a) Product design in the back office Æ
treated as provider’s core compe
tence, maintenance work visible to
customerstreatedasnoncore
b)Opportunismatbothsides

Source of further negative customer
feedback and increased communication
needs

4)Productdesignchallenge
5)Communicationchallenge

6)Relationshipchallenge

Customer’sproblemsinsystemuse

a)Credibilityissues
b) Customers’ misuse of/skepticism
againstthesystem

The identified challenge types in Table 5 provide the answer to the first research objective.
The six challenges broken into root causes and resulting problem situations discovered in the
study capture and explain the problems experienced by the provider company.
The second objective was to investigate whether the servitization strategy of extending the
software-based offering as an integrated solution offering would facilitate the resolving of the
problems in attempting to develop further operations around the software system. While the
original objective sets out to confirm or disprove the integrated solution strategy as a relief to
the experienced problems the findings from the case study are more complex and extend further from this original positioning. First, the challenges signify that the studied offering already has important service aspects in it, and second the challenges stem from the provider’s
operations that remained optimized for goods based business. Therefore, adopting a
servitization strategy was expected to solve a major part of the identified problems. However,
implementing such strategy requires a major change of orientation in the organizational
practices and strategic focus and cannot be achieved by merely adding service offerings to the
company portfolio. Such service additions may remain isolated and lack the organizational
support they require, and become unsuccessful.

4.1.1.3 Contribution and discussion
Within the broader literature on B2B services, Article I mainly contributes to the research
stream of servitization (or service infusion in) manufacturing. The findings of the study indicate that the provision of industrial services or integrated solution offerings requires systemic
support, and that such support is different from the traditional transaction-oriented management practices characteristic for high-tech manufacturing businesses. The single case
demonstrates that an offering that consists of both physical good and service components
cannot be sold as a physical product transaction, or put more precisely, requirements are different for selling pure physical goods and hybrid type offerings. For services, support is required specifically to: a) motivate and design customer’s co-productive participation in the
service process, b) understand the customer’s use context, c) develop a shared understanding
of the offering, d) align the provider’s incentive systems with the service concept, e) effectively manage information across functions and in collaboration with the customer, and f) elongate support from mere delivery to cover the use phase. Therefore, merely adding services on
top of a goods-dominated total offering is not expected to yield in a service-focused total of-
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fering but a more radical approach is necessary to question the manufacturing firm’s mindset
and traditions.
The study questions earlier basic assumptions about manufacturers’ transformation into service provision by arguing that 1) managing services as ‘add-ons’ to goods-dominated business
(i.e., the differentiation logic), is a major source of operational and quality problems. Therefore, 2) incremental servitization through adding secondary services to good-dominant total
offering is problematic rather than risk-free, because the need for systemic service support
conflicts with the systemic structures associated with the traditional transaction orientation.
This confirms that 3) firms providing hybrid type offerings should adopt a service orientation. The findings also indicate that 4) industrial services are not easily copied due to their
systemic nature.
The research implication from the study is that the servitization process as a phenomenon is
not limited to level of the offering and needs go beyond the analysis of the types of offerings
added in the provider’s total offering. Servitization needs to be researched as an organizationally intense process.
The study also indicates several practical or managerial implications for companies pursuing
the servitization strategy. 1) The provision of services as free-of-charge additions to goods
easily attracts negligence but even free-of-charge service offerings cannot be treated carelessly (and their provision incurs costs). 2) Perception of services as mere costs of goods sales
generates quality problems. 3) Poor quality of services presents a risk for goods sales as it can
reduce the customer’s willingness to invest on the provider’s brand of capital goods. 4) Organizing proper support for service elements in the total offerings requires building of systemic support based on a service orientation and focusing on the customer’s process. 5) Opportunistic tactics should not be used when building service relationship.
The study has the following limitations. First, Article I provides a rich and close description
of the case, but it fails to provide transparency in the form of direct quotes of the interview
data. Second, the findings of the study are based on a single case company as the provider
firm. Therefore the findings can be taken as evidence for questioning the earlier assumptions.
Reasonable evidence is provided to back up the claim that goods-oriented culture, mechanisms and practices inhibit successful launch and operation of industrial services, and that
incremental strategy to shift into service business allows these inhibiting structures to remain
in power. From this study it is not possible to assess whether (and to what extent) the specific
challenges identified in the case company are found in other ‘servitizing’ manufacturers, and
more challenges can be found in other companies. Also, from this study it is not possible to
generalize how common this goods-dominant orientation is among the population of
servitizing OEMs, whether it can be manifested in different ways, and what other orientations
might exist.

4.1.2 Article II: Developing integrated solution offerings for remote
diagnostics: A comparative case study of two manufacturers
4.1.2.1 Background, objectives and areas of contribution
This study is a collaboration between two researchers that compares two cases in which an
original equipment manufacturer develops an integrated solution offering for remote monitoring of their installed base at the customer sites. The authors learned of each other’s case
through conference speeches and observed great similarity in the case contexts and preliminary findings, as well as good methodological compatibility in data gathering and preliminary
within-case analysis. The researchers set out to conduct a comparative study of the cases in
order to cross validate the early observations and refine findings. Therefore, the research design followed the principles of a descriptive cross-case comparison aiming at theory building.
A somewhat normative process implementation approach was dominant in the existing research on servitization and integrated solutions. This view was manufacturer-focused and
based on data gathered from manufacturing companies but not from their customers. Ad-
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dressing this, the research purpose of Article II is to initiate critical discussion of the dominant view on product-to-services-and-solutions transition by 1) incorporating the customers’
perspective and 2) demonstrating the complexities faced by the case firms. This is based on
the analysis of 57 in-depth interviews gathered from the two companies and their customers.
The paper thus addresses three issues within the research stream in servitization through integrated solutions: 1) integrated solution offerings strategy as a form of servitization as the
focal phenomenon; 2) the nature of the transformation process from a goods selling manufacturer into integrated solutions provider; 3) maintenance management of capital goods as a
specific context to develop integrated solution offerings.

4.1.2.2 Main findings and conclusions
Aiming at transparency of context and comparability of the cases, the article first describes
the development histories of the integrated solutions. Both companies sought out to exploit
their technical core competence based on product design and manufacturing of their installed
base products, and the solutions strategy was supported by top management. One company
began the development with stand-alone maintenance software systems before the remote
diagnostics technology was available, and had more versions of the offering in use. Large
amount of versions generated technical and organizational problems. The other case company developed a remote monitoring system directly and had fewer operational problems.
However, their offering was not selling as they expected. Both companies developed the technical solutions and the business offerings in parallel.
Second, the structure of the offerings is analyzed. Both solution architectures were found to
consist of similar elements, which led to developing a framework for solution offering structure. Integrated solutions include a basic solution consisting of elements representing the installed base, a solution system platform, information offerings, and service components. This
structure needs to be customized to reach the functioning integrated solution for the customer. An up-grading layer can be added to reach a ‘total solution’ with advanced value propositions.
Next, detailed analysis of the problems experienced and successful practices and conditions
led to identifying two levels of integration as prerequisite for successful integrated solutions:
a) internal, i.e. basic level integration between the components of the offering and supporting
elements; b) external, i.e. higher level integration between systems (customer’s business system as main system and provider’s system as sub-system). Also, in both firms, technical orientation dominated over customer orientation, which was interpreted to explain the existence of integration problems.
The study set out to challenge the dominant view by incorporating the customer’s perspective. It concludes that achieving external integration and alignment with customer’s business
system requires understanding the customer’s business system; its targets, restrictions and
operating principles, whereas opportunistic behavior is a barrier for customer-provider collaboration. Strong focus on manufactured products may explain weak customer orientation.
The study also aimed to challenge the straight-forward process implementation view of the
literature. While case analysis sections demonstrate complexities, the study suggests that
complexity of solution offerings can be reduced by a model that identifies four categories of
product elements in a solution offering architecture, and separates the layers of basic structure, customization aspects and value-increasing up-grades. While the physical goods aspect
of the solution may be relatively standardized, customers’ usage patterns are variable, which
will influence the offering as a system. The study indicates that value creation in solution offerings is based on long term collaboration rather than short term transaction. Customer’s
decision to source integrated maintenance solutions is based on comparing risk-sharing benefits, cost and skill improvements, and the service orientation of the providing company. Interdependencies between the components and context make integrated solutions systemic in
nature. This explains why development of solution offerings is complicated even when the
result is a success.
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4.1.2.3 Contribution and discussion
The study makes the following contributions to the research streams of servitization and integrated solution offerings (and other type of goods-services hybrid offerings). First, a definition for integrated solution offerings is developed. The longer time scope separates integrated
solution offerings from CoPS deliveries. The structural representation of the offering advances earlier views of integrated solutions as goods-services-bundles. Earlier normative approaches to developing integrated solutions business are questioned as being somewhat simplistic. Also, the identified systemic complexity questions the traditional assumption that services are easy to copy because they lack physical characteristics that need technical research
and development.
Instead of recommending a shift from pure manufacturing focus to pure customer focus the
study argues that solution business requires both a strong customer orientation and a strong
focus on the technical product quality. This can be conceptualized as s shift to a long-term
systems orientation characterized by holistic, long-term focused, balanced and mutually beneficial collaboration between the provider and the customer.
The study has several implications for research: 1) Service operations management needs to
engage in finding other ways to improve service efficiency than decoupling activities to back
office. These are needed for collaborative services that take place at the customers’ premises
and can be regarded as a part of customer’s business system. 2) The complexity and contextspecificity characteristics need to be better addressed in studies of developing integrated solutions. 3) More empirical research should be conducted on how firms can achieve successful
external integration and increase internal integration in solutions business. The focal role of
the customer points to the need of better involving them in future solutions research. 4) The
combinatorial nature (goods, services and knowledge) of solutions should be reflected in the
use of theory in solutions research, and these hybrid offerings, being a target of further research, question the traditional juxtaposition between physical goods and services.
The study has managerial implications for the design of integrated solution offerings. Solution design must focus on continuity and incremental profit making rather than returns from
one-off transactions. Integrated solution developers must take into account the variability of
the customers’ usage of the installed base products and the organizational context. When use
patterns of an IB product line vary between customers, segmenting clients based on their
business model type (associated with usage patterns) rather than only by the type of installed
base is recommended. Providers must gain knowledge about their customers’ perspective to
value creation, and realize that in solutions their processes are not buffered cores in the back
office but open for customers’ observation. Indeed, customer and service orientations should
be nourished while maintaining a high level of technical product competence. The findings
illustrate that the dynamics of value creation differ between selling goods and providing solutions.
Of course, limitations for the study can be recognized. While a comparative method generally
improves reliability and validity, the case studies were first conducted separately as withincase analyses, and the comparative study was designed after data collection. Therefore small
methodological differences in data gathering and the first rounds of analysis obviously exist.
Also, qualitative analysis is difficult to replicate and the researchers have aimed at transparency through thick case description to compensate for this. However, the fact that the researchers had separately concluded very similar primary findings from their single case data
sets already indicates some level of validity for the findings. In other words, the two cases illustrating somewhat similar situations signified quite similar findings.

4.1.3 Article III: Comparing provider-customer constellations of visibility-based service
4.1.3.1 Background, objectives and areas of contribution
This article set out to adopt a descriptive model from related research in physical supply
chains in the services and servitization contexts. A conceptual model developed in the re-
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search group was perceived to be useful in the context of physical supply chains, but was not
applicable in the context of industrial services supply chain. The authors set out to test
whether it can be conceptually developed into a model that represents a service context.
Article III is fully conceptual/theoretical. Its objective is to introduce a representation
scheme that can help original equipment manufacturers and their customers choose between
different constellations of visibility-based service. This is done with conceptual modelbuilding based on a concept-centric literature review.
The paper combines two streams of literature; it implements a supply chain perspective to
original equipment manufacturers’ ‘servitization’, based on industrial asset management and
supply chain management literatures: 1) visibility in visibility-based service infusion; 2) customer integration and co-production; 3) technological aspects.

4.1.3.2 Main findings and conclusions
Clearly, the main findings of a conceptual study consist of the presentation of the developed
framework. According to the developed framework, a generic asset management demand
chain of a customer company may consist of five generic functions: service purchasing, asset
information management, maintenance, asset use, and business planning. A generic service
supply chain of an OEM may include four functions: solution design, resource positioning,
service delivery and installed base information management. These ‘chains’ are connected by
the demand visibility point (DVP) in which the service provider receives information about
customer’s service need, and the requirement penetration point (RPP) which is the function
in the service supply chain that received the information.
Four different value constellations in maintenance demand- supply chains can be identified
using the representational model for visibility-based service infusion based on the amount of
‘visibility’:
1. Default constellation: arms-length after sales service in which service purchasing is
the DVP and service production is the RPP, allowing the provider focus only on order fulfillment, which is a wasteful approach for both parties.
2. Constellation I: collaborative service supply chain management in which transactional purchasing is eliminated by 1) the customer adopting an asset information
management system and 2) the provider’s increased visibility (i.e. DVP) to maintenance function, allowing the provider to use information (RPP) in resource positioning, which should increase efficiency and can reduce costs.
3. Constellation II: condition-based maintenance as a service in which visibility is increased as DVP moves to asset use that generates maintenance. This cause-andeffect information enables adopting predictive/condition based maintenance technologies and a consistent installed base management approach for increased reliability.
4. Constellation III: visibility-based asset management as a service in which visibility
(DVP) reaches the customer’s business planning, enabling the provider to extend
the service supply by a solutions design function (new RPP). This increases asset
flexibility.
The main conclusion from the identification of the four constellations is that for each potential maintenance service promise level a required visibility point can be identified in the asset
management demand chain. Without the required level of visibility, a value promise lacks
operational basis. Service infusion can be described through the different constellations as
the starting point of basic reactive maintenance services is enhanced by extending the value
proposition. The first stage of value creation is the order fulfillment (Default Constellation).
In Constellation I, resolving the resource positioning challenge increases service efficiency. In
Constellation II, increased visibility resolves the planning challenge and reliability can be improved. In Constellation III, resolving the feedback challenge enables collaborative planning
between the customer(s) and the provider, which enables the improvement of asset flexibility. The representational model indicates that service infusion in the level of single customerprovider relationship proceeds sequentially (not incrementally) through these constellations.
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4.1.3.3 Contribution and discussion
The key contribution of the paper lies both in the developed framework and in the argument it illustrates; that service infusion as the OEM-provider ‘moving downstream’ means
moving upstream in customer’s demand chain, and that this infusion requires significantly
different information from the customer. The article also signifies that tangible systems do
not end up as “add-ons” in eventual value proposition of servitization but are an important
part of systemic hybrid offerings such as integrated solutions and product-service-systems.
The research implications concern the use of the presented framework in further studies
on servitization. The proposed representation of the value constellations can be used to document and describe the transformation processes associated with servitization in manufacturing companies. It offers researchers an opportunity to balance the level of detail in rich
case descriptions with theoretical abstraction when documenting transformation processes.
The required levels of visibility, identified for each service proposition, have managerial
relevance. The representational model supports managerial decision making in considering
alternative service propositions for industrial asset management by drawing together the perspectives of the provider and the customer through the supply and demand views. Thus it can
facilitate the adoption of visibility-based services in customer companies and the strategic
development of the service propositions in the provider companies. In an on-going constellation, the representational model supports providers in explicating their asset related information needs and requirements to their customers.
The main limitations for the study are that pricing issues, operative issues regarding the
building of the required information infrastructure and integration issues were not considered in this conceptual analysis although they indicate major practical challenges. Furthermore, the scheme has a simplified view of OEM as the provider and the installed base user as
the customer, although these roles may be possessed by different third parties as well.

4.1.4 Article IV: Innovation process interlinked with the process of
service delivery: a management challenge in KIBS
4.1.4.1 Background, objectives and areas of contribution
A parallel and overlapping research interest with servitization in manufacturing is the advanced servitization in other business-to-business industries. This research stream focuses
on knowledge-intensive services. Although the research on knowledge intensive business services (KIBS) argued them being major sources of innovations, it lacked a close-up study on
the forming of innovation. A research project was started to explore the nature and management of service innovation in this context. In the search of potential cases to be included in a
comparative case research design 11 service offerings were found in the companies partnering
with the research project.
As its research objective, the study thus set out to explore the nature of innovation processes
in service firms, particularly in the knowledge intensive business service context. Three distinct literature streams of service innovation theory were taken as the starting point and
compared. These are 1) new service development , i.e. the traditional, linear model; 2) the
“Nordic School”, i.e. the model-based approach focusing on service pre-requites; and 3) the
“Lille School”, i.e. the approach building on service innovation types.

4.1.4.2 Main findings and conclusions
The key findings include 1) the classification of the empirical service innovation cases in
comparison to the theoretical service innovation types gathered from the literature and 2) the
analysis of the nature of each innovation process behind the innovative offering. Five cases
fulfilled the criteria to be considered as innovations, three cases were diagnosed as being tailor-made services including a possibility for replication, and three cases represented gradual
development and elements new to the firm. Case 1 was considered to include multiple incremental innovations, improvement and recombination. Case 3 was considered an incremental
formalization innovation. Case 5 showed newness in its area and later a formalization type
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innovation. Case 6 was also new in its area, and included addition and formalization types of
innovation. Case 10 represented incremental formalization and recombination. Cases 2, 4, 7,
8, 9 and 11 were not considered as true innovations after the detailed analysis. In the innovations, consultancy had a central role and was combined with other aspects of the offering, or
the offering consisted of pure consultancy.
The nature of the innovation process varied between the studied cases. One case was based
on the traditional NSD model – not necessarily a linear model but a separate development
phase preceded launch. A customer suggested the service idea, and the development project
included technical work (programming software). Four innovations and two potential innovations were based on the rapid application approach. In this the idea is put directly into
practice and the development of a service is conducted as part of the service delivery processes for a customer. This approach is favored because a) it is cost-effective for the provider, b)
customers may need a new type of solutions quickly, and c) in many situations the service
process requires customer involvement to the extent that the provider cannot develop the
service independently, or d) the idea may come from the customer, making collaborative development natural. One potential innovation was recognized a posteriori, as a firm realized
its project management business had evolved into a model that could be replicated in another
context.
The conclusions are that service development may be based on different process models; service innovation can emerge through traditional pre-planned development process as well as
in an ad-hoc manner in parallel to service delivery. The latter, labeled as ‘rapid application’,
was the most common in this set of data. Three issues favoring rapid application were found:
it was a low-cost, low-risk approach for the provider, a service required customer participation in development, and strong market pull for the new service. All service innovations included at least elements of consulting service.

4.1.4.3 Contribution and discussion
The main contribution of the article is that these findings reconcile the dispute about the nature of the service innovation; both the formal and informal models were shown to be feasible. In studying the nature of the innovation, the typology by Gallouj and Weinstein (1997)
was found useful. Edvardsson’s (1997) model was practical for brief general modeling of the
services prior to the innovation analysis, but as a generic framework it does not suggest specific innovation or process types. Furthermore, the findings illustrate that in addition to
emerging industries innovations can be found in those sectors that are considered as mature
and routine, such as accounting, as new regulations change demand.
The research implications are that Edvardsson’s model is recommended as a feasible framework for studies focusing on the locus of innovation in a service offering or system. Further
research is needed on the nature of innovations in services and the characteristics of service
innovation processes in other geographical areas and in sectors (or types of services) other
than the professional or knowledge intensive business services. Using broader survey data is
an obvious next step. This study did not focus on the management of the service innovation
processes, which also requires attention. Also, to clarify this unclear area, comparative research about formalization type of service innovation and the commoditization of services
should be done.
The study provides managerial insights concerning the ways in which services can be innovated, as companies can choose between a formal NSD process or through rapid application
in the customer interface. A customer-oriented approach is suggested as customers were recognized as a major source of ideas for new services. Finally, because service innovations may
occur without conscious focus on them, managers should at times review the tailored offerings provided for customers to search for value propositions that are replicable to new customers.
The study has some limitations. First, the purposeful selection of the cases, using innovation
terminology in approaching the companies’ management, may explain the rareness of a posteriori innovation in this data set. Case selection was based on purposeful convenience, i.e.
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the researchers chose a combination of access and expected finding of a service innovation as
the main criteria for selecting cases. Five cases proved to be innovations, and three were potential innovations (not repeated yet), whereas three cases represented gradual development,
not innovation. Due to the small number of cases, generalization of the prevalence of the
findings in the population cannot be made. Success of the innovations is addressed only
briefly and much of it is based on the communications with the interviewees. Secondly, the
transparency of the data is limited, as the paper focuses on the case level representations of
the service innovations, summarizing together all the data items that were used to research
the case, without providing transparency to the data directly (i.e. amount of informants, their
positions, quotes from the data). On the other hand, since many of the cases are quite unique,
providing further detail about informants would have compromised the level of anonymity
promised to them.

4.1.5 Article V: Client-oriented multicompetence: the core asset in
KIBS
4.1.5.1 Background, objectives and areas of contribution
Study V is a descriptive cross-case comparison between qualitative survey and multi-case data aiming at elaboration of theory. In 2000, the first author of this paper had gathered a large
cross-sectional interview data to study foresight issues in KIBS. In this data set all 10 professional associations in the Finnish KIBS sectors were interviewed first, and next 87 KIBS firms
were selected based on a pre-cursor approach and supplemented by a snowballing approach
(i.e. including firms mentioned in the preceding interviews). The data was gathered through
semi-structured face-to-face interviews, one interview per organization.
The research team noted that this data contained much unreported insight on innovation,
development and related views, and to study these further an additional up-to-date data set
was gathered in 2005-2007, allowing study of the emerging themes recognized in the analysis of the first set. Four KIBS companies participated in this multi-case study; altogether 82
semi-structured interviews were conducted in them, and supplemented with company documents and workshop memoranda.
The study thus concentrates on the following research questions:
1) How increasing client-orientation and multicompetence manifest themselves in the studied KIBS?
2a) What kinds of new organizational solutions have been adopted in KIBS?
2b) What kinds of new skills KIBS consider important and c) how they acquire these skills?
The theoretical section of this article combines and compares three streams of research backgrounds: producer services, professional services and knowledge-intensive business services,
focusing on the themes of increasing client-orientation and becoming multidisciplinary.

4.1.5.2 Main findings and conclusions
Increasing client-orientation was manifested in the data sets by frequent reports of: a) tightening linkages between the service provided and the customer’s strategy; b) perceptions of
dedication and moral responsibility, and c) increased requirements for “client-specific business know-how”. Increasing multidisciplinarity was manifested by repeated reports of: a)
customers’ increasing desire for “one-stop-shopping” for knowledge intensive services; b)
broadening to other areas from the original area of expertise to be able to solve customers’
problems more holistically and at a higher level of coordination; and c) moves towards offerings that are more profitable than those based on the traditional scope of expertise. (These
findings cover the research question 1.)
The research question 2a focuses on organizing principles in KIBS. Work was organized according to the client (individual relationships or by business sector) or service characteristics,
and mainly in-house in large firms and using networks in smaller firms. When organizing
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was driven by the service characteristics, two strategies were found: 1) to form a separate unit
capable of performing non-routine consultative services; or 2) to implement a
‘productization’ strategy, in which the focus is on the replicability of the offering. Organizing
into networked specialist firms demands one organization to orchestrate this network, and
some companies specialized on that role.
Research questions 2b and 2c focus on the skills considered as important for knowledge intensive services and ways in which the companies acquired such skills. The observations distinguished between the individual level and the firm level capabilities, and those related to
the content or the process. Different approaches to acquire and maintain skills were found:
favoring versatility of backgrounds in recruitment (not in strong and traditional professional
sectors), further training; supporting continuous self-learning, specialization in new topics as
forcing the firm to develop, and collaborating with other firms and clients with the aim to
learn.
The first conclusion from the study is that the increasing search for multidisciplinarity in this
context blurs occupational boundaries: knowledge-intensive business services differ from
traditional professional services in that their expertise is not restricted to single well-defined
professions. Second, customer-focused competences are developed to supplement professional content-related expertise. Third, KIBS companies use different organizational solutions to support business with ‘hybridized expertise’. Arranging organizational units around
the customer characteristics or individual customers was a common approach. Also, two optional strategies were used: creating a unit of experts for non-routine consulting services, and
the other of ‘productizing’ the service offering by supporting replicability. Large firms can
find multicompetence in-house whereas small firms depend on networks. Skills and understanding of the interfaces between one’s own and other areas enabling multidisciplinary collaboration were appreciated, as well as abilities to position the offering as part of the customer’s value chain. Skills are acquired by recruiting from different backgrounds, collaborating
closely and being focused on learning, and supporting continuous and employee-driven
learning in the level of daily management.

4.1.5.3 Contribution and discussion
The main contribution of this study is it identifies and describes in-depth the phenomenon of
‘client-oriented multicompetence’ as the core asset in KIBS companies. Focus on customer
problems rather than discipline driven problems allows KIBS companies to dynamically develop unique the skill combinations and characterizes their service offerings and organizational structures. Thus, KIBS differ from more traditional professional services that are typically organized according to professional traditions. The study also discovered practical approaches through which companies develop these more diverse skills: intentionally hybridizing know-how from different disciplines, and using a specialized unit to tackle non-routine
problems and productizing solutions that appear as replicable in another client company.
While the qualitative nature of the study and focus on single country does not allow statistical
generalization, the two different data sets gathered several years apart, one portraying a large
set of firms and the other focusing deeply on few companies, indicated similar findings in
general. The findings are also compatible with recent discussions in the research stream on
KIBS. These findings confirm earlier findings that firms differ in their readiness for
multidisciplinarity and that ‘knowledge intensification’ is an on-going process in the firms,
not a characteristic that can be used to label a particular industry sector. Qualitative research
is recommended to validate and further investigate the ways in which service providers implement client-oriented strategies to position their offerings and to organize themselves, as
well as on the ways in which companies combine different knowledge bases to create more
holistic value propositions.
The practical implications stated in the paper address the level of policy making. Especially,
services that support the forming of small specialist companies and the networks through
which they can orchestrate to produce multidisciplinary offerings are needed. Also, awareness and capabilities of the potential client companies to source such services can be addressed by policy-level measures. In addition, other service companies aiming at developing
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multicompetence and client-orientation clearly can adopt similar strategies as those described in these case companies.
The research design of the study has limitations. The study focuses on interview material
gathered on one country, which clearly limits the potential to generalize the extent to which
similar development takes place elsewhere. However, although findings can be generalized as
being ways in which companies develop new competence bases, there can be additional ways
not identified in the sample. Furthermore, this study focused solely on KIBS companies without a comparative sample from other type of businesses. It is therefore possible that our findings are not specific to KIBS, but could be found in other types of companies as well.

4.2 Secondary analysis: testing the process-based view
4.2.1 Protocol of the secondary analysis
First, the articles were summarized through reflective and inductive analysis as reported in
the Section 4.1 (primary analysis). Next, to begin the secondary analysis, the article texts were
downloaded into Atlas.ti software program which was used to facilitate documentation and
organization of the analysis procedure. The main indicators or signs for processes were deduced from theory as outlined in Subsection 4.2.1 earlier, and worked into a preliminary coding structure.
The researcher then read through each article, and coded any observation indicating any or
several of the main codes. In doing this, any conceptual difference between two or more observations representing a single main code, recognized by following the basic principle of
constant comparison, were recorded as sub-codes with a descriptive category name, and used
in the coding of the remaining data. Because some codes emerged after analyzing the first
article, or were refined (split into separate subgroups or broadened to more generic categories), all data was cross-checked. Such an iterative approach to analysis is typical for qualitative content analyses. The content analysis focused on the findings in the papers, and to avoid
speculation only text sections with full sentences were codified (in other words, figures, lists
and tables were not codified unless they contained full sentences). While the following subsections discuss the specific findings in each category, the Table 6 below provides an overview of the analysis and
1. reports the categorization structure that developed through the analysis as described; and
2. shows counts for occurrences in the data set to track saturation of the findings.
First, the researcher looked for signs of any kinds of activity flows (a main-level category),
coding findings further into emergent subcategories, and signs of the transaction being extended over time (main-level category). The generic (i.e., not service specific) process theory
addressed the passage of time as a basic characteristic of processes. To investigate the process based view of services as offerings, the analysis of time passage must be limited to the
exchange between the provider and the customer.
Table6.Maincategoriesandtheiroccurrenceinthearticles.
Category

Occurrence
Article I

Article II

Article III

Article IV

Article V

Total

Exchange extending over time

1

2

3

0

5

11

Provider service activity

23

12

18

30

10
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Customer activity

20

8

12

6

2

48

Application of method/technique

1

3

0

18

2

24

Intertwined activities

2

1

4

11

4

22

Response

7

2

8

0

3

20

94

The comparative analysis then continued using the partitioning and clustering tactics (Miles
& Huberman 1994). Regarding activity flows, the emergent sub-categories of customer activity, application of method, intertwined activities, and responses were separated from activity
flows into separate main categories. These main categories and subcategories are not mutually exclusive because an activity can manifest itself in more than one way, and therefore if a
single passage in the text indicated the presence of multiple categories it was coded to all relevant categories. For instance, a sequence of linked activities may also be a customer activity
or a specific method. As noted earlier, the purpose of this structure was to systematize the
search for manifestations of processes in the texts for further analysis, not to become a finding in itself. Further analysis of provider activities into process types such as sequence of
linked activities or continuous activity flow was found problematic, as the processes or activities in the articles are rather diverse, not described in a standardized manner (i.e. the focus of
the articles has not been in end-to-end process mapping) and spread through different organizational levels. (This has both positive and negative implications on validity, see Section
5.)
Because of the theoretical nature of Article III the analysis required additional consideration
than the other empirical articles that clearly addressed observed dyadic service deliveries. In
Article III the presented representational model and the provided examples were considered
as the findings in which the meta-analysis focused. Also, while other types of activities were
found as well, majority of the observations address the activities in higher functional level
(e.g. ‘positioning and pooling of resources’ such as spare parts and technicians) rather than a
micro level (which, in comparison, would have been ‘sending a technician to visit a customer
site’). Process representation in the empirical articles varied broadly from aggregate processes to specific tasks. Recognizing this, the researcher attempted to form hierarchical classifications of the processes, studying epistemologies of concepts such as task, procedure, routine,
job, event, and so on, to find that the terminology varies between management subdisciplines. Attempting to define ‘tasks’ in the data, and further sort them into offeringspecific and broader organizational tasks, the researcher recognized that specific tasks can
have multiple positions, and used the augmented service offering approach to study this. In
concluding stages of the analysis, findings were arranged into conceptually ordered displays
(Miles & Huberman 1994) as presented in the Tables of the following sections. Next sections
explore the findings in more detail the following order: exchange extending over time (Section 4.2.2.1), provider activities (4.2.2.2), customer activities (4.2.2.3), responses (4.2.2.4),
intertwined activities (4.2.2.5), and application of method (4.2.2.6).

4.2.2 Findings: manifestations of processes
4.2.2.1 Exchange extending overtime
In the analyzed texts 11 instances indicated the extending of an exchange over a period of
time. For instance, in the studied industrial services the provider continuously monitors customers’ operations and installed base (articles I, II, III; also Case 1 in Article IV, p. 370), or
follows fluctuations in customers’ changing needs for capacity and adjusts service level accordingly (Article III). Article II also addressed two negative instances. First, the industrial
service delivery as an installation project was contradictory to customers’ continuous need
for system support service:
“Customer solutions were perceived as installation projects, leading to problems in customer interface (lagging schedules in some customer projects, reduced support service quality due to
lack of expert time) as no resources were allocated for continuous customer support after completing the installation.” [Paper II, p. 550]

Second, the maintenance service was developed for new equipment and did not fully respond
to changes in maintenance requirements as the installed base aged. In both examples, the
service system (remote monitoring system, maintenance management system, or the installed base itself) has a life-cycle on its own; mismatches between the life of the system act-
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ing as service platform and time period of service availability were found to be sources of
customer disappointment.
Knowledge-intensive business services offerings differ from industrial services in that many
of them do not have a service platform like the installed base. Extending the exchange over
time was associated with the continuity of the business relationship, and service delivery was
packaged into active project episodes in a long collaborative relationship. The firms had to
balance between delivering services through projects and preparing and adapting to customers business and needs in the long run. Thus, a controversy was noted in between jobbing
chargeable projects and developing capabilities that were perceived strategic in the longer
life-cycle of a specific customer relationship:
“Originally, our tax advisory service focused on solving clients’ problems after some troubles
had emerged. But now it is typical in our field that we look forward and help clients to anticipate
upcoming issues. And we take care of the clients. … There is a growing need on both sides [KIBS
and the client] for continuous interaction.” (Study II, professional, a ‘big four’ accounting company)
“The more you work with a client, the more confidential the relationship becomes. This confidential relationship creates the feeling of moral responsibility – even in situations where you are
not legally responsible for the end result.” (Study II, professional, a big engineering company)
[Article V, p. 181]

Thus, four generic time linkages were identified in the service deliveries represented in the
papers:
1.
2.
3.
4.

time required to perform tasks leading to an outcome;
keeping a service level constant over time;
adjusting service level over time; and
commitment (i.e. investing on relationship by specialization).

Time required to perform tasks (1) simply refers to the throughput time to execute a process,
and services dominated by this characteristic can be viewed as completed as the outcome has
been achieved. Key performance issues are the accuracy of the estimations for this required
time and unit based on which the service fee is charged (completed service vs. used resource
unit). In some services complexity and openness of the context generate variation that makes
exact estimations difficult. Services keeping a constant service level or adjusting service level
are typically contracted for a specific period of time – the duration of the service is the contracted period. In these service types performance is influenced based on how much change
requiring adjustment occurs during service period. The fourth time linkage may be a mutually agreed or an one-directional condition with or without any contractual basis and can therefore differ from the duration of the service offering (commitment to service may have a longer duration that the contracted service delivery such as a project).

4.2.2.2 Activity flows associated with providers
First, the different activity flows addressed in the articles were identified and codified. Second, each coded instance was re-coded for a subgroup. Each subgroup was then analyzed
again as a separate group. The subgroups of ‘customer activity’, ‘implementation of methods
and techniques’ and ‘responses’, which emerged during the comparative analysis, are separated into their own sections and reported later in this chapter. These categories are not mutually exclusive and therefore one specific instance (a sentence or section in original articles)
can represent multiple categories (for instance a specific customer activity may be considered
as a response). The theme of intertwining of activities is also separated into its own subsection, as is explained below.
The main body of findings, i.e. the subgroup of activity flows of the service provider, was
more complicated to analyze further. At first, a codification scheme based on process structure was attempted, identifying sequential, parallel, continuous and intertwined activity
flows. This approach was useful for identifying ways in which activity flows and different
tasks intertwine, making separating them into distinct process steps not meaningful. This
stream of activity flows is described separately. Distinguishing between sequential, parallel
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and continuous activity flows was not possible, as the secondary data is in too generic level to
allow such specified analysis: recognizing sequential activity flows requires the identification
of the different sequences that follow in specified order (as in process mapping). Such processes were present, but in their representation in the original articles were not detailed
enough to make process maps. Similarly, the difference between a continuous task (such as
remote monitoring, a task that is continued for a given duration of time) and continuously
repeated activity chain (such as purchasing, which consists of a set of recurrent activities repeated throughout the service period) was problematic. Typically continuous activities were
addressed in the more aggregated functional level in which, rather than focusing on the activity steps, tasks are grouped into meaningful organizational routines associated with goals and
role-responsibilities. Such instances were found in all articles (total 52 instances). The empirical data sets studied in the articles are rich in task-level descriptions of the services, of
course; detail-level observations are combined into findings explained in articles, and this
introduces a level of generalization (i.e. articles often present activities as aggregated higher
level task sets). As the articles are used as the data set for the secondary analysis that causes
the aggregation level to become dominant in the descriptions of provider activities (in fact,
this retells the phenomenon of uncertainty absorption, as described in Article III, in which
the evidence behind conclusions is not retained, and conclusions become the data). Furthermore, how can one make the distinction between a micro-process and a macro-process?
While identification of these two ends seems possible, most activity flows seemed to describe
something in the mid-range, where locating an activity in a hierarchy of activities cannot be
done unless the entire hierarchy is known. The data did not cover such a broad cross-section
about the organizations’ processes. Thus, the researcher focused on different tasks accomplished by activity flows instead of the structural approach, and identified what different
tasks were discussed in the articles instead looking for types of tasks.
Interestingly, what seemed to be an aggregate or general level task in one context was found
to be a sub-task in another. Companies were packaging their activities into service offerings
in multiple task levels:
…clients can purchase just one or two of the three modules - measuring and reporting, tools for
analysis, and consultancy - but they can also purchase all modules in a single package (Article
IV, 370).

Also, in some context an activity seemed to indicate a rather specified process (with sequential steps) whereas elsewhere was considered as function-like operations rather than Flowtype action or Programmed activity (see discussion in Section 4.2). The researcher thus
looked at the functional aspects of activities (i.e. ‘what was being done?’) and compared these
instances to the augmented service offering concept. In addition to the basic concepts of the
augmented offering, i.e. the core component or service, supporting component or service, and
value-enhancing component or service, the concept of internal process was added. This was
based on the logic that the functional aspect of a process, here called a task, can be distinguished from its organizational context, and processes consumed internally by the provider
company are not service offerings and processes consumed by the client company are service
offerings. Analysis of provider’s tasks reveals that each task can have varying valuegenerative roles as part of different offerings (see Table 7 below).
The tasks identified in the articles are maintenance management, real-time monitoring, asset
information management, consultation, development, installation and training, user support,
managing coproduction, organizing work, and supplying parts. After identifying and sorting
the task in the articles, the researcher separated whether a specific task was an internal activity of the provider organization or an activity performed as part of a customer delivery. The
latter were then compared to the augmented service offering model that separates between
core, supporting and value-adding elements of an offering. These can be understood as ‘roles’
of elements in the offering, based on the idea that they perform a specific function in the superior structure they are a part of. The key finding from this analysis is that all identified
tasks were used in at least two different roles, and some tasks were found in all four role positions. Again, Table 7 specifies the detailed findings.
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Table7.Provider’sserviceactivitiesandtheirroleaspartofvariousofferingconfigurations
Task / Pres Roleaspartofserviceportfolio/sample
ence in arti
cles
Maintenance management (planned maintenance with system support)
I, IV
Coreserviceactivity:
Occasionallyoldcustomerspurchasedthesolutionasastandalonesystemtotheequipmenttheyalready
possessed.[ArticleI,p.149]
I
Supportingserviceactivity:
Similarlyitwasincludedinfulloperationsandmaintenancecontractsfornewinstallations(i.e.outsourc
ing),wherethemanufacturer’sservicepersonnelusedthesystem.[ArticleI,p.149]
I
Valueenhancingactivity:
Itwasoriginallyaproductservicefortheequipment(andstillmostoftenprovidedasanaddedvalueele
mentfornewinstallations)wherecustomer’spersonnelusedtheinformationsystem.[ArticleI,p.149]
Real-time monitoring (predictive maintenance with system support)
IV
Coreserviceactivity:
A webbased followup and optimisation of the operation of building services systems (heating/cooling,
watersupply,airconditioningandenergy).[ArticleIV,p.370]
II
Supportingserviceactivity:
Inthecases,theremoterealtimemonitoringwasafeaturethatprovidedaccesstofurtherfeatures,which
inturnexploitedthegenerateddataandthetechnicalexperienceoftheproviders.[ArticleII,p.549]
In the asset management demand chain, evidence related to service requirements formation is retained
andaccessibletotheserviceproviderfromthedemandvisibilitypointonwards.[ArticleIII,p.681]
II
Valueenhancingactivity:
Thissystemimprovedpreventivemaintenance,asobserved,actualneedsweretakenasthebasisofplan
ning instead of estimations: the monitored parameters allowed extended analyses of machine perfor
mance.[ArticleII,p.548]
Asset information management
I, III
Internalactivity:
Therequiredcollaborationinvolvesusersaffordingvisibilityintotheirassetinformationmodels,andpro
viderssystematicallyupdatingthisinformationaspartoftheinstalledbasemanagementfunction.[Article
III,p.684]
Thesolutionengineerstrackeddownandrewrotemissingdocuments,butthedatastillcontainederrors.
[ArticleI,p.150]
IV
Coreserviceactivity:
Several incremental innovations: improvement of a single element (data gathering independent of the
automation system), adding a new element (tools for further analyses), recombination of the elements
(modularstructure).[ArticleIV,p.370]
I
Supportingserviceactivity:
Thesolutionrequiresavastamountofinformationabouttheinstalledbase.Themanufacturerneedsto
knowwhatkindofcongurationsoftheequipmentmodelseachcustomerhasandinwhatkindofcondi
tionseachofthemoperate,andneedstomanagethetechnologyriskofthisequipment.Hence,themanu
facturer needs precise documentation of its products and installed congurations and operation and
maintenancedatafromthecustomers.[ArticleI,p.149150]
II, III, Valueenhancingactivity:
IV
…enablesproviderstomovetherequirementspenetrationpointandpoolrequirementsformoreeffec
tiveresourcepositioning…aswellastakelifecyclerequirementsintoaccountinthedesignoftheprod
uctservicesystem…[ArticleIII,p.684]
[theservicepackage…]Includesalsoconsultancyandtoolsforfurtheranalyses.[ArticleIV,p.370]
Consultation
IV, V Coreserviceactivity:
Shoppingcentreconcept:Acombinationoffeasibilitystudies,strategicconsultancyandinteriordesign.
[ArticleIV,p.371)
Earlier,goodlawyersweresupposedtogivelegaladvice.Nowtheyhavetogivemoregeneraladvicewith
alegalrooting.[ArticleV,p.181]
II
Supportingserviceactivity:
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Themanufacturers’expertise,enactedpartlythroughconsultation,facilitatesthecustomer inimproving
itspracticesandresourcestructuresinrelationtoproduction.[ArticleII,549]
Development
II, IV
Internal activity
…theremaybeashortstageof«deskstudy»…[ArticleIV,p.376]
Internal activity, value enhancing activity:
EngineTech’s solution struggled with …manual handling of data between systems. This problem con
cernedboththesolutionsystemplatformitself–causingsomecustomerstoabandonthesystem–and
theinternalprocessesofproducingthecustomerspecicsolution.Toxthis,EngineTechdevelopedau
tomatedtools...[ArticleII,p.549]
IV, V Core service activity:
The systematic analysis of the telecommunications needs of clients and the optimisation of the cost
efficiencyofsolutionsresultinsavingsforclients.[ArticleIV,p.370]
Thebuyersofmarketingcommunicationsservices,theyremainsimilar.…Butstrategicpartnershipswith
thebuyers,theygrow,whichposesagreatchallengetoadvertisingagencies:ourpeoplemustunderstand
clients’businesslogic–howthebusinessismade,andhowyoucanbenefitit.[ArticleV,p.181]
Installation and training
I
Core service activity:
However,theengineersperceivedtheoccasionalextrafollowuptrainingsasagoodsourceoffeedback.
[ArticleI,p.151]
II
Supporting service activity:
Customersolutionswereperceivedasinstallationprojects…noresourceswereallocatedforcontinuous
customersupportaftercompletingtheinstallation.[ArticleII,p.550]
AtPowerDrive,atechnicianinstalledthesystematthecustomerplant…[ArticleII,p.551]
I
As value enhancing activity:
In the cases of providing the solution as a product service added to a larger contract, the business unit
responsibleforthecoreofthecontractinsistedthatthesystemsbeinstalledandtrainingservicesgivenat
thetimeofhandingoverthetransaction.[ArticleI,p.150]
User support
I
Core service activity:
…technicianssenttotheirplants…(technicalfieldservice)[ArticleI,p.151]
I
Supporting service activity:
Severalrespondentgroupsindicatedthatthemanufacturerhadnotestablishedprocessestoobtainand
utilize feedback from the customers. Solution engineers received negative feedback when customers
complainedorneededsupport.[ArticleI,p.151]
Managing coproduction
V
Core service activity:
Thesestandardisedproductsincludedbotharchitecturaldesignandotherservices,forexample,feasibility
studiesandthesearchforinvestors,constructorsandtenantsforshoppingcentres.[ArticleV,p.183]
I
Supporting service activity:
…engineers delivering the solution rst needed to explain and convince the unprepared plant manage
mentaboutthebenetsinordertomotivatethemtoparticipateintheserviceprocess.[ArticleI,p.151]
Organizing work
I
Internal activity:
Also,organizingworkpurelyasprojectsistootransactionfocusedforservices,becausecustomersneed
supportonacontinuingbasis.[ArticleI,p.151]
IV
Core service activity:
A commodified consultancy service for the planning and developing of telecommunications systems in
largefirmsandpublicorganisations.…Thesystematicanalysisofthetelecommunicationsneedsofclients
andtheoptimisationofthecostefficiencyofsolutionsresultinsavingsforclients.[ArticleIV,p.370]
Supplying parts
III
Internal activity:
…users make asset locations and spare parts inventories visible, OEMs can preposition resources
basedonpotentialdemand.[ArticleIII,p.683]
III
Core or supporting activity:
…warehousingsparepartsinlocationsinwhichtheyareunlikelytobeneededinsteadoflocationsin
whichtheymaysoonbeneeded.[ArticleIII,p.682]
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The task of maintenance management provides an example of a generic and broad task that
can be both an internal process in the provider company as well as an externally provided offering in any of the three roles of the augmented service model. The maintenance management service was sold as a core offering in cases where customers already owning an installed
base subscribed to the service and purchased the supporting IT solutions. Such customers
were not limited to those owning an installed base of the provider’s equipment brand, as the
provider also supported competitors’ brands. When maintenance management was included
in a full-service contract, it assumed the role of a supporting process. It was also provided as
a value enhancing service process when customers purchased new equipment, and at the
same time was utilized for internal purpose, as the provider used the data to monitor the
equipment during the warranty period.
Although the perspective is the one of a dyadic service co-production instead of the supply
chain, the findings support those identified by Johnson and Mena (2008) in their process
model for servitized supply chains. The key difference to this model is that in the current
findings co-productive activities are emphasized in the dyadic level analysis, whereas the
servitized supply chain model (ibid.) perceives customer in a consuming role and thus excludes customer activities from the analysis.

4.2.2.3 Activity flows associated with customers
Manifestations of customer activity directly associated with the studied service offerings are
abundant in the five articles. Identified tasks, activities and behavioral responsibilities for the
customer are presented in Table 8 with samples from the articles. The analysis progressed
through identification of separate customer activities, searching for common denominators
and differences and grouping the activities accordingly, finally arriving at the structure presented below. The customer activities were sorted into three broad thematic groups labeled
as co-production, information management and relationship maintenance. All recognized
customer activities were acknowledged independent from the fact that some of them were
clearly desirable or undesirable for the providers, and some where planned while others were
unplanned in providers’ conceptualization of the service ‘as Program’ (see Section 2.3.2).
Moreover, while most activities identified were descriptions of what customers were doing,
some were clearly expressed as expectations of what customers should or should not do to
ensure effective service collaboration. In other words, identified customer activities represent
actual customer activities, desired or expected customer activities, and undesired customer
activities. These types can overlap; some actual customer activities were desired and some
unwanted, and sometimes absence of desired customer activity was mentioned.
The group of co-production activities addresses the core service process from customers’ side
of operations. Two sub-groups are identified. Routine activities are repeated on a continuing
basis and typically planned into the service process. As an example, the customers need to
communicate their service needs to the provider and source materials and consumable parts.
However, undesirable deviations from planned routines were also reported in articles, such
as that the customers were considered to misuse the equipment sometimes by not following
provider’s instructions of maximum capacity or fuel quality. Such deviations caused persistent problems that providers tried to solve with service design (see articles I and II, in particular). Also, in some instances the customers seemed to misuse the installed base equipment
or the system associated deliberately (e.g. overloading), while in some other instances a poor
fit between true customer need and solution design explained deviating usage patterns (e.g.
mismatch between operations strategy and maintenance plan).
Non-routine activities are operative tasks including improvement and problem-solving. Improvement was associated with a) installation of the service system or otherwise preparing
for the service delivery, or b) developing, planning and designing the organizational systems
influenced by the service. The former seemed to be executed as short term adaptation projects where as the latter was about customer firms’ long-term adaptation.
For the second thematic group, two kinds of information management activities were identified based on the purpose of the tasks. For technical and operative purposes customers either shared information with the service provider or systemically used an information system
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enabling some elements of the service package. For purchasing and contracting purposes
customers communicated service need either informally by negotiating or formally through
purchasing orders. Also, customers were expected to inform the provider about their plans
that influence their future service needs. These findings are in line with those of Bastl et al.
(2012) who reported suppliers expecting increase in openness of information sharing to enable supporting technical operations or to anticipate customer’s strategic decisions, but found
no evidence of increasing openness in practice.
The third broad group identified is labeled as relationship maintenance. This gathers together several activities that were recognized as customer behavior that improves or otherwise
influences the relationship between the customer and the service provider. In addition to negotiations, customers were expected to fulfill their co-productive role by acting collaboratively and as requested in contracts. Customers were recognized as monitoring the service quality
and the provided value, driving the performance of the service provider. Customers were
hoped to not pay attention to service immaturity, provide feedback ideas, and engage in piloting when providers develop new offerings. Also, the activities of trusting and culturally adjusting came up in the articles.
Table8.CustomeractivitytypesfoundinArticles.
Customer activity group /
subgroup / activity

Presence in articles; Sample

Co-production
Routine
A) Conforming to quality cri
teria






I


“Themaintenanceprogramdidnotsuitthesitespecicconditionsofeverycus
tomerforoneoftworeasons:eitherthecustomerhadtousematerialbelowthe
manufacturer’s quality criteria, or the customer’s business required taking the
equipmentdownmorefrequentlythanexpected.”[ArticleI,p.150]
“Clientswereassumedtofollowacommonindustryspecicbusinessmodel,but
inrealitytheequipmentwasutilizedindifferingbusinessmodels,whichrequired
alternativedesignsofmaintenanceprograms.”[ArticleII,p.553]
“TheuseofequipmentmanufacturedandpotentiallysupportedbyanOEMina
customer’soperationsdeterminestheneedformaintenance.”[ArticleIII,p.681]

B)
Generating
demand II,III
throughoperating/(mis)using
oftheequipment

C) Managing production, bal I,II,III
ancing between uptime and
maintenancecosts

“Well,inalotofplacestheyrun24hours,allaroundtheclock[...]But[...]it’s
morebenecial[forus],costwise,torunthemforacertaintimeandshutthem
off,andthat’sbasicallywhatwearedoingnow.”[ArticleII,p.550]

D) Planning/predicting opera III
tions(inadvance)
E)
Sourcing
(fuel I,II,III
/consumables/service)

“Roclapursuesvisibilityintokeycustomers’businessplanninginordertodevel
opintegratedwarehouselogisticssolutions”[ArticleIII,p.685]
“Ontheotherhand,customerswantedtoinvestinthebrandtheyalreadypos
sessedtodecreasetheirinventorycosts.”[I,p.151]

Nonroutine
F)
Assisting
in
fur
ther/continuousdevelopment


IV

 
“All stages in the development show the important role of clients: clients have
providedthebasicidea,pilotedtheprototypeandprovidedreasonsforfurther
development.”[ArticleIV,p.376]
G) Designing installed base I,III
“Problems with service indicated the possibility of a relationship failure and
unitlocations
madesomecustomersreluctanttoinvestinthemanufacturer’sbrand.”[Article
I,p.151]
H) Planning work allocation II
“Theinventorypartofthissystem,that’sgonnabemoredifcult.Wedon’thave
and roles, selecting partici
anybody, a particular job instruction for it, we don’t just take a person and say
pants
you’re going to be doing all the inventory here [. . .] (operations manager and
customerplant).”[ArticleII,p.552]
I)Preparingtheirorganization I
“Whenthesolutionwaspartofabroadercontractthecustomer’stopmanage
ment carried out the negotiations. As a result, the new maintenance manage
mentrationaleassociatedwiththesolutionwashandeddowntothecustomer’s
localplantmanagement.Consequently,theengineersdeliveringthesolutionrst
needed to explain and convince the unprepared plant management about the
benetsinordertomotivatethemtoparticipateintheserviceprocess.”[Article
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I,p.149]
J) Seeking help/advice from I, III, “...the questions of the first client had awakened the service company to think
provider,askingquestions
IV
aboutthepossibilitythatsimilarproblemsexistinothercompanies.”[ArticleIV,
p.377]
K)
Supporting
internal I
“Managementsupport was critical in order to establish the local coproduction
ly/managerially
process.Accordingtoseveraloftherespondents,thelackofsupportfromlocal
managementofcustomerswasamajorcauseoffailure.”[ArticleI,p.149]
L) Understanding, developing I
“...the systems be installed and training services given at the time of handing
competenceorlearningskills
over the transaction. At that point, the new equipment was installed and the
customer’sorganizationlearnedtooperateit.Thisperiodwashecticandstress
ful,withnocapacityleftforfurtherstudy.”[ArticleI,p.150]
Information management
Technical/operativepurposes
A)Sharinginformation

B)Usingtheinfosystem(sys
tematically), reporting opera
tions, record, retrieve, keep
logs,notskip
Purchasing/contracting
purposes
C) Communicating demand
and/or generating purchase
orders
D) Providing updated plan
ninginformation
Relationship maintenance
A)Assessingprovidedvalue


II,III

I,II,III





III

“Visibilityisrestrictedtoequipmentusers’purchaseorders.”[ArticleIII,p.682]

III

“The required collaboration involves users affording visibility into their asset
information models, and providers systematically updating this information as
partoftheinstalledbasemanagementfunction.”[ArticleIII,p.684]

II,IV

“Theclientsarecapableofassessingratherwellhowmuchvalueaddedcanbe
obtained, and occasionally this can also be measured in money.” [Article IV, p.
181]
“Theseclientsmayormaynotbeawareofthenoveltiesandofthepilotingfunc
tionthatinevitablyispartoftheirrole...”[ArticleIV,p.376]
“This increasing clientorientation tightenscooperation between KIBS and their
clients – client relationships often grow into strategic partnerships...” [ArticleV,
p.181]

B) Being unaware/tolerant of IV
serviceimmaturity
C) Cooperating, participating, I,IV,V
following contract, generic
(not) doing of what is ex
pectedofthem
D)Engaginginpiloting
IV

E) Monitoring provider, claim I,II
warranty
F)Negotiating
I
G) Providing feedback and I,IV
ideas
H) Reconciling cultural mis I
matches (fulfilling social ex
pectations,e.g.lookbusy)
I)Trusting


“Whenequipmentusersmakeassetlocationsandsparepartsinventoriesvisible,
OEMscanprepositionresourcesbasedonpotentialdemand.”[ArticleIII,p.682
683]
“Thecustomer’sroleastheservicecoproducer(seee.g.Normann,1991)wasto
record their operations and maintenance history to the information system.”
[ArticleI,p.149]

I,II

“All stages in the development show the important role of clients: clients have
providedthebasicidea,pilotedtheprototypeandprovidedreasonsforfurther
development.”[ArticleIV,p.376]
“Customers claimed that technicians sent to their plants were unprofessional.”
[ArticleI,p.151]
“Whenthesolutionwaspartofabroadercontractthecustomer’stopmanage
mentcarriedoutthenegotiations.”[ArticleI,p.149]
“If the idea emerges in the interaction with an existing client...” [Artivle IV, p.
377]
“For example, in a controlfocused culture, workers using computers were per
ceivedaslazybecausetheydidnotlookbusy,andthiscreatedsurprisingfriction.
Or, surprisingly, some managers refused to participate in training to maintain
theircredibilityinfrontofsubordinates.”[ArticleI,p.151]
[negation:]“Themanufacturersarereallycowardly.Theyaresoafraidifanything
goeswrong.Iftheycouldpromiseusreliablediagnosesitwouldbevaluable,but
they are so scared. Instead, we have to take the risk (preventive maintenance
managerandcustomerplant).”[ArticleII,p.552]

The findings regarding the customer activities correspond with Cannon and Perreault’s
framework of relationship connectors: descriptions of customer activities reflect the providers’ expectations of cooperative norms, information sharing and adaptation to support specif-
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ic operational linkages. Many descriptions of customer activities are based on provider observations of lacking cooperative norms and practices. Although the need for such developments is recognized in servitization, in practice changes can happen selectively (cf. Bastl et al.
2012). Therefore, the customer activities identified are viewed as reflecting areas of practice
which require strong operational linkages and cooperative norms in order to successfully coproduce in the servitized or ‘kibsified’ context. However, not all findings reflect mutually
open cooperative norms, as it was indicated that customers are sometimes unaware about
participating in piloting a service.

4.2.2.4 Application of method
Another form of activity flows recognized in the articles (22 instances in articles I, II, IV, and
V) was application of a method, methodology or technique. Further categorizations of this
group were not meaningful, as the methods and techniques were typically highly specified or
unique to the provided service and/or firm. As an example, the accounting company in Article IV needed to develop its own techniques to implement new accounting standards:
“These services are based on internationally unified new accounting standards concerning the
valuation of property in the context of acquisitions. The anticipation of the future productive capacity instead of past returns and a more detailed identification of immaterial items have been
the essential changes in these standards. Despite the general regulatory basis, the practical solutions can be made in many ways and the solution selected has a great impact on the development of the business of the companies. The anticipatory element included in the valuation, and
the broadening of the issues into the realm of immaterial values, make the subject highly complex. Thus, several incremental innovations were called for when the regulations were transformed into actual services.” [Article IV, p. 377]

Article V reports how new working methods emerge when know-how from different service
professions diffuses:
“The fields of marketing communications, product development, management consultancy and
software planning are now approaching each other; there are similar functions within them.”
[Article V, p. 182]

Also, practices were interpreted to represent this category:
“The company had used its project management experience gained in building construction in a
new context: in the rail track renewals and track maintenance. The development of the new service was linked to the initiation of tendering in these functions, which in Finland had been carried out by public organisations until the mid 1990s. Our case company has helped The Finnish
Rail Administration to develop new practices needed in the public-private cooperation.” [Article
IV, p. 378]

The method aspect seems to be one of the key resources in services; a method or technique is
developed in-house or in collaboration with a customer, and implemented to generate value
for the client. As an example, another value creating mechanism identified in the articles was
transfer of risk from customer to provider. While methods can be unique and therefore indicate a sustained competitive advantage (cf. Barney 1991; 1995) which can be exploited and is
difficult to imitate by competitors, risk adoption is somewhat generic and therefore cannot
provide such advantage among service providers.

4.2.2.5 Intertwined activities
Not all activities manifest themselves as clearly defined program steps and tasks as some activities and processes seem to amalgamate. Four types of intertwining of activities were identified in the articles (totaling 22 instances; see Table 9 for text samples).
Inseparability of development and delivery was the most common of the types (15 instances). This type was most often mentioned in Article IV (ten times) that focuses on innovative
services and identifies several ways in which services are developed along service project deliveries. This is hardly surprising as the core idea in KIBS offerings is the blending in of service delivery and development of new knowledge (Starbuck 1992; Toivonen 2004; Miles
2005).
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Table9.Intertwinedactivityflowsfoundinarticles.
Type of intertwining of
activities
1) Inseparability of development and delivery

Presence in
articles
III, IV, V

Sample

“Iftheideaemergesintheinteractionwithanexistingclient,itisoftennatu
raltocontinueitsdevelopmentalongwithoperationinthemarkets.”[Article
IV,p.377]

2) Balancing between two
or more functions

I, II, V

“...maintenance must be negotiated between planned and monitored
maintenanceneedsandoperationsneeds.”[ArticleII,p.549]

3) Fulfilling multiple purposes with one activity

I, IV, V

“The workplace product and the shopping centre concept represent an
intermediateform,combiningconsultancyanddesigninawaywhichwasnot
accuratelydefined.However,thedevelopmentofthelattertwoserviceshad
meantaclearreorientationintheoperationofthearchitecturalofficeaway
from the traditional architects’ work towards consultancy.” [Article IV, p.
373]

4) Synergic loop of activities

III, IV, V

“Therequiredcollaborationinvolvesusersaffordingvisibilityintotheirasset
information models, and providers systematically updating this information
aspartoftheinstalledbasemanagementfunction.”[ArticleIII,p.684]

Table10.Differentresponserelationshipsidentifiedinarticles.
Categories and identified responses

Sample

Customer situa- Æ Provider
tion
response
a)Equipmentcon Æ Alert
ditionchange

“PowerDrivedevelopedSMSalertingasanupgradingfeature.”[ArticleII,
p.549]

b)Lackofskill Æ Coaching

“…sometimes the customer’s staff did not have the required skills, and
thesolutionengineersneededtoteachbasiccomputingskillsormainte
nanceprinciples…”[ArticleI,p.149150]

c)Missingdata Æ Correctivework
anderrors

“The solution engineers tracked down and rewrote missing documents,
but the data still contained errors. This caused workoverload, unhappy
customers, lots of corrective work and lagging schedules.” [Article I, p.
150]

d)Motivationgap Æ Explaining bene
fits

“…the new maintenance management rationale associated with the
solution was handed down to the customer’s local plant management.
Consequently, the engineers delivering the solution rst needed to ex
plainandconvincetheunpreparedplantmanagementaboutthebenets
inordertomotivatethemtoparticipateintheserviceprocess.”[Article
II,p.149]
e)Sharingconfi Æ Feeling
moral “Themoreyouworkwithaclient,themoreconfidentialtherelationship
dentialinfor
responsibility
becomes. This confidential relationship creates the feeling of moral re
mation
sponsibility–eveninsituationswhereyouarenotlegallyresponsiblefor
theendresult.”[ArticleV,p.181]

f)Sharingdata Æ Adjusting
source
tem/plans
g)Technicalprob Æ Fix
lem

re
sys

“NCRproactivelyadjustsitssparepartsinventoryandtrainingoftechni
cians based on the individual machines operating in each area.” [Article
III,p.683]
“…whenwehitthebutton,wedon’tknowiftheyaregoingtostartor
not[...]theyanalyzeit,theydo[...]ittakesalongtimetogetitright.”
[ArticleII,p.550]

h)Temporaryvol Æ Providing capaci
umeincrease
ty

“Larger customers might seek help from Rocla to meet temporary in
creases in logistics volume; smaller customers may want to outsource
forkliftcapacityandstafngaltogether.”[ArticleIII,p.685]


Æ Customer
response
i)Inabilitytofix Æ Complaining
problems
j)Servicequality Æ Reluctance
problems
invest

Provider situation

“Customersclaimedthattechnicianssenttotheirplantswereunprofes
sional.”[ArticleI,p.151]
to “Problems with service indicated the possibility of a relationship failure
and made some customers reluctant to invest in the manufacturer’s
brand.”[ArticleI,p.151]
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Balancing between two or more functions addressed issues such as matching maintenance
and uptime needs or specialization to customer versus specialization to one’s field of expertise. In this type of task intertwining two or more sub-processes need to be negotiated and
‘co-orchestrated’ continuously.
The type of multiple purposes fulfilled with one activity was recognized four times, for instance when maintenance programs were used to sort out warranty disputes (Article I). In
this type the process has multiple roles based on the agenda in question.
Synergic loop of activities was addressed six times: this type of intertwining is interpreted as
representing how value accrues in the co-productive service process, when results from a
process step (e.g. new combinatory knowledge or improved optimization model) generate
further value in the continuing service collaboration. In other words, service collaboration
can be understood as accruing value when the service process generates resources that are
employed further in the service process.

4.2.2.6 Responses
In the content analysis focusing on flows of activities a specific relationship based type of activity was recognized: the response. First, all instances in articles indicating a response to
something were sought (20 instances in Articles I, II, III and V). In further analyzing the triggering situation and the reaction in each instance, it was recognized that two basic types were
found: 1) provider response to customer situation and 2) customer response to provider situation. Table 10 gathers the responses found into these two categories.
A further consideration of the identified responses shows that some of the provider responses
are planned actions to anticipated customer situations (a, f, g, h), and therefore are included
in the earnings model of the service offering. Ad-hoc reactions to unexpected or unplanned
situations (b, c, d) and decrease the profitability of the service offering. Both reported customer reactions to provider situations (i, j) incur additional costs, but no further conclusions
should be made: the findings are based on Article I which focuses on problems and therefore
the bias is obvious (i.e. customer responses other than complaints are not discussed).

4.2.3 Conclusions
The research questions this study set out to investigate were:
RQ1: How does the process-based nature of service offering manifest itself in the industrial
and knowledge-intensive business-to-business services contexts?
RQ2:What support do these findings provide for the process based view of services?
Focused content analysis was used to cross analyze the articles using a coding scheme loosely
based on theory. During the analysis the coding scheme evolved into six themes dealing with
the manifestations of the process nature of service offerings in the data:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

extending the service exchange over time,
activity flows associated with the provider,
activity flows associated with the customer,
application of method, methodology or technique,
intertwining of activities, and
responses.

The remaining part of this section captures the main conclusions from each of these manifestations. These are worked into propositions that are gathered in Table 11 in the end of this
section. Propositions are divided into elaborative type addressing RQ1 and validating type
addressing RQ2. The propositions are not repeated in the body text and the reader is thus
advised to compare findings to Table 11 as suggested in the following.
Service exchange extending over time. The passing of time was noted in literature as a
basic characteristic of processes: a process is dynamic in the sense that something happens
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(Langley 1999; Langley 2007; 2009; Aaboen et al. 2012). Four types of time extensions were
found in the articles (answering RQ1): Processes consist of activities and tasks, and it takes a
given duration of time to conduct a task. Therefore, even discrete and short service transactions have a time element, but for longer service transactions, three additional time elements
were found. Depending on the type of service, the service-level is either kept constant at fixed
level if the service is designed as guarantee type, or fluctuates over time adjusting to changing
service needs of the customer or reacting to a factor in the service environment. The fourth
manifestation of time differs from these three that describe a link between the service offering and time: commitment is a mental or motivational way of extending the service exchange
over time. Herein the service parties prepare and adjust their resources for a longer time period than the explicit service contract. (See Proposition 1.1 in Table 11.)
To conclude, the three first findings related to extending exchange over time support the process based view of service (RQ2); the service offerings are time-bound. The fourth finding is
not specific to services, and such mental processes could easily be found associated with any
type of business. In the case of physical goods, warranty represents a corresponding approach to extend exchange over time in order to keep the service level constant for a given
period, but warranty is not a process unless it leads to a claim. Similarly, software updates
could be considered to represent extending of the exchange over time to adjust service level.
The key point is that such extending of the exchange over time is not the core element of a
physical goods offering, but is in a supplementary role. In the case of the service offering, all
three first-mentioned forms of extending service provision over time are associated with core
service offering. (See Proposition 1.2 in Table 11.)
Activity flows associated with the provider. The activity flows associated with the provider found in the articles were first identified based on the task, and then analyzed against
the distinction between the internal process and the external service delivery process, and the
latter was further compared with the augmented service offering model. All tasks that were
identified in the articles, were used in at least two of these categories: internal activity, core
service activity, supporting service activity, and value enhancing activity. This indicates that
task-oriented processes in the industrial and knowledge intensive service form elements that
can be used flexibly in multiple roles – as a service offering on their own or as part of a
broader offering. (RQ1, see Proposition 2.1a in Table 11.)
These findings support the process based view of services by demonstrating that the offerings
essentially consisted of activities and tasks (RQ2). These are structured to form program-type
processes, combined into offering ‘packages’, and in the aggregate level grouped into broad
functional processes. The findings demonstrate that service offerings can be based on any
‘process level’, i.e. offerings can be packaged in the level of task step or broader processes can
be grouped to form comprehensive solution services. (RQ1, see Propositions 2.1b and 2.2 in
Table 11.)
Activity flows associated with the customer. The findings showed a wide range of customer activity flows supporting the common view in service operations management research
that customers operate in a co-productive role in service provision. Customer activities identified in the secondary analysis are routine and non-routine operative tasks, information
management tasks supporting technical or operative processes and purchasing or contracting
processes, and relationship maintenance tasks that do not directly target the core service but
influence the relation between the main co-producing parties (RQ1). Customer activities were
described as specific activities assigned to customers and thus point to service process in the
sense of ‘Program’, but also through unplanned actions, indicating service processes in the
sense of ‘Flow’. These findings contribute to the process based view by emphasizing the open
process nature of the service offering (RQ2). (See Propositions 3.1a, 3.1b and 3.2 in Table 11.)
Application of method, methodology or technique. The application of specific methods and techniques was recognized as part of the core service offerings in all empirical articles (RQ1). This indicates that distinctive methods developed in-house can be packaged into
new and innovative service offerings; such methods and techniques can be viewed as
knowledge capital of the service providers. Methods and techniques are structured process
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models and indicate the ‘process as Program’ -view. Thus this finding supports the processbased definition of service offerings. (RQ2) (See Propositions 4.1a, 4.1b and 4.2 in Table 11.)
Intertwining of activities. Whereas program type processes as programs tend to be clearly mapped and distinct, flow type processes are more ambiguous and according to findings,
tasks can blend in with other tasks and processes. This phenomenon was called intertwining
of tasks and activities, and emerged through four basic types in the articles (RQ1): First, the
inseparability of service development and delivery functions was associated with several offerings: the core service offering was being developed as it was being delivered, or continuous
development was designed as a key part of the service offering (see articles III, IV and V). In
the second form of intertwining, two activities need to be matched in a trade-off like manner,
meaning that operative decisions considering one process directly influence the other as well.
In this case, the interface between the two activities or processes is not necessarily fuzzy, but
the processes are nevertheless characterized by their interdependence. Third, many activities
were reported in articles to fulfill multiple purposes. Since processes are often perceived
through their purpose as well as the actors, this finding is considered to suggest a form of intertwining activity flows: a single set of actors and activities can be perceived as contributing
to several process goals. Fourth, synergistic loops of service activities were identified. This
type of intertwining was interpreted to give light to the common view in which value is generated in a co-creative manner. The service co-production generates new resources that can be
utilized further in the service processes. Correspondingly, according to this operations minded view, co-creation does not take place is new resources are not generated. This view suggests a new perspective to making a distinction between the terms co-production and cocreation which have been recently disputed in the area of service marketing. (See Propositions 5.1 in Table 11.) Regarding RQ2, the intertwining of activities can be considered to support the process based view, and it elaborates the characteristics of service processes ‘as
Flows’. However, all of these findings may not be specific to service processes, as based on
reasonable thinking similar tendencies could be found in firms’ in-house processes. (See
Proposition 5.2 in Table 11.)
Responses signify processes through structuring a relationship between a trigger, which can
be a situation or an activity, and a reaction activity (RQ2, see Proposition 6.2 in Table 11).
Typically, responses to anticipated situations are programmed and responses to unexpected
situations are ad-hoc. The responses identified in the data were either providers’ responses to
customers’ situations or customers’ responses to providers’ situations. Provider responses to
customers’ situations in the articles included both planned service tasks to anticipated situations as well as ad-hoc reactions to sudden or unplanned circumstances. Customer responses
were less discussed and were associated with perceived quality gaps in provider activity.
(RQ1, see Propositions 6.1a-6.1c in Table 11.)
To summarize, the qualitative meta-analysis of the original articles produced 15 elaborative
propositions that extend the current view of a service offering as being a process-based phenomenon. Also, the meta-analysis sought to test the developed framework of the modular,
process-based service definition, and based on the findings argues that six propositions support this process-based view. Next, these contributions are discussed further in the Discussion Chapter that concludes the dissertation.
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Table11.Summaryofthefindingsofthesecondaryanalysisaselaborativeandvalidatingproposi
tions.
MANIFESTATION

PROPOSITIONS
Elaborative

Validating

(RQ1:Howdoestheprocessbasednatureofservice (RQ2: What support do these findings
offering manifest itself in the industrial and provide for the process based view of
knowledgeintensive businesstobusiness services services?)
contexts?)
1 Extending service exchange
over time

2 Activity flows
associated with
the provider

3 Activity flows
associated with
the customer

4 Application of
method, methodology or technique

5 Intertwining of
activities

6 Responses

1.1)Thedeliveryofthecoreserviceextendsovera 1.2)Extendingoftheexchangeovertime
periodoftime.
is considered as a process characteristic;
such extending over time as a feature of
the core component is specific to service
offerings; thus this finding supports the
processbasedviewofservices.
2.1a)Asingletaskcanbeexploitedaspartofsev 2.2) Processes consist of activities and
eralconfigurationsofvaluepropositionsasacore, tasks; studied contexts of service provi
supportingorvalueenhancingserviceelementina sion were based on a task as core com
complex offering, and as a nonservice when per ponent of the offering; thus this finding
supports the process based view of ser
formedasaprovider’sinternalactivity.
2.1b)Tasksandprocesseshavetheconceptualized vices.
dimensions of ‘Flow’ and ‘Program’ and are not
limitedtoanyparticularlevelofabstraction.
3.1a) Customers’ activities also manifest core, 3.2) The findings about coproductive
supporting and valueenhancing aspects in the aspects of customer participation signify
servicecoproduction.
an open process characteristic and thus
3.1b) Customers’ coproductive tasks and process support the process based view of ser
es have the conceptualized dimensions of ‘Flow’ vices.
and‘Program’andarenotlimitedtoanyparticular
levelofabstraction.
4.1a)Inserviceprovision,firmspecificknowhowis 4.2)Thisfindingcapturesthetransforma
developed into executable methods, procedures tive relationship from explicit knowledge
and techniques that become components of the about things and relationships and tacit
serviceoffering.
knowledge about Flows into explicit
4.1b)Throughthegenerationofexecutablemeth knowledge about Programs and thus
ods, techniques and procedures the service pro supports the process based view of ser
viderstransformtheirdistinctiveknowledgebases vices.
intoexploitativeforms(i.e.marketableservices).
5.1) Intertwining of tasks can be found in ‘non 5.2)Thesefindingssignifyprocessaspects
programmed’ Flow service processes through the related to Flows and thus support the
formsof:
process based view of services, but the
findingsarenotnecessarilylimitedtothe
a)developmentcombinedwithproduction;
b) codependence of two activities connected by processes that constitute service offer
ings.
cyclicalorbidirectionalfeedbackmechanisms;
c)fulfillingmultipleprocessgoalswithsingletask;
d)synergygenerating,andinsomecasesresource
generating,feedbackmechanismsbetweentwoor
moreactivities.
6.1a) Responses conceptualize the microlevel
structures in process relationships through the
identification of a triggering event and a reaction
activity.
6.1.b) Service processes are characterized bysuch
responselinkagestakingplaceacrosstheprovider
customerinterface,involvingbothparties.
6.1.c) Development of Programs requires anticipa
tion of the situations and events in the process
context.

6.2) Identification of responses taking
place across the providercustomer inter
face supports the process based view of
services.
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5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Development of the new services definition framework
This dissertation set out to propose a clarification to the observed gap in defining services in
a manner that helps researchers and practitioners, in operations management and related
disciplines, to capture and understand the core phenomenon of services. The study specifically set out to define services at the level of offerings, not service processes, companies or industries for instance. This is based on the logic that by understanding the differences between
the micro-level units-of-analysis, i.e. the product or offering level, further distinctions between the higher levels of analysis can be developed. First, service definitions were searched
from multi-disciplinary services and management related literature and analyzed conceptually, arriving at eight different approaches to defining services: 1) the exclusion approach, 2)
the quasi-conceptual approach, 3) the implicit process approach, 4) the explicit processapproach, 5) the outcome-based approach, 6) the experience-focused approach, 7) the valuefocused approach, and 8) the institutional approach. The strengths and weaknesses of the
definitions were evaluated (see discussions in Ch. 2). This assessment concluded that the
process-based definition is the most promising approach and noted that existing processbased definitions rarely go beyond the generic notion of services as processes. The review also
reveals the current fragmentation and confusion in the service field; the discipline is based on
a concept that can be defined at least in eight different ways (and which some argue cannot
be defined or, put more accurately; argue that a definition that distinguishes between services
and non-services cannot be developed). Moreover, the brief analysis of key operations management journals shows that the vast majority of authors publishing services related research
in OM journals avoid defining services at all.
In the theoretical part of the dissertation (Ch. 3), a new approach to defining services was
proposed. While this approach, labeled as the modular process-based definition of services,
heavily draws on a legacy of services research, it is new in the sense that no similar integrated
view has been published so far. The view is based on the following conceptualizations: market
offerings are seldom simple, one-component offerings, but combinations of a number of
parts, components or elements. This is indicated in the term ‘modular’ in the label given for
this definition. Since this complexity, each offering is likely to have a core value carrier and
supporting elements as has been suggested by the augmented services offering concept
(Shostack 1977; Carman & Langeard 1980; Levitt 1980; Shostack 1982; Grönroos 1990;
Storey & Easingwood 1998). Viewed as pure or ideal types, the distinctive element between a
services and goods component is the process-based nature of the services component and the
output-based nature of the good. Marketable offerings are configurations consisting of both
types of elements. Therefore, a graduated dimensional approach to distinguishing between
different offering types is constructive in contrast to the traditional juxtaposition of two basic
types of goods and services, which as we know is problematic.
This dimensional approach considers a) the type of the core element, and b) the ratio of one
to the other type as part of the whole offering. The dissertation has argued that considering
these aspects, and in this order of importance, any offering can be roughly positioned on a
continuum that ranges from services to goods. However, because offerings are configurations
of components, it is argued that a more fruitful characterization is to divide this continuum
into five basic types of offerings:
1. pure physical goods in which the core and majority of supporting elements are
physical components.
2. core physical goods with assisting services components, i.e. physical goods dominant mixed offerings in which the core element is a physical component but supporting components can consist of both physical goods and services; and
3. hybrid offerings in which the core element is an indivisible combination of goods
and services elements, and supporting components can include both physical goods
and services types;
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4. core services with assisting physical components, i.e. service dominant mixed offerings in which the core element is a service component but supporting components can consist of both physical goods and services;
5. pure service offerings in which the core and majority of supporting elements are
service components;
Between each, a conceptual difference can be found. Types 1 and 2 differ from 4 and 5 based
on the nature of the core element. Type 2 differs from 1 in that it introduces service elements,
and likewise type 4 differs from 5 in that it introduces physical components. Type 3 differs
from all others in that it has both kinds of elements as part of its indivisible core. Because
each type is conceptually distinct, this view is not a mere continuum model in which a physical product vaguely evolves into being a service (see the critique by Solomon et al. 1985). Instead, the framework offers a robust categorization principle to separate between different
offerings.

5.2 Validating and elaborating the framework through the
secondary analysis
While the primary studies in the original articles are based on inductive and conceptual research designs, the approach of the secondary analysis reported in this dissertation is confirmatory and therefore the research design is deductive, although inductive analysis techniques are utilized in the micro-level of conducting the meta-analysis. Because of such a
combination of research methods the secondary analysis produced both elaborative findings,
that add to the MPSD framework which was constructed by reviewing existing literature, and
validating or confirmatory propositions that assessed the feasibility of the developed framework against the empirical studies that were conducted prior to developing the framework.
The Conclusions Chapter summarized the elaborative findings into six themes, each of them
not entirely new but still acknowledged somewhat rarely in the research field:
(1) Processes include a time aspect, since processes unfold over time. The current study indicates that the time aspect varies based on the context and perspective, and that required or
contracted time is part of the service offering and needs to be considered in service analysis
and as a design element. The time element also enables making a distinction between services and physical products, as time is associated with the core element in services.
(2) The findings regarding providers’ activities revealed that similar processes modules are
provided by companies in different roles identified by the augmented service offering model
(cf. Proposition 2.1a in Table 11). Thus, a single task-related process may be an internal activity, or provided externally as a core, supporting or value enhancing element in different
configurations of offerings. Indeed, this principle is not new – but previous research has considered it as a problem, for instance:
“For example, if a worker on a car assembly line fits a tyre to a wheel, it is considered to be a
manufacturing operation, because what results is a “thing” – a completed car. If a garage worker
fits a new tyre to a car brought in by its owner, it is considered to be a service operation” (Spring
& Araujo 2009, 449).

However, the fact that a process can be a service in one context and a manufacturing process
in another does not make the definition any more problematic than the fact that a physical
good can be an offering in one context and a resource in another. Just as the conceptual category of a physical product cannot subsume all physical objects of the world the conceptual
category of services cannot subsume all the processes of the world. Nevertheless both product and service are economic concepts, and their definition must link to the economic-social
life context and not to some general metaphysical form of being (such as flowing or being
embodied in a material form) per se.
The literature analysis in Ch. 2 presented different conceptualizations of processes. The
Flows and Programs distinction (Hernes & Weik 2007) was reflected against the services literature, and similar distinctions was recognized in the service prerequisites approach
(Edvardsson & Olsson 1996; Edvardsson 1997) and other work related to service modeling
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(Shostack 1977; 1982; 1984; Bitner et al. 2008) as well as in the organization theoretical literature on routines (Feldman 2000; Feldman & Pentland 2003; Lillrank 2003). This distinction also emerged during the meta-analysis (Proposition 2.1b). Thus, a more conscious approach regarding the two aspects of processes thus would improve further research on service
processes. The idea is not that service processes are either Flows or Programs, but that both
views can be taken to analyze a service process and the latter tends to have a normative approach, making it necessary for OM and other service researchers to identify which process
conceptualization they adopt in a specific research design. Also, the idea that many realized
Flows deviate from the planned Program type process should be reflected upon in studies using a survey questionnaire instrument: in research designs, are measured concepts representing the actual Flow, or the expected/planned process design? Also, the elaborative findings
point up that the conceptualizations of processes are not limited to particular organizational
levels. In future research, more attention could be given to outlining guidelines for “leveling”
processes. The literature on business process modeling and related information systems support could be of use in this (see e.g. Melão & Pidd 2000; Kusiak 2002; Cappelli, Santoro, do
Prado Leite et al. 2010). It is argued here that the structuring and modularizing of processes
is a focal area of research in developing further understanding and techniques for modularization in services.
(3) The findings related to customers’ activity flows elaborate the existing views of coproduction and co-creation in services research. The views in service marketing and service
operations are rather different; the former emphasizes customers as the main creator
through the realization of value-in-use, whereas the latter concentrates on the co-productive
aspects of orchestrating provider and customer input in a service process. The findings indicate that the distinctions between internal, core, supporting and value enhancing processes,
stemming from the definition and the augmented offering concept, and between Flow and
Program aspects of processes, also apply to the customer’s side of the co-production (Propositions 3.1a and b). An operations management minded distinction between the two terms
was also proposed based on the secondary analysis: to consider co-production as the basic
(executive or repetitive) mode of customer-provider collaboration and co-creation as a special type of collaboration in which new resources (such as knowledge or data or innovation)
are co-developed and fed back to the collaborative process to be used as enhanced resources
(also Proposition 5.1d).
(4) A perspective emphasized in the original articles was the application of method or technique as a key characteristic of service processes (Propositions 4.1a and b). It was argued that
methods and techniques are means through which service companies transform their competences and capabilities into marketable offerings. This finding reminds us of the importance
of the resource-based view in researching knowledge and technology intensive service organizations.
(5) Studies aiming at process analysis typically approach the topic in a structured manner
and generate clear process models and frameworks from empirical field studies. In the current study, the original article studies were not particularly focused on the process analysis.
Thus, the findings revealed the ‘messier’ nature of processes (Propositions 5.1) – in Flow type
processes many tasks are combined, indistinctively related and simultaneous. Moreover, different units and types of resources may be combined to produce a single task, or a single task
can contribute to multiple outcomes. These findings are particularly interesting for a basis of
further research. Research typically assumes the manufacturing-based dominant view that
development and delivery are distinct tasks and separate in time as well. In addition, naturally occurring processes are not as structured as those worked into Program type models. This
‘intertwining of activities’ was found in the services context, although there is no reason to
assume it is a service-specific phenomenon but rather a more general characteristic of organizational and social Flow-type processes. Nevertheless this can be viewed as a confirmatory
finding supporting the process based view of services.
(6) Finally, the elaborative findings considered service processes as involving relationships
between triggering situations and responses. It was noted that in services such responses are
“exchanged” between the two parties, the customer and the provider, in the co-productive
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process interface. This finding indicates that to design well-functioning Program type processes, the situations and triggers for responses must be predicted. It is suggested that approaching processes through the concept of responses might be fruitful in generating process
models based on a bottom-up approach, i.e. starting from the micro-level responses and constructing chains and patterns to construct the higher level.
To summarize, the elaborative observations stemming from the meta-analysis suggest somewhat fresh perspectives to the study of services as processes. Yet, the main purpose of the
secondary analysis round was to seek for confirmatory evidence to test the validity of the developed framework of services as a process-based phenomenon. As can be seen from the
propositions addressing the second research question (see Table 11 in Section 4.2.3 for Propositions 1.2, 2.2, 3.2, 4.2, 5.2 and 6.2) the findings from the meta-analysis support the process based view. In addition, five of the Propositions address a key difference between a
physical goods offering and a service offering. In services, the core element of the offering has
a continued aspect of time, whereas for physical goods such time elements are in a supportive
role (e.g. warranty period or lead time needed for the supply process).
Another perspective in confirmatory research approaches is to consider whether controversial evidence against theory can be found. During the focused content analysis the researcher did not identify findings or themes that would have indicated a service in which a process
has no central role.

5.3 Research implications of the modular process-based
service definition
The modular process-based service definition (MPSD) has broad research and managerial
implications. This section first evaluates the research implications and then considers practice. For readers’ convenience the definition is first revisited here:
Services are either a) offerings in which the market exchange between a provider and a customer
entirely consists of process-based components (i.e. service components; this type can be called a
pure service offering) or b) offerings that consist of configurations of both process-based and
physical goods components that support a process-based core component (i.e. core service; this
latter type may be called a service-dominant offering). All marketed offerings consist of one or
more components; minimally an offering consists of a core component. Process-based components in an offering are those activities, performance or functions that are provided as a direct
part of the exchange and at least partially performed in the customer-provider interface, thus
requiring cooperation and coproduction of both parties (the provider and the customer), and
provide value in ways that require at least partial customer presence in the production process
and cannot be fully detached from their production systems.
This can be shortened as follows:
Services are offerings in which at least the core part of the market exchange between a provider
and a customer is provided in the form of process-based components that are inseparable from
their production resources and co-involve both parties.

The first implication of MPSD is that it can serve as a bridge between the different earlier approaches to define service, since it is not necessarily against the previous ideas but builds on
them. While the exclusion approach generally has not been considered as a viable way to define services, the modular process-based definition may contribute by explaining observations such as that ‘services cannot be objects of ownership transferred’ (Judd 1964; Hill 1977;
Hill 1999; Lovelock & Gummesson 2004); flows of activities are momentary and thus cannot
be owned.
The quasi-conceptual approach was criticized for assuming the characteristics as the definition criteria for services (Boyt & Harvey 1997, `see also Section 2.1.9) without considering
further root causes behind them. MPSD proposes the process nature being the root cause for
the IHIP characteristics. Therefore, the current contribution leads to the following considerations of the IHIP characteristics:
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Intangibility is based on the non-physical nature of activities, although activities can lead to
physical outcomes.
Perishability can be considered to be associated with the dynamic and passing nature of processes.
Heterogeneity can be explained by the open system characteristics of processes, but varies
greatly, and is not meaningful in distinguishing physical products from services (some arguments supporting heterogeneity apply to physical goods as well, and some services can be extremely standardized).
Inseparability of production and consumption is valid to the extent that service consumption is
process consumption. If the activity in question produces an element that can be separated from
its production process (i.e. a physical goods component), then the consumption of that element
should be separable.

This position reveals problems with some critique of IHIP that has been presented earlier.
The criticisms use examples of services that are offerings considered as representing a service
industry (the tertiary industry, a residual of agriculture and manufacturing), but according to
MPSD fall into mixed categories. Then a specific IHIP characteristic of services is refuted because part of the mixed offering does not conform to the example. Say the intangibility, inseparability and perishability of a ‘restaurant service’ can be refuted based on the fact that the
meal served has a physical nature, is separable from the cooking process, and will not perish
before being eaten. However, MPSD points out that what restaurants sell is a mixed offering,
and the refuting is done by comparing proposed service characteristics to a physical component. Vargo and Lusch (2004b) use the example of theater production as a case of perishability (which they interpret as ‘not possible to inventory’) and argue that theater seats are inventoried. They miss the point that people seldom purchase tickets for a theatre play for the sake
of being allowed to use a chair: theatre is an experience-centric service (Voss et al. 2008) in
which the core of the offering is indeed the process of playing/observing the play. A play cannot be inventoried – if it is recorded on film, it becomes a movie, a physical product. To
summarize, the process characteristic of services explains why the IHIP characteristics are
observed as being associated to services, whereas IHIP as such is not applicable as a definition. In addition to distinguishing between stages in which the characteristics are associated
(Moeller 2010) the characteristics should be evaluated against the modular view that
acknowledges market offerings being configurations of physical and services elements in different roles. Contributions in operations management can critically draw on the IHIP characteristics as features that result from the process nature of the offering. As an example, Biege
et al. (2012) use them to derive requirements for process modeling in servitized contexts: inseparability implies the need to integrate external factors in the interaction between the customer and front-office units in service delivery, and inseparability and perishability imply
that quality practices must focus on in-time production.
The implicit process approach commonly notes that service offerings are deeds, activities or
performances (Grönroos 1990) or doing something for someone. Alternatively, physical
goods have been considered as nouns and services as verbs (Rathmell 1966), and as transforming customers’ resources (Moeller 2010) or inputs (Sampson & Froehle 2006; Sampson
2010). MPSD agrees with these ideas, but proceeds further to explain the common denominator between deeds, activities, performances and verbs. Noting that Shostack (1982) presented the first explicit process based definition of services, and was later followed by
Grönroos (1998), and others (Lovelock 2000; Edvardsson 2005; Edvardsson et al. 2005),
MPSD contributes to this stream by suggesting a more fine-grained framework that employs
the concepts of modularity, complexity, configuration and dimensionality as the basis for distinguishing between services and physical goods, and also adds the three mixed offering types
overlooked in the goods/services-juxtaposing approaches.
Existing accounts of an explicit process view were criticized for not going further from the
generic notion of service as a process. While some precision is added, MPSD as a definition
(as presented in Section 2.2) cannot be claimed to add a distinctively deeper perspective to
processes although the dissertation has contributed to this through the review and analysis of
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process phenomena in Section 2.3 and through the meta-analysis leading to elaborative
propositions.
The outcome-based definition approach was criticized for superimposing outcome-meaning
to services and the unproductive view that no service has taken place unless a specific outcome is reached.18 Nevertheless, MPSD sees that services as processes can and typically lead
to various outcomes. Agreeably, a service outcome can have a physically lasting nature; say, a
person’s hair that is shortened at the barber remains short. Following the correct argument of
Sampson and Froehle, (2006; also Sampson 2010), ‘short hair’ cannot be produced to stock
because it is dependent on the co-production of the service provider and the customer. Moreover, when an offering is analyzed to determine whether its outcome can be separated from
its production, it is important to consider carefully what is the object transferred: the barber
cannot sell short hair but only the cutting treatment because the hair is the customer’s...
The experience-focused approach defines services through customers’ perception of the process. This view is not in conflict with the process based view, as it can be seen as emphasizing
the customer’s process. However, MPSD considers the view of service offerings to be broader
than personal services consumed by individuals. MPSD accommodates experience-centric
services (Voss et al. 2008) but also applies to automated, system-to-system functional services as well as those transferred between organizations. All consumption by individuals
agreeably involves experiences and therefore a generic notion of experiencing is not appropriate for a defining characteristic of services.
The value focused approach has been criticized for the same challenge: defining service as the
customer’s process of realizing value in use through co-creation (Vargo & Lusch 2004a;
Lusch & Vargo 2006; Lusch et al. 2007; Vargo & Lusch 2008b; 2008a; Vargo et al. 2008)
does not make distinction between different types of offerings. It also reinvents the conventional idea of benefits (and utilities) – customers seek to gain benefits from all types of offerings (e.g. Murphy & Enis 1986). They realize the benefits either by themselves or by collaborating with a provider, and define the benefits themselves, whereas the provider can define
its offering. Also, because MPSD focuses on market exchanges it does not include favors or
household internal activities (see Normann 1991). In this sense, MPSD is to some extent an
‘institutional’ approach; it does not include intra-organizational activities (cf. Hill 1977;
Gadrey 2000), unless there is a clear boundary of exchange between two relatively independent subsystems such as two subsidiaries of a corporation, but accommodates services sourced
by an agent for the benefit of another agent. The institutional definitions (Lovelock &
Gummesson 2004; Araujo 2006; Spring & Araujo 2009) fall short, unless they combine with
another definitional strategy, in that they focus on the agents between whom or which a
transfer takes place without reaching clarity of what is transferred (and how a service transfer
differs from a goods transfer). As noted earlier, the institutional perspectives have evolved
towards a process based view, and MPSD contributes clarity on this discussion.
The definition contributes to the discipline of operations management by attempting to fill a
gap by proposing a thoroughly considered definitional approach. As noted in Section 2.2, the
SOM literature is scant on definitions. Recently Sampson and Froehle (2006; Sampson 2010)
have contributed strongly to this discussion by suggesting a Unified Service Theory (UST)
which takes customer input as the defining characteristic. MPSD is compatible with UST for
the most part, and fully agrees with its process-related contributions (Sampson 2010; 2012)
and agrees that for the main body of services a customer input is associated with the process
aspect, but as noted in Ch. 2, identifies cases of services where the requirement of customer
input is challenging yet the process aspect is recognizable. Therefore MPSD contributes to
UST which, as noted, has not presented a definition of services as offerings, but has strongly
promoted the idea that processes are a central phenomenon in services (Sampson 2000;
18

An example of the former is the claim that a hip replacement surgery provider sells healthiness as its offering
although what it will do is perform the surgery – this relates to the tediously repeated idea that a lipstick manufacturer sells hope for women. As an example of the latter is the claim that unless a student learns, no education
service is provided, although most would agree that despite the teaching efforts sometimes learning just does not
happen – or a student learns something other than what the teacher intended to teach.
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2012), and made a distinction between service processes and non-service processes
(Sampson & Froehle 2006).
Biege et al. (2012) pointed out that servitization challenges many OM and SOM design methods as these are developed in non-mixed contexts, whereas servitization demands approaches
in which hybrid offerings are managed. MPSD contributes to all services related research by
suggesting a solution which moves away from the unproductive juxtaposition of services versus physical goods. It also opposes the claims that distinctions cannot be made. More important than taking sides is to know the locus of a particular offering and work further from
there. MPSD is neutral towards all kinds of ‘logics’ proposed in the area of marketing (Vargo
& Lusch 2004a; Grönroos 2008; Vargo & Lusch 2008a; 2008b; Grönroos 2011; Grönroos &
Ravald 2011): at least in theory, any organization can adopt either the goods or the services
logic or orientation, or something in between, distinct from whether the offerings it provides
are goods or services. In practice, some of these product strategic combinations may be more
effective than others in generating business performance.
The implication of the proposed definition for future research is that it provides a basis for
considering the validity of empirical findings that have been found inconsistent: are the empirical units analyzed process-based offerings fully or partially? Or are they miscellaneous
offerings associated with the tertiary industries and in the level of offerings not necessarily
service-dominant?19 The categorization of the five basic offering mixes allows further research to explicate product-based sampling strategies and to refine the level of analysis in
comparison between services and physical goods/manufacturing.
The definition also invites more operations management research into services understood as
process offerings. While operations management is process focused, the majority of the process views are developed for a manufacturing-type production context. Further research
might delve into characteristics and dynamics of service processes, as well as to evaluating
which existing process models are applicable in the service settings. It is anticipated here that
back-office service processes may benefit from manufacturing-related models more than encounter processes which take place in a more open setting characterized by customer coproduction (cf. Zomerdijk & de Vries 2007; Zomerdijk & Voss 2010).

5.4 Practical and managerial implications of the process
based view
The argument that service organizations are providing process-based offerings to their clients
draws attention from the output to the flow of activity. While traditional service companies
have always focused on developing their processes, for a manufacturing firm broadening
their services business the process focus may not be endogenous. The intention of MPSD is
not to propose a trade-off between the process aspects and the outcome aspects of service offerings, but to propose that 1) both elements are present, 2) their dominance depends on the
type of service (e.g. an experience-centric service such as a musical concert is dominated by
the process aspect, whereas another service such as root canal treatment at dentist may be
process intensive but its value emphasis resides in the outcome), 3) the process aspect is always present in services and thus, despite the value perspective, from an operational point of
view needs to be designed accordingly.
The modularity perspective proposed by the offering should encourage managers to analyze
their offerings at a modular level. Firstly, which elements represent the core components and
the supporting elements? Which of these elements are process-based and which are of sepa-

19

For instance, the example of restaurants was already mentioned. Another problematic case is retail. Retail is
considered as a service industry, as shops sell merchandise manufactured by another agent. However, taking the
customer’s view, and looking from the level of the offering, shops sell physical goods to their customers. Certainly,
the activities of a grocery business add value to the products, as they progress through the supply chain to the
buyer, through the supporting services of sourcing, gathering a useful mix of products and making them available
at a location accessible for the customer. Nevertheless, the core products in this set up are the merchandise.
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rable output type? This is anticipated to be helpful in further developments of the operations
as the elements that conform to the laws of services and those of goods can be distinguished.

5.5 Validity considerations
The purpose of the preceding sections has been to assess and integrate the findings with other research. This section considers the quality of the study by first focusing on validity issues
and then concluding with limitations to the approach. Yin (1994, 10) explains that
“case studies… are generalizable to theoretical propositions and not to populations or universes.
In this sense, the case study does not represent a “sample,” and the investigator’s goal is to expand and generalize theories (analytic generalization) and not to enumerate frequencies (statistical generalization).”

Correspondingly, Sutton and Staw (1995) suggest that, when evaluating research that is
strong on developing theory, the emphasis should be on its logic rather than its testing. While
the contribution of this study can be considered as a refined theoretical argument, rather
than a full-fledged theory, the emphasis of this work is on the side of developing and explaining the logic behind this argument. Thus, the main aspects for evaluating the current study
are the coherence of the logic and concepts, the quality of analytic generalizations, and the
research process leading to these generalizations (cf. Kvale 1996). Because previous sections
in this Discussion Chapter have already considered the logic and quality of the theoretical
argument, this section focuses on the challenges and benefits associated with the chosen
methods, specific design and implementation choices made in the current dissertation, and
the quality of propositions.
The research design has two stages: the primary analysis level studies which are reported as
original articles, and the secondary level meta-analysis reported in this dissertation. Because
of this design, there are gains in that the theoretical abstraction made from the studies reaches a higher level – however, weaknesses of the primary level studies tend to follow to the second level. Because the secondary analysis used the articles as its data, a considerable
amount of original evidence is hidden from the meta-analytical level. This is a typical aspect
of the meta-analytic approach (Sandelowski et al. 1997). On the other hand, data reduction is
a necessary step in qualitative analysis (Miles & Huberman 1994; Yin 1994). Also, when researchers conduct meta-analyses from research projects they have actively participated in,
they are familiar with the original evidence (Sandelowski et al. 1997; McCormick et al. 2003).
All the articles are based on a qualitative research approach: Article I is based on a single case
study, Article III is a conceptual study and Articles II, IV and V are comparative case studies.
According to Voss et al. (2002, 195), case research “has consistently been one of the most
powerful research methods in operations management, particularly in the development of
new theory”, and especially in today’s environment characterized by increasing complexity of
field phenomena. Given that process is an abstract concept, all methods, whether qualitative
or quantitative, require interpretation and abstraction, and observations are given meaning
in the theoretical sense (instead of direct ad-hoc meaning). Because qualitative research has
an emphasis on process and meaning (Sale et al. 2002) it can be considered as appropriate
choice for the current topic.
A good theory is refutable (Sutton & Staw 1995). The primary refutation method for field case
studies is the consideration of their analytical or logical inconsistency (Wacker 1998). Attempting this type of refutation in one’s own research is challenging as in crafting a good
qualitative study all efforts aim at strong logical consistency (cf. Denzin & Lincoln 2005). For
this reason the logic has been thoroughly explained, for readers to judge themselves, in as
transparent manner (cf. Dubois & Gibbert 2010) as possible and logical “exercises” are provided in the form of examples, special cases and implications of the theory in Ch. 2. Validity
refers to the absence of systematic error in the research process (Dubois & Gibbert 2010). In
the current study there are two aspects to refutability that influence the analysis of construct
validity. If a strict theoretical approach is taken, the main argument is not refutable because
it deals with the definition of the phenomenon – choosing the empirical units of analysis fol-
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lowing this definition obviously leads to a cyclical reasoning where findings would provide
support as the sample is based on the definition. In other words, because the definition captures the rationale of the choice for cases (Leonard-Barton 1990) such testing is pointless.
However, the findings from the meta-analysis were worked into propositions that can be refuted. Also, the main theoretical argument can be examined against empirical cases chosen
by sampling based on a competing definition or on a layman’s view. The units of analysis in
the original articles were chosen prior to generating the theoretical framework and the definition (i.e. based on the layman’s view) and the theoretical argument was tested in the secondary analysis by seeking evidence of “services” without a process aspect, and was not refuted.
In other words, the underlying paradox related to refutability is that both service and process are abstract concepts and their definitions vary (as was explained in Chapter 2), and the
results of testing are dependent on the definition strategy chosen. However, from a practical
point of view it is possible to argue that in operations management there is an established
socially constructed view of ‘processes’ as phenomena and similarly shared but perhaps not
as clarified perception of what, as an empirical phenomenon, is a service. This suffices so that
a working level of agreement of the presence or absence of the two phenomena in the sample
can be reached.
Retrospective multi-site case studies allow validation of construct stability across situations
(Leonard-Barton 1990). In addition to the original multi-case settings (Articles II, IV and V),
meta-analysis was used as a method for cross-checking the conceptualization of services as
process-based offerings based on the series of research conducted in primary studies. Metaanalysis includes interpretation of study-specific concepts into concepts that are applicable
across the set of articles, typically based on an iterative analytical process (McCormick et al.
2003), and thus increases the construct validity of the findings. Internal validity is a concern
for explanatory case studies that aim to explain a causal relationship between two events, but
is inapplicable to descriptive and explorative case studies (Yin 1994; Dubois & Gibbert 2010).
Thus, considerations of internal validity are not meaningful in the current study and, as already noted, the focus is on consistency of logic in theorizing. External validity considers the
generalizability of findings to other samples and in case studies is based on analytical generalization (Yin 1994). The findings reported in Chapter 4 vary in their generalizability beyond
industrial and knowledge-intensive business services. At the level of the main categories,
generalizability to all services (e.g. consumer services, public services) can be expected,
meaning that all services manifest the extending of the exchange over time, provider and customer activities, and sequences of events and responses. Also, all services can but not necessarily must show intertwined activities and implementation of techniques or methods. The
more specific findings reported in the Tables of Section 4.2 are highly context specific and
therefore to generalize them beyond the group of industrial and knowledge-intensive business services is not appropriate. On the contrary, in the elaborative propositions of Table 11
in Section 4.2.3 the contextual factors have been filtered out, and therefore it is assumed that
the propositions are generalizable to all types of private sector services. Some concepts used,
such as value proposition, may not translate well to the contexts of non-profit or public sector
services, and therefore the findings are considered not generalizable to such services.
Voss et al. (2002, 198-199) recommend using triangulation in theory testing case studies e.g.
in the form of survey-based research. In the current study, there is some data triangulation
built in to the method comparing different case study projects in the secondary level analysis,
although visibility to the original data is restricted. Because in the current study much of the
effort is in building the theoretical framework, this study does not utilize survey techniques
for triangulation but conducts only a brief confirmatory analysis; further research should
clearly validate the theoretical argument and findings by further testing. Primary studies reported in the articles follow a theory-building approach and utilize data triangulation techniques in the form of cross-checking evidence from 1) several respondents and 2) different
organizational groups, 3) comparing interview data with company documents and publicly
available information within a single case, and 4) comparison of data gathered in different
research projects and by different researchers. In the analytical process, researcher triangulation was used as well (except Article I which was not a team project). Formal tests for validity
were not calculated since the nature of inductive analysis is iterative and separating the anal-
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ysis of each researcher from others’ would have impoverished the validity increase gained by
the co-iterating and negotiating of interpretations and redirecting analytical procedures
based on the emerging findings.
Reliability refers to the absence of random error in measurement (Dubois & Gibbert 2010),
and obviously is not meaningful to be taken literally in qualitative research - instead, it points
to the transparency and repeatability of the empirical analysis. The point is not to conduct a
similar case study with a different case, but to consider whether a repeated study the same
data is likely to lead to same results (Yin 1994). The meta-analysis utilized analysis software
(Atlas.ti) to support systematic use of procedures; the software records the steps in coding,
allows easy retrieval and comparison of codes and data, and helps keeping track of the progress of the analysis. Thus, the use of software increases reliability through systematizing
analysis and data management processes but it does not prevent misinterpretation of the data. For this reason, transparency of procedures and choices is necessary in the reporting of
qualitative studies.

5.6 Limitations
To assess the strengths of a study it is necessary to consider its weaknesses. According to a
methodological view labeled as Dilemmatics, a flawless study does not exist because all scientific methodologies do have weaknesses (McGrath 1982). The weaknesses of a study fall into
two categories; those associated with the chosen method, and those related to design and
practical choices in implementing a method (McGrath 1982).
The main limitations that can be associated with the methods are:
1) The type of generalization that is possible from qualitative case studies. As
noted, qualitative and case research allow analytic generalization but not statistical generalization (Yin 1994). Results can be generalized to the studied cases and to some extent and
with careful consideration to other cases that resemble the case context. This type of generalization allows making the assumption that the identified phenomena or patterns may exist in
other similar situations, but the existence of other possible patterns cannot be excluded.
2) Limitations to systematization in qualitative methods. While systematic procedures and guidelines have been developed for qualitative analysis, the researchers’ subjective
reasoning and skills are a central aspect of the method. Thus, subjective aspects cannot be
eliminated from the method. Therefore, the findings depend on the knowledge and assumptions of the researcher. This provides benefits, but is a core limitation for repeatability of research. In addition to limitations in analysis, similar limitations exist in data gathering
(whether the relevant data gets noticed in the field) and reporting (whether the relevant findings are highlighted from the mass of observations concerning a data set).
3) Distance from original phenomenon. The case analytic approach allows researchers
to get close to their research subject and gain rich information. Still, their view of the case is
always a reconstruction made from the material they gather. While this constructed view is
typically broader and more neutral than the view of the involved respondent, the researcher
is also limited to the constructed view in depth. Also, the meta-analytic approach increases
the distance to the original data, allowing higher abstraction but loosing information about
detailed level incidents.
Correspondingly, limitations can be associated with implementing the chosen methods:
4) Varying approaches on case selection. In the primary studies, Article V reports survey findings from a whole population, but otherwise the studies combine theoretical and convenience sampling and the number of cases is relatively small. Certainly, this means that
findings are not representative of a population, and that findings could be supplemented and
tested by implementing other sampling criteria and including a larger number of subjects.
Regarding the secondary analysis, the original studies were not crafted with the processbased framework in mind. While this can make the findings more authentic it is also possible
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that researcher(s) might have had access to useful evidence in the cases but ignored that because of not being oriented on process analysis.
5) Varying approaches to managing data. In the level of primary studies, data management procedures vary between the cases, especially in Article II between the two cases
and in Article V between Study I and Study II. This influences reliability at a cross-analytical
level.
6) Limitations of the meta-analysis. Because the meta-analysis was designed for the
purposes of the dissertation as a project and required qualifications, the meta-analysis focused on a limited set of research relevant to the subject. The sampling criteria for the articles
was based on the fact that they were studies on the subject conducted by the candidate. Thus,
the meta-analysis is not comparative to systematic discipline-wide analyses such as the Systematic Review(cf. Tranfield, Denyer & Smart 2003; Denyer & Tranfield 2006; Denyer,
Tranfield & van Aaken 2008). Instead, it is a follow-up to the original research projects, aiming at summarizing them and seeking confirmation for the developed framework. Also, since
the secondary analysis was conducted by one individual its iteration was time-based, not divided between researchers.

5.7 Future research avenues
Previous sections have addressed a number of research implications and future research avenues to continue from the current study onwards. Suggested future research topics, interests
and directions are summarized as follows:
1) Testing the process-based view. The section on validity above addressed the logical
problem of validating a theoretical argument about a definition. Nevertheless, possible strategies to test this position should be considered and tried. One possibility is to survey the extent to which a population of service practitioners agrees with the arguments. This is not a
perfect test of validity but certainly could provide confirmatory support or refute the conceptualization. While conducting such a survey, testing propositions of the Service-Dominant
Logic in marketing should be included, since SDL suffers from the same validation challenge
as the MPSD.
2) Comparison of different service subsectors and analysis of their characteristics and findings relating to them, based on MPSD. A broad tradition of studies that
compare manufacturing and service sectors and firms exist. Therefore, an interesting direction is to investigate whether process-dominance of offerings could explain some observations more accurately than the business sector. For instance, the information and communications technology sector includes both process-based and product-based business models.
To what extent do the services subsectors differ in the dominance of the five basic types of
offerings? To what extent does “process-intensity” of offerings, as a rival proposition, explain
differences between the sectors and firms found in earlier research comparing services and
manufacturing?
3) Re-interpreting the transition phenomena in servitization. The servitization literature has addressed the organizational changes observed through the changing emphasis
from physical goods to services. What is it in services that explains the need for change? Can
organizational changes identified in companies shifting from goods-dominance to servicedominance be explained as a shift from product-dominance (viewed as based on the idea that
physical products are outputs separable from their production) to process-dominance? What
types of capabilities are necessary to succeed in process-intensive business?
4) Cross-fertilization of existing theories. While a large proportion of theory developed
in the industrial context is based on a product-oriented approach, some theories and modes
of production are process-intensive. Also, a considerable amount of research in the service
research discipline seem to embrace an output or ‘product-focused’ view, while the process
aspect may remain a black box in research designs. Yet, the common view in services marketing has been to emphasize the fundamental differences between services and manufacturing.
Service operations, on the other hand, has been more open (or less critical) to manufacturing
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related models. What implications does (increasing) process-dominance have for theories
based on product-dominant basic assumptions? To what extent is current service theory consistent or conflicting with the process-based view? What can service research learn and recycle from process-focused theory and knowhow developed in the manufacturing context?
5) Requirements for developing service-specific process theory. Processes are a
core concept of operations management. Yet, not much of this theory has been developed
based on the basic assumption that services as offerings are essentially processes. What is
known about providing processes as the subject of market transaction? Do offering-level processes differ from process models developed for other levels of analysis? Is process theory
scalable to the level of the offering? Do service processes at the offering level have characteristics that are particular to them?
6) Understanding co-production, co-creation and the operative interface between the provider and the customer. Current services research has been characterized
by debate over the customers’ role in services either as a co-producer or as a co-creator or
main creator of the service, value or outcome. Conceptualization of the service offering as a
process allows the study of a process in which two parties contribute. Also, the intertwining
of activities noted in the current study might fuel new conceptualizations of the coproductive/co-creative process. How does co-production/co-creation unfold as a shared process? What are roles and responsibilities of the parties involved? What patterns are found in
distributions of roles and activities in different types of services?
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Appendix 1: Analytic overview of the original articles

2010

JanHolmström
SaaraBrax
TimoAlaRisku

Comparing provider-customer
constellations of visibility-based
service

III

2007

MarjaToivonen
TiinaTuominen
SaaraBrax

Innovation process interlinked
with the process of service delivery: a management challenge in
KIBS

IV

2008

MarjaToivonen
SaaraBrax
TiinaTuominen

Client-oriented multicompetence:
the core asset in KIBS

V

Theauthorslearnedfromeachother’s
cases through conference speeches
and observed great similarity in the
casecontextsandpreliminaryfindings.
Bothcompaniesattemptedtodevelop
‘integrated solution offerings’ for re
mote maintenance. The researchers
setouttoconductacomparativestudy
of the cases in order to cross validate
theobservationsandrefinefindings.

To introduce a representation scheme
that helps original equipment manu
facturers and their customers choose
between different constellations of
visibilitybasedservice.

A conceptual model developed in the
research group was perceived to be
usefulinthecontextofphysicalsupply
chains, but was not applicable in the
context if industrial services supply
chain. The authors set out to test
whether it can be conceptually devel
oped into a model that represents a
servicecontext.

To explore the nature of innovation
processes in service firms, particularly
in knowledge intensive business ser
vicecontext.

Research on knowledge intensive
business services argued them being
sourcesofinnovations,lackingaclose
upstudyontheformingofinnovation.
A research project was started to ex
plore the nature and management of
service innovation in this context. In
the search of potential cases, 11 such
service offerings were found in the
companies partnering with the re
searchproject.

1) How increasing clientorientation
and multicompetence manifest them
selves in the studied  KIBS? 2a) What
kinds of new organizational solutions
have been adopted in KIBS? b) What
kinds of new skills KIBS consider im
portantandc)howtheyacquirethese
skills?

In2000,thefirstauthorhadgathereda
large crosssectional interview data to
study foresight issues in KIBS. The re
search team noted that this data con
tained much unreported insight on
innovation, development and related
views, and to study these additional
uptodate data set was gathered in
20052007, allowing further study of
emerging themes recognized in the
firstset.

International Journal of Operations & Journal of Service Management 21 (5), Economies et societies, Serie International Journal of Services Tech
Production Management 29 (5), 539 675692
“Economie et gestion des services” 8 nology and Management 10, (2/3/4),
560
(3),355384
175189

2009

Research question(s) / purpose / objective(s)
1) To diagnose challenges, and their To initiate critical discussion of the
root causes, associated with a mainte dominant manufacturerfocused pro
nance management software system cess implementation view on product
offering, and 2) investigate whether toservicesandsolutions transition by
the servitization strategy of extending 1) incorporating the customers’ per
it as an integrated solution offering spective and 2) demonstrating the
would facilitate in resolving the prob complexitiesfacedbythecasefirms.
lems.


Background
The case company was contacted in a
search for research topics in industrial
servicebusiness.Companyrepresenta
tives pointed a new managerial prob
lem that they had recognized. This
problem context was chosen as the
subjectofthestudybecauseitsnovel
ty indicated possibilities for research
contributions.

Year of publication
2005
Journalvolume(issue),pages
ManagingServiceQuality15(2),142155

SaaraBrax
KatrinJonsson

Developing integrated solution
offerings for remote diagnostics:
A comparative case study of two
manufacturers

A manufacturer becoming service
provider – challenges and a paradox

Authors
SaaraBrax

II

I

II
A supply chain perspective to original
equipment
manufacturers’
‘servitization’,basedonindustrialasset
management and supply chain man
agement literatures: 1) visibility in visi
bilitybased service infusion; 2) cus
tomer integration and coproduction;
3)technologicalaspects.

III
Compares three streams of service
innovation theory 1) new service de
velopment,i.e.thelinearmodel;2)the
“Nordic School”, i.e. the modelbased
approach focusing on service
prerequites; and 3) the “Lille School”,
i.e. the approach building on service
innovationtypes.

IV

Combinesandcomparesthreestreams
of research backgrounds: producer
services, professional services and
knowledgeintensivebusinessservices,
focusing on increasing client
orientation and becoming multidisci
plinary.

V

Analysis
Qualitativecomparativecontentanaly
siswithoutprecedinghypotheses:
1) each interview was analyzed sepa
rately to identify relevant content and
markobservationsandinterpretation;
2) interviews were compared within
respondent groups and writeups to

Qualitative comparative crosscase
analysis:
1)as1)inPaperI
2) interviews were compared, for one
case,withinrespondentgroupsand,
for the other case, within each firm,
and writeups to represent  each

Conceptualworkanditswriting,evolv
ingthroughthreemainphases:
1)iterativecomparisonbetweenearlier
models and literature on industrial
services, reflected against authors’
personal experience from earlier field
research, to produce a robust version

57 interviews representing the follow Conceptual project drawing on litera
ing stakeholders of the studied inte ture and personal experience, no pri
grated solutions for remote diagnos maryempiricaldataused.
tics (36 and 17 for the two different
cases):
forbothcaseskeypersonsinvolvedin
thedevelopment,deliveryandsalesof
theintegratedsolutionwithinthecase
firms; their selected customers; and
internalcustomers(businessunitsthat
bundled the offering as part of a
broader offering) for one of the case
firms.
The interviews were voice recorded
and fully transcribed into text;original
company documents and internet me
diated public information as supple
mentarydata.

Comparative case study, proceeded as
follows:
1)descriptivemodelingofeachservice
by the framework by Edvardsson, i.e.
identifying concept, process and re
sources;
2) analysis of the service innovations

Purposeful sampling: 11 service offer
ingsregardedasserviceinnovationsby
thefirm(basedontotalof30thematic
interviewsinthefourcasecompanies);
experts, managers and designers in
volved in the service provision of the
specificcases.
All interviews were recorded and fully
transcribed.

Comparative case survey, proceeded
as a qualitative content analysis as
follows:
1) reading the interview data in order
to become familiar with it, discussing
observationsintheauthorteam;
2) identification of the recurring

Study I: in 2000, all 10 professional
associations in the KIBS sectors inter
viewed first; then, 87 KIBS firms se
lectedbasedonaprecursorapproach
and supplemented by a snowballing
approach (i.e. including firms men
tioned in the preceding interviews).
Semistructuredfacetofaceinterviews,
oneinterviewperorganization.
StudyII:tosupplementandupdatethe
datafromStudyIfourKIBScompanies
participated in this multicase study;
altogether 82 semistructured inter
views were conducted in them be
tween 20052007, and supplemented
with company documents and work
shopmemoranda.

case Descriptive crosscase comparison Conceptual modelbuilding based on Descriptivecrosscasecomparisonwith Descriptive crosscase comparison
aimingattheorybuildingwithtwocase conceptcentricliteraturereview
11 innovative service offerings aiming between qualitative survey and multi
companies
atvalidationandelaborationoftheory casedataaimingatelaborationofthe
ory

Data
Interviews representing the following
groups:
maintenance management system
developers engineering and installing
the system for customers; other inter
naldepartmentsinvolvedbyproviding
informationorsupportforthesystem;
the global service network using and
providingsupportforcustomers;sales
department; external customers; in
ternal customers (business units
providing full operations services that
usedthesystem)
Theinterviewswererecordedandfully
transcribedintotext;originalcompany
documentsassupplementarydata.

Research design
Explorative/descriptive single
studyaimingattheorybuilding

Theoretical discourse(s) addressed; conceptual framing
The phenomenon of ‘servitization’: 1) ‘Servitization’ through integrated solu
the changing nature of manufacturing tions: 1) Integrated solution offerings
companies’ total offering; 2) shifts in strategy as a form of ‘servitization’; 2)
the value chain positions taken by the nature of the transformation pro
manufacturers; and 3) the nature of cess from manufacturer into integrat
the transformation process from a ed solutions provider; 3) maintenance
manufacturer into a service driven management of capital goods (de
business.
scribedasresearchcontext)

I

Main findings
The complex problem situation was
brokendownbysortingobservedchal
lenges and details into six analytical
categories.
1)Marketingchallenge:
[root cause:] existing practices of sell
ingtheproductasasystem(i.e.aphys
ical product) instead of as a service
dominant solution offering Æ [result
ing problem:] lack of systematic sup
port for the customer’s coproductive
role
2) Production challenge: treating the
offering as an addon to the capital
goods Æ lack of internal cross
functionalsupport
3) Delivery challenge: ignoring timing
and cultural aspects in the design of
theofferingatahigherlevelÆopera
tionalchallengesininstallationprojects
4) Productdesign challenge: unsophis
ticated design of the system Æ prob

I
represent each group were produced;
possiblecategoriestoorganizeobser
vationswereidentified,aswellaslink
agesbetweencategories
3) comparison between the respond
ent groups, focus on the differences
between groups as signs of misalign
ment;developmentandcrosschecking
ofthecategories;seekingforexplana
tions
4) iterative comparisons of the find
ings,theoriginalquotes,andliterature
torefine,seeksupporttoandevaluate
the conclusions; writing the research
paper

1)Historyofthecasesolutions
First, the development history of the
integrated solutions were described
(to provide transparency of context
and comparability of the cases): both
companies sought out to exploit their
technical core competence based on
product design and manufacturing of
installed base products, and the solu
tions strategy was supported by top
management.Onecompanybeganthe
development before remote diagnos
tics were available, and had more ver
sions of the offering in use, facing
technicalandorganizationalproblems.
Theothercompanywhichdevelopeda
remotemonitoringsystemdirectlyhad
less operational problems but their
offering was not selling as expected.
Both developed the technical solution
andthebusinessofferinginparallel.
2)Offeringstructure

II
group/firm were produced; validity
checkwithcasecompanies
3) focused literature review on inte
grated solutions was conducted and
written;
4) detailed comparison between the
cases using findings from Paper I as a
starting point (one researcher identi
fied a finding in her data set and pro
posed it, the other checked her data
and validated the finding by showing
supporting evidence, or reported a
need to refine the primary finding to
accommodate both cases; differences
between cases were carefully studied
and compared against developing the
orytoreachexplanationforthem;joint
analysis process documented as writ
ten email communication between
researchers); the research paper was
writteninparalleltotheanalysis
A generic asset management demand
chainofacustomercompanymaycon
sist of five generic functions: service
purchasing, asset information man
agement, maintenance, asset use, and
business planning.  A generic service
supply chain of an OEM may include
four functions: solution design, re
sourcepositioning,servicedeliveryand
installed base information manage
ment. These ‘chains’ areconnected by
the demand visibility point (DVP) in
which the service provider receives
information about customer’s service
need,andtherequirementpenetration
point(RPP)whichisthefunctioninthe
service supply chain that received the
information.
Four different value constellations in
maintenance demand supply chains
canbeidentifiedusingtherepresenta
tionalmodelforvisibilitybasedservice
infusion based on the amount of ‘visi

III
oftheconceptualmodel;
2) concept focused search and review
of relevant literature and some itera
tive development of the conceptual
model;
3) clarification of the contribution and
implicationsofthedevelopedmodel.

1)Typesofinnovation
Five cases shoved actual innovation ,
three cases were tailormade services
including a possibility for replication,
and three cases represented gradual
developmentandelementsnewtothe
firm. The identified innovations repre
sentedthefollowingtypes:
Caseno1:multipleincrementalinnova
tions, improvement and recombina
tion;
3:incrementalformalization;
5:newinitsarea,laterformalization;
6:newinitsarea,includesadditionand
formalization;
10: incremental formalization and re
combination.
In the innovations, consultancy had a
central role and was combined with
other aspects of the offering, or the
offeringconsistedofpureconsultancy.

IV
and comparison of each case to the
servicetypologybyGalloujetal.;
3) analysis of the creation process of
theinnovation,basedonexpostfacto
descriptivedata

Increasing clientorientation was mani
fested in the data sets by frequent
reports of: a) tightening linkages be
tween the service provided and the
customer’s strategy; b) perceptions of
dedication and moral responsibility,
andc)increasedrequirementsfor“cli
entspecificbusinessknowhow”.
Increasing multidisciplinarity was mani
fested by frequent reports of: a) cus
tomers’ increasing desire for “one
stopshopping” for knowledge inten
sive services; b) broadening to other
areas from the original area of exper
tise to be able to solve customers’
problems more holistically and at a
higher level of coordination; and c)
movestowardsofferingsthataremore
profitable than those based on the
traditionalscopeofexpertise.
Organizingprinciples
Work was organized according to the

V
themes of clientorientation and
multicompetence in the discussions,
decision to concentrate on them, and
development of the research ques
tions;
3) division of the data set I to first au
thor and data set II (following their
responsibilities in the gathering of the
data)tosecondauthor,analysisofthe
data,guidedbytheresearchquestions
and allowing further categories to
emerge from data; comparison of the
findings;
4)refiningthefindingsbywritingand
revisingtheresearchpaper.

Main conclusions
Provision of industrial services or inte
grated solution offerings requires sys
temic support that is different from
the traditional transactionoriented
management practices characteristic
for hightech manufacturing business
es. An offering that consists of both

I
lemsinuse
5) Communication challenge: lack of
processes to manage communication,
feedback and information flows Æ
source of further negative customer
feedback and increased communica
tionneeds
6)Relationshipchallenge:
a) product design in the back office
treated as core competence, mainte
nanceworkvisibletocustomerstreat
edasnoncoreÆcredibilityissues;
b)opportunismatbothsidesÆmisuse
of/skepticismagainstthesystem

Achieving external integration and
alignment with customer’s business
system requires understanding cus
tomer’s business system; its targets,
restrictions and operating principles,
whereas opportunistic behavior is a
barrier for customerprovider collabo

II
Bothsolutionarchitectureswerefound
to consist of similar elements, which
led to developing a framework for
solution offering structure. Integrated
solutions include a basic solution con
sisting of elements representing the
installed base, a solution system plat
form, information offerings, and ser
vicecomponents.Thisstructureneeds
to be customized to reach the func
tioningintegratedsolutionforthecus
tomer. An upgrading layer can be
added to reach a ‘total solution’ with
advancedvaluepropositions.
3)IntegrationasaprerequisiteforIS
Detailed analysis of the problems ex
periencedandsuccessfulpracticesand
conditionsledtoidentifyingtwolevels
of integration as prerequisite for suc
cessful integrated solutions: a) inter
nal,i.e.basiclevelintegrationbetween
the components of the offering and
supporting elements; b) external, i.e.
higher level integration between sys
tems (customer’s business system as
main system and provider’s system as
subsystem).
4) Customer orientation as a prerequi
siteforintegration
In both firms, technical orientation
dominated over customer orientation,
which was interpreted to explain the
existenceofintegrationproblems.

Foreachpotentialmaintenanceservice
promiselevelarequiredvisibilitypoint
canbeidentifiedinassetmanagement
demand chain. Without required level
ofvisibility,avaluepromiselacksoper
ational basis. Service infusion can be
described through the different con

III
bility’:
Default constellation: armslength after
sales service in which service purchas
ingistheDVPandserviceproductionis
the RPP, allowing the provider focus
only on order fulfillment, which is a
wastefulapproachforbothparties.
Constellation I: collaborative service
supply chain management in which
transactional purchasing is eliminated
by 1) the customer adopting an asset
information management system and
2)theprovider’sincreasedvisibility(i.e.
DVP) to maintenance function, allow
ing provider to use information (RPP)
in resource positioning, which should
increase efficiency and can reduce
costs.
Constellation
II:
conditionbased
maintenance as a service in which visi
bility is increased as DVP moves to
assetusethatgeneratesmaintenance.
This causeandeffect information ena
bles adopting predictive/condition
basedmaintenancetechnologiesanda
consistent installed base management
approachforincreasedreliability.
Constellation III: visibilitybased asset
management as a service in which visi
bility (DVP) reaches the customer’s
business planning, enabling the pro
vidertoextendtheservicesupplybya
solutions design function (new RPP).
Thisincreasesassetflexibility.
Servicedevelopmentmaybebasedon
different process models; traditional
preplanning as well as in parallel to
service delivery. The latter, ‘rapid ap
plication’wasthemostcommoninthis
setofdata.Threeissuesfavoringrapid
application were found: it was a low

IV
2)Natureoftheinnovationprocess
Onecasewasbasedonthetraditional
NSD model – not necessarily a linear
model but a separate development
phase preceded launch. A customer
suggested the service idea, and the
development project included tech
nical work (programming software).
Four innovations and two potential
innovations were based on the rapid
applicationapproach.Inthistheideais
put directly to practice and the devel
opment of a service is conducted as
part of the service delivery processes
for a customer. This approach is fa
voredbecausea)itiscosteffectivefor
theprovider,b)customersmayneeda
newtypeofsolutionsquickly,andc)in
many situations the service process
requires customer involvement to the
extentthattheprovidercannotdevel
optheserviceindependently,ord)the
idea may come from the customer,
making collaborative development
natural. One potential innovation was
recognized a posteriori, as a firm real
ized its project management business
hadevolvedintoamodelthatcouldbe
replicatedinanothercontext.

Knowledgeintensive business services
differ from traditional professional
services in that expertise is not re
stricted to single welldefined profes
sions. The increasing search for
multidisciplinarity in this context blurs
occupational boundaries. In addition,

V
client (individual relationships or by
businesssector)orservicecharacteris
tics, and mainly inhouse in large firms
and using networks in smaller firms.
When organizing was driven by the
service characteristics, two strategies
werefound:1)toformaseparateunit
capable of performing nonroutine
consultative services; or 2) to imple
ment a ‘productization’ strategy, in
which the focus is on the replicability
of the offering. Organizing into net
worked specialist firms demands one
organization to orchestrate this net
work,andsomecompaniesspecialized
onthatrole.
Implicationsforskills
The observations distinguished be
tweentheindividuallevelvs.firmlevel
capabilities, and those related to the
content vs. the process. Different ap
proachestoacquireandmaintainskills
were found: favoring versatility of
backgrounds in recruitment (not in
strong and traditional professional
sectors), further training; supporting
continuous selflearning, specialization
in new topics as forcing the firm to
develop, and collaborating with other
firmsandclientswiththeaimtolearn.

Discussion, evaluation
The study questions earlier basic as
sumptions about manufacturers’
transformation into service providers
byarguingthat1)managingservicesas
‘addons’togoodsdominatedbusiness
(i.e., the differentiation logic), is a ma
jor source of operational and quality
problems. Therefore, 2) incremental
servitizationthroughaddingsecondary
services to gooddominant total offer
ingisproblematicratherthanriskfree,
because the need for systemic service
support conflicts with the systemic
structures associated with the tradi
tional transaction orientation. This

I
physicalgoodandservicecomponents
cannot be sold as a product transac
tion. For services, support is required
specifically to: a) motivate and design
customer’s coproductive participation
in the service process, b) understand
thecustomer’susecontext,c)develop
asharedunderstandingoftheoffering,
d) align the provider’s incentive sys
tems with the service concept, e) ef
fectively manage information across
functionsandincollaborationwiththe
customer, and f) elongate support
from mere delivery to cover the use
phase. Therefore, merely adding ser
vices on top of a goodsdominated
total offering is not expected to yield
inaservicefocusedtotalofferingbuta
more radical approach is necessary to
question the manufacturing firm’s
mindsetandtraditions.

The longer time scope separates inte
grated solution offerings from CoPS
deliveries. The structural representa
tion of the offering advances earlier
viewsofintegratedsolutionsasgoods
servicesbundles. Earlier straight
forward approaches to developing
integratedsolutionsbusinessareques
tioned,aswellastheassumptionsthat
services are easy to copy. Instead of
recommending a shift from pure man
ufacturing focus to pure customer
focus the study argues that solution
business requires both a strong cus
tomer orientation and a strong focus

II
ration. Strong focus on manufactured
products may explain weak customer
orientation.
The complexity of solution offerings
canbereducedbyamodelthatidenti
fies four categories of product ele
ments in a solution offering architec
ture, and separates the layers of basic
structure, customization aspects and
valueincreasingupgrades.
Whilethephysicalgoodsaspectofthe
solution may be relatively standard
ized, customers’ usage patterns are
variable,whichwillinfluencetheoffer
ingasasystem.Valuecreationinsolu
tion offerings is based on long term
collaboration rather than short term
transaction. Customer’s decision to
source integrated maintenance solu
tions is based on comparing risk
sharing benefits, cost and skill im
provements, and the service orienta
tion of the providing company. Inter
dependencies between the compo
nents and context make integrated
solutions systemic in nature. This ex
plains why development of solution
offeringsiscomplicatedevenwhenthe
resultisasuccess.
The study illustrates that service infu
sion as the OEMprovider ‘moving
downstream’ means moving upstream
in customer’s demand chain, and that
this infusion requires significantly dif
ferentinformationfromthecustomer.
Tangible systems do not end up as
“addons” in eventual value proposi
tion of service infusion but are an im
portant part of systemic hybrid offer
ings such as integrated solutions and
productservicesystems.

III
stellationsasthestartingpointofbasic
reactive maintenance services is en
hanced by extending the value propo
sition.Thefirststageofvaluecreation
is the order fulfillment (Default Con
stellation). In Constellation I, resolving
the resource positioning challenge
increasesserviceefficiency.InConstel
lation II, increased visibility resolves
the planning challenge and reliability
can be improved. In Constellation III,
resolving the feedback challenge ena
bles collaborative planning between
the customer(s) and the provider,
which enables the improvement of
asset flexibility. The representational
modelindicatesthatserviceinfusionin
the level of single customerprovider
relationshipproceedssequentially(not
incrementally) through these constel
lations.

The dispute about the nature of the
service innovation is reconciled; both
the formal and informal models were
shown to be feasible. The purposeful
selectionofthecases,usinginnovation
terminology in approaching the com
panies’ management, may explain the
rareness of a posteriori innovation in
thedataset.Instudyingthenatureof
theinnovation,thetypologybyGallouj
and Weinstein was found useful.
Edvardsson’smodelwasusedforbrief
general modeling of the services prior
totheinnovationanalysis.Thefindings
illustratethatinnovationscanbefound

IV
cost, lowrisk approach for the provid
er,aservicerequiredcustomerpartici
pation in development, and strong
market pull for the new service. All
service innovations included at least
elementsofconsultingservice.

While the qualitative nature of the
studyandfocusonsinglecountrydoes
notallowstatisticalgeneralization,the
two different data sets gathered sev
eralyearsapart,oneportrayingalarge
set of firms and the other focusing
deeply on few companies, indicated
similarfindingsingeneral.Thefindings
arealsocompatiblewithrecentdiscus
sions in the research stream on KIBS.
These findings confirm earlier findings
that firms differ in their readiness for
multidisciplinarityandthat‘knowledge
intensification’ is an ongoing process
in the firms, not a characteristic that

V
the customerfocused competences
are developed to supplement the pro
fessional contentrelated expertise.
Different organizational solutions to
support business with ‘hybridized ex
pertise’ were found, typically being
arranged around the customer charac
teristics or individual customers. Also,
two optional strategies were used:
creating a unit of experts for non
routine consulting services, and the
other of ‘productizing’ the service of
feringbysupportingreplicability.Large
firms can find multicompetence in
house whereas small firms depend on
networks. Skills and understanding of
theinterfacesbetweenone’sownand
other areas enabling multidisciplinary
collaborationwereappreciated,aswell
as abilities to position the offering as
part of the customer’s value chain.
Skills are acquired by recruiting from
different background, collaborating
closely and being focused on learning,
and supporting continuous and em
ployeedriven learning in the level of
dailymanagement.

Managerial or practical implications
The provision of services as freeof
charge additions to goods easily at
tractsbutcannotbetreatedwithneg
ligence.
Perceptionofservicesasmerecostsof
goods sales generates quality prob
lems.
Poorqualityofservicespresentsarisk

Research implications
Servitizationprocessasaphenomenon
is not limited to the type of offerings
added in the provider’s total offering.
Itneedstoberesearchedasanorgani
zationallyintenseprocess.

I
confirmsthat3)firmsprovidinghybrid
type offerings should adopt a service
orientation. The findings also indicate
that 4) industrial services as not easily
copiedduetotheirsystemicnature.

Designofintegratedsolutionofferings
must take into account the variability
of the customers’ usage of the in
stalled base products and the organi
zationalcontext.Whenusepatternsof
an IB product line vary, segmenting
clients based on their business model
type rather than only by the type of

Serviceoperationsmanagementneeds
to engage in finding other ways to
improve service efficiency than decou
pling activities to back office for col
laborative services that take place at
the customers’ premises and can be
regarded as a part of customer’s busi
ness system. The complexity and con
textspecificity need to be better ad
dressed in studies of developing inte
grated solutions. More empirical re
search should be conducted on how
firms can achieve successful external
integration and increase internal inte
grationinsolutionsbusiness.Thefocal
roleofthecustomerpointstotheneed
ofbetterinvolvingtheminfuturesolu
tions research. The combinatorial na
ture (goods, services and knowledge)
of solutions should be reflected in the
useoftheoryinsolutionsresearch,and
these hybrid offerings, being a target
offurtherresearch,questionthetradi
tional juxtaposition between physical
goodsandservices.
The study identifies the required level
of visibility for each service proposi
tion. The representational model sup
ports managerial decision making in
considering alternative service propo
sitionsforindustrialassetmanagement
by drawing together the perspectives
of the provider and the customer

The proposed representation can be
used to document and describe the
transformation processes of service
infusion in manufacturing. It offers an
opportunity to balance the level of
detail in rich case descriptions with
theoretical abstraction when docu
mentingtransformationprocesses.

II
III
on the technical product quality. This
can be conceptualized as s shift to a
longterm systems orientation charac
terized by holistic, longterm focused,
balanced and mutually beneficial col
laboration between the provider and
thecustomer.

Service companies can choose to de
velop their service through a formal
NSD process or through rapid applica
tion in the customer interface. Since
customers are a major source of ideas
for new services, a customer oriented
approach is recommended. Also, inno
vationsmayhappenwithoutconscious

Edvardsson’s model is recommended
for further studies about the locus of
innovation.Furtherstudiesonthesub
ject of the nature of innovations in
services and the characteristics of ser
vice innovation processes should be
conductedinothergeographicalareas
and in other sectors (or types of ser
vices) than the professional or
knowledgeintensivebusinessservices.
This study did not focus on the man
agement of the service innovation
processes–anobviousareaoffurther
research. Also,  comparative research
aboutformalizationtypeofinnovation
and the commoditization of service
productsshouldbedonetoclarifythis
uncleararea.

While other service companies aiming
at developing multicompetence and
clientorientation clearly can adopt
similarstrategiesasthosedescribedin
the paper, the practical implications
statedinthepaperaddressthelevelof
policy making. Especially, services that
supporttheformingofsmallspecialist

Qualitative research is recommended
to validate and further investigate the
ways in which service providers im
plement clientoriented strategies of
positioningtheirofferingsandorganiz
ingthemselves,aswellasontheways
in which companies combine different
knowledgebasestocreatemoreholis
ticvaluepropositions.

IV
V
inthosesectorsthatcanbeconsidered canbeusedtolabelaparticularindus
as mature and routine, such as ac trysector.
counting, as new regulations change
demand.

Limitations
First, the study provides a rich and
closedescriptionofthecase,butitfails
toprovidetransparencyintheformof
direct quotes of the data. Second, the
findingsarebasedonasinglecaseand
can be generalized to be of evidence
for questioning the earlier assump
tions.Reasonableevidenceisprovided
to back up the claim that goods
oriented culture, mechanisms and
practices inhibit successful launch and
operation of industrial services, and
that incremental strategy to shift into
servicebusinessallowstheseinhibiting
structures to remain in power. From
this study it is not possible to assess
whether(andtowhatextent)thespe
cific challenges identified in the case
company are found in other
‘servitizing’ manufacturers, and more
challengescanbefoundinothercom
panies. Also, from this study it is not
possible to generalize how common
this goodsdominant orientation is
among servitizing OEMs, whether it
can be manifested in different ways,
and what other orientations might
exist.

I
for goods sales as it can reduce the
customer’swillingnesstoinvestonthe
provider’sbrandofcapitalgoods.
Organizing proper support for service
elementsinthetotalofferingsrequires
building of systemic support based on
a service orientation and focusing on
the customer’s process. Opportunistic
tacticsshouldnotbeusedwhenbuild
ingservicerelationship.

Casestudieswerefirstconductedsep
arately,resultinginsmallmethodologi
cal differences in data gathering and
thefirstroundsofanalysis.

II
installed base is recommended. Cus
tomer and service orientations should
be nourished while maintaining a high
leveloftechnicalproductcompetence.
The dynamics of value creation differ
between selling goods and providing
solutions. Solution design must focus
on continuity and incremental profit
making.
Providers
must
gain
knowledge about their customers’
perspectivetovaluecreation,andreal
izethatinsolutionstheirprocessesare
not buffered cores in the back office
butopenforcustomers’observation.
Pricing issues, operative issues regard
ing the building of the required infor
mation infrastructure and integration
issues indicate major practical chal
lengesandwerenotconsideredinthis
conceptual analysis. The scheme has a
simplifiedviewofOEMastheprovider
and the installed base user as the cus
tomer, although these roles may be
possessed by different third parties as
well.

III
throughthesupplyanddemandviews.
Thus it can facilitate the adoption of
visibilitybased services in customer
companies and the strategic develop
mentoftheservicepropositionsinthe
provider companies. In an ongoing
constellation, the representational
model supports providers in explicat
ing their asset related information
needs and requirements to their cus
tomers.

The paper focuses on the case level
representations of the service innova
tions, summarizing together all the
data items that were used to research
the case, without providing transpar
ency to the data directly (i.e. amount
of informants, their positions, quotes
from the data). The number of inter
views stated above was checked from
the author’s records. On the other
hand,sincemanyofthecasesarequite
unique, providing further detail about
informants would have compromised
the level of anonymity promised to
them. Case selection was based on
purposeful convenience, i.e. the re
searchers chose a combination of ac
cess and expected finding of a service
innovation as the main criteria for se
lecting cases. Five cases proved to be
innovations, and three were potential
innovations(notrepeatedyet),where
as three cases represented gradual
development, not innovation. Due to
the small number of cases, generaliza
tionoftheprevalenceofthefindingsin
the population cannot be made. Suc
cess of the innovations is addressed
onlybriefly.

IV
focus on them, and therefore manag
ersshouldattimesreviewthetailored
offerings provided for customers to
searchforreplicablenewvaluepropo
sitions.

Thestudyfocusesoninterviewmateri
al gathered on one country, which
clearly limits the potential to general
ize the extent to which similar devel
opment takes place elsewhere. How
ever,althoughfindingscanbegeneral
izedasbeingwaysinwhichcompanies
developnewcompetencebases,there
canbemorewaysnotidentifiedinour
sample. Furthermore, this study fo
cused solely on KIBS companies with
out a comparative sample from other
type of businesses. Itis therefore pos
sible that our findings are not specific
to KIBS, but could be found in other
typesofcompaniesaswell.

V
companies and the networks through
whichtheycanorchestratetoproduce
multidisciplinary offerings are needed.
Also,awarenessandcapabilitiesofthe
potential client companies to source
suchservicescanbeaddressedbypoli
cylevelmeasures.
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